Trust Board Papers
Isle of Wight NHS Trust

Board Meeting in Public (Part 1)

to be held on
Wednesday 28th August 2013
at
09.30am - Conference Room—Level B
St. Mary’s Hospital, Parkhurst Road,
NEWPORT, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG

Staff and members of the public are welcome
to attend the meeting.

The next meeting in Public of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board will be held on Wednesday 28th August 2013 commencing at
09:30hrs.in the Conference Room, St. Mary’s Hospital, Parkhurst Road, NEWPORT, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG. Staff and members of
the public are welcome to attend the meeting.
Staff and members of the public are asked to send their questions in advance to board@iow.nhs.uk to ensure that a comprehensive
reply can be given at the meeting.
Mark Price,
Company Secretary
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No business shall be transacted at a meeting of the Board of
Directors unless one‐third of the whole number is present including:

09:35
10:00

10:10
10:15

10:30

11:00

11:20

1.3
2
2.1
3
3.1

The Chairman; one Executive Director; and two Non‐Executive
Directors.
Declarations of Interest
Patients Story
Presentation of this month's Patient Story film
Minutes of Previous Meetings
To approve the minutes from the meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS
Trust Board held on 31st July 2013 and the Schedule of Actions.

3.2
3.3
4
4.1

Chairman to sign minutes as true and accurate record
Review Schedule of Actions
Chairman’s Update
The Chairman will make a statement about recent activity

5
5.1
5.2

Chief Executive’s Update
The Chief Executive will make a statement on recent local, regional
and national activity.
Certificates of Achievement & Employee of the Month

6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7
7.1
7.2
7.3
8
8.1

Quality and Performance Management
Performance Report
Long Term Quality Plan
Francis Report Action Plan
Board Walkabouts Action Tracker
Staff Story
Strategy and Business Planning
FT Programme Update
FT Self Certification
Pathology Phase 2 Business Care Refurbishment
Governance and Administration
Board Assurance Framework

8.2

Appointment of Senior Independent Director (SID)
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11:40

9
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

Board Sub Committee Minutes, Notes & Reports – to receive and
approve
Notes of the Foundation Trust Programme Board held on 23rd July
2013
Minutes of the Charitable Funds Committee held on 9th July 2013
Minutes of the Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee held
on 21st August 2013
Minutes of the Quality & Clinical Performance Committee held on
21st August 2013
Minutes of the Nominations Committee held on 13th August 2013

FTPD
Chair
CFC
Chair
FIWC
Chair
QCPC
Chair
NC Chair

12:13

10
10.1

Matters to be reported to the Board

Chair

12:15

11

Chair

12:20

12

Questions from the Public
To be notified in advance
Any Other Business

12:25

13

Receive

Enc L

Receive

Enc M

Receive

Enc N

Receive

Enc O

Receive

Enc P

Chair

Issues to be covered in private.
Chair
The meeting may need to move into private session to discuss issues which are considered to be
‘commercial in confidence’ or business relating to issues concerning individual people (staff or patients).
On this occasion the Chairman will ask the Board to resolve:
'That representatives of the press, and other members of the public, be excluded from the remainder of
this meeting having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be transacted, publicity on
which would be prejudicial to the public interest', Section 1(2), Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act
l960.
The items which will be discussed and considered for approval in private due to their confidential nature
are:
Reports from Serious Incidents Requiring Investigation (SIRIs)
Safeguarding Update
Employee Relations Issues

12:30

13

The Chairman or Chief Executive will indicate if there are any other issues which may be discussed in
private without entering into detail about them. Members of the public, the press and members of staff
will then be asked to leave the room.
Date of Next Meeting:
The next meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board to be held in public is on Wednesday 25th
September 2013 in the Conference Room at St. Mary’s Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG.
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Minutes of the meeting in Public of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board held on Wednesday 31st July
2013 in the Conference Room, St Mary’s Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight commencing at 09:30
Danny Fisher
Karen Baker
Felicity Greene
Chris Palmer
Mark Pugh
Alan Sheward
John Matthews
Nina Moorman
Charles Rogers
Peter Taylor
Sue Wadsworth

Chairman
Chief Executive (CE)
Executive Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development (EDSCD)
Executive Director of Finance (EDF)
Executive Medical Director (EMD)
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce (EDNW)
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director

Observers:

Chris Orchin
Tina Harris

Non Executive Director of Health Watch
Chief Executive of Earl Mountbatten Hospice

In Attendance:

Andy Hollebon
Brian Johnston
Andy Shorkey
Lisa Reed
Marie Gasior
Natalie Mew
Sarah Gladdish
Stuart Inett
Heather Cooper
Theresa Gallard
Simon Paul
Laura Moody
Lesley Anne Moody
Lynn Cave

Head of Communication
Head of Governance & Assurance (for items 13/153,156 & 157)
FT Programme Officer (for Items 13/151 & 152)
Head of Clinical Services (for item 13/145)
Matron (for item 13/145)
Sister – Rehab (for item 13/145)
Clinical Director (for item 13/145)
Development & Training Technologist (for item 13/145)
Training Manager (for item 13/145 & 150)
Business & Project Manager(for item 13/150)
Project Manager (for item 13/150)
Sister – ICU (for item 13/145)
Senior Staff Nurse (for item 13/145)
Trust Board Administrator (BA)

PRESENT:

Minuted by:

Members of the Public in attendance:
Minute
No.
13/138

There were no members of the public present

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE, DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST AND CONFIRMATION
THAT THE MEETING IS QUORATE
Apologies for absence received from Mark Price, Foundation Trust Programme
Director/Company Secretary, and also Nancy Ellacott from Patients Council.
John Matthews confirmed that he was an Assistant Coroner and a Deputy District Judge.
The Chairman announced that the meeting was quorate.

13/139

PATIENT STORY
There were two patients’ stories shown. One focused on Chemotherapy and the other on the
receipt of regular Blood Transfusions. Both stated positive aspects of their care although
some areas where there was concern by the patients was shown. In Chemotherapy the main
issue was the out-patient facilities which the patient felt could be better and more suited to
oncology patients. The other key area was in the provision of regular Blood Transfusions
which the gentleman felt were not well organised and had resulted in him receiving treatment
in the Beacon waiting room on one occasion.
The Chief Executive stated that these very both very interesting cases and she requested
that the issue with the blood transfusions be looked into. The Executive Medical Director
advised the meeting that these were now being undertaken in the Chemo Suite but that as
medically they were less important than Chemo treatment whose appointments were not able
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to be changed that he would look into the matter further and would report his finding at a later
date.
Action by EMD
The Chief Executive stated that she would like further Patient Stories which come to Board to
highlight the key areas of the interview and that all stories should be viewed by the Quality &
Clinical Performance Committee first. An edited version could then be prepared for the
Board but should include both the positive and negative comments.
Action by EDNW
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Patient Story
13/140

th
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING OF 26 June 2013
Minutes of the meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board held on 26th June 2013 were
approved.

Proposed by Peter Taylor and seconded by John Matthews
The Chairman signed the minutes as a true and accurate record.
13/141

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS
a) TB/029 – The Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development confirmed
that this issue was being reviewed as part of the ongoing project. She confirmed that
all measures were in place for the documents to be as secure as possible and that
the records in the old social club were also secure with all surplus items having been
removed from the premises. She did stress that this project was still being
developed John Matthews expressed his concern about what would happen if the
situation were to change to being in the serious category and it was requested that
an update would be made next month.
Action by EDSCD
b) TB/032 – This item was now closed
c) TB/025 – Arrangements for patients to speak to committees now in place. Item now
closed.
John Matthews stated that he was not happy with the “progressing” status on the report. He
felt that a specific date for completion should be given to prevent issues drifting. This was
agreed by other members also and it was agreed that this would be implement in future.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Review of Schedule of Actions

13/142

CHAIRMAN’S UPDATE
The Chair reported that he had been to a FT Network meeting in London where he had
viewed an exemplary case from Lincoln in which 2 of their governors spoke. He now has a
much clearer vision of how governors are used and was keen to ensure that crossover
between NED and Governor responsibilities did not occur. Arrangements were being made
for an experienced governor to come over to talk to the team. Sue Wadsworth confirmed that
the FT Programme Director had issued the invitation.
He advised that the Pathology Consortium had employed a legal team to prepare papers for
them and the Chief Executive confirmed that a report would be going to the Portsmouth NHS
Trust Board in August.
Lancaster FT Trust was working with a Strategic Business Partner and their experiences
would be monitored.
There would be a visit from the minister from Gibraltar next week.
He advised that today there was no confirmed person to open the Helipad and A & E but that
he felt that a minister would be appropriate.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Chairman’s Statement
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13/143

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S UPDATE
The Chief Executive gave the following update on recent national, regional and local activity:
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
a) Chief Inspector of Hospitals appointed
The new Chief Inspector of Hospitals, Professor Mike Richards has written to us
setting out how the new hospital inspection teams will be organised. He has
called for clinicians, professionals and members of the public to join his inspection
teams and wants people with a wide range of experience and expertise.
b) NHS 65th Birthday – 5th July 2013
Happy Birthday everyone - the NHS is 65 years old! There has been a lot of
progress in the 65 years and we should all be proud of that and our work to help
patients. The Trust hosted the Chamber of Commerce’s Business Breakfast on 5th
July and many of the participants who went off on tours of St. Mary’s were impressed
by our commitment and passion to give patients a great experience. On 26th July in
collaboration with the County Press, the CCG and the My Life A Full Life programme
we published a celebratory supplement.
c) Heatwave
The Met Office has issued a number of Heatwave alerts. Staff and patients were
advised to take measures to make life comfortable and reduce the risks of adverse
affects.
d) Director of Public Health, Jenifer Smith moved
Our previous Director of Public Health, Jenifer Smith, transferred to the Council with
the Public Health Team and has since been recruited to a position with Public Health
England covering Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire. Jenifer worked for a number of
years with staff in the Trust and across the Island and our very best wishes go to her
as she prepares to leave the Island for her new post.
e) Summary Care Records programme
The CCG are writing to all patients registered with GP Practices on the Island about
the Summary Care Records programme. If you’re travelling to the mainland it means
that a summary of your care record will be available if you fall ill – like our Island
based Vision 360 this must be a good thing and will potentially save lives.
f) NHS 111
Our service continues to buck the national trend and perform well. The problems
faced elsewhere are an excellent advert for our excellent service.
g) Keogh Review / Nursing levels
The Keogh Review has put 14 hospitals into ‘special measures’. This is for a variety
of reasons but principally because of either poor mortality ratios or questions about
their financial and clinical sustainability. The NHS Trust Development Authority has
given no indications that anything like that would be done to Isle of Wight NHS Trust
and generally they are pleased with our performance to date. We are one of the
fastest improving organisations they have come across. The Executive Director of
Nursing & Workforce has no direct concerns with the nursing levels. No concerns
have been raised regarding the longer term recruitment of nurses. Hospital wards
are busy places. On the whole Nurses in the Trusts wards provide excellent
standards of care. We actively encourage staff to raise concerns when they feel they
are unable to deliver care. We monitor this weekly and follow up on every concern
raised. The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce has not received any
complaints to this effect.
h) Maternity care
There are around 1420 births on the Island. Our department does have 24hour
Senior and Mid grade cover.
i) Friends and Family Test
Isle of Wight NHS Trust has welcomed the national publication of Friends and Family
test data. When patients leave A &E or the inpatient setting, or within 48 hours of
their discharge, they are invited to give their feedback which includes a simple
question: “How likely are you to recommend our ward/A&E department to friends
and family if they needed similar care or treatment?” Between 1st April and 30th June
2013 the following scores were achieved for inpatient areas and the Emergency
Department (A&E):
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y
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200
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9

2

3

741

250

36

6

941

321

45

8

Aggrega
te
Respon
se Rate

1

FFT
Aggre
gate
Score
(out of
100)
63

6

10

67

41.0 %

9

11

4.0 %

Source: http://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/friends-and-family-test/friends-and-family-test-data/

Staff are being encouraged to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to provide their
feedback via the Patient Experience Survey.
13/144

Local Issues
a) Annual General Meeting – at 5.00p.m. today
In next week’s Isle of Wight County Press we publish a summary of our 2012/13
Annual Report and what a busy year it was! The full report will be available at our
inaugural AGM on Wednesday 31st July (5.00p.m. in the Conference Room at St.
Mary’s)
b) Visit by Gibraltar delegation – 5/6 August 2013
• Dr John Cortes, MBE MP, Minister for Health and the Environment H.M.
Government
of Gibraltar
• Mr Freddie Pitto, Nurse Director and Chief Executive Designate
• Mrs Christine Crawford, Principal Secretary to the Minister for Health
• John Langan – Interim CEO

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Visiting various areas of the Trust. Discussions re possible future collaborative
arrangements.
Opening of Pathology Laboratory – 6 August 2013
Dr John Cortes, MBE MP, Minister for Health and the Environment H.M. Government
of Gibraltar will formally open our new £1m+ pathology laboratory.
IoW Radio Local Hero Award – Malcolm Smith
Congratulations to Malcolm Smith who was awarded the IoW Emergency services
person of the year award at the Wight Fibre Local Heroes Award organised by Isle of
Wight Radio. Malcolm, has been with the Trust for over 35 years and involved with
the Island’s Scouting community for over 40 years. Malcolm was instrumental in the
setting up the first Community Responder schemes and has been teaching first aid
for many years. Congratulations also to IoW Radio on being the Commercial Station
of the Year again.
Arts & Health SW Awards highly commend Healing Arts
Congratulations to Healing Arts who won the 'Highly Commended' category in the
Arts Council supported Arts and Health South West Awards at the International Arts
and Health Conference in Bristol last week.
Prison Health Services ‘highly commended’ at National Patient Safety Awards
Congratulations to Prison Health Services at HMP IOW who were awarded ‘highly
commended runner up’ at the National Patient Safety Awards earlier this week. This
of course was for service achievements before the transfer to Care UK and all staff
involved should be rightly proud of their valuable work at the prison which supported
this award.
Stoma team - Colostomy Association Purple Iris award
Congratulations to the Stoma team who have been announced as overall winners of
the Colostomy Association Purple Iris award.
CAMHS shortlisted for the 2013 RC Psychiatrists Awards
It’s also great news that the Community Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service
(CAMHS) have been shortlisted for the 2013 Royal College of Psychiatrists Awards.
Well done to everyone and good luck CAMHS.
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i)

2013 Isle of Wight NHS Trust Awards
The 2013 Isle of Wight NHS Trust Awards will take place in November and I am
pleased to announce that the nomination forms for the eight main awards are now
available at www.iow.nhs.uk/awards. Nomination forms must be returned by
Monday 2nd September 2013.

The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Chief Executive’s Update
13/145

CERTIFICATES OF ACHIEVEMENT
The Chief Executive stated that this was her favourite part of the meeting. She advised those
present that she would be reading out the full citation for each staff member as it shows their
excellence in their fields. She presented the Employee Recognition of Achievement Awards
to Natalie Mew, Lesley-Anne Moody, and Stuart Inett. She congratulated them on their
awards.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Certificates of Achievement
QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

13/146

PERFORMANCE REPORT
The Executive Director of Finance presented the Performance Report.
Key points:
a) Patient Safety, Quality & Experience:
Overall performance against our key safety and quality indicators is good. However,
focus areas include:
Pressure ulcers, hospital acquired pressure ulcers for June (14) are higher than
previous year. There were no Grade 3 pressure ulcers reported in June, but there is
still some work required on grades 2 (10) and 4 (4) pressure ulcers to bring them in
line with the desired local trajectory.
Healthcare Acquired infections remain a focus area. 1 case of MRSA bacteraemia
was reported in June as well as 2 new cases of C-Diff. This case takes the Trust
above the National Threshold of zero across all organisations. There is an action
plan in place to ensure lessons learned and actions have been taken. The new
Route Cause Analysis process has been tested and agreed by the Matrons Action
Group.
The number of complaints for June (15) is up on our previous position of 14 but well
within the reduced target of 23.
b) Operational Performance:
Stroke patients spending 90% of their stay on a designated Stroke Unit achieved
100% in June at the same time as achieving the target for a 12 full months. High risk
TIA fully investigated and treated within 24 hours continues to achieve the national
target of 60% although the very demanding local stretch target remains challenging
largely due to the small numbers involved.
Provisional data for June indicates that the 2 week target for 'Symptomatic Breast
Cancer Referrals Seen' was not achieved in month again. Work took place in May
2013 to ensure that the first offered appointment is within the first week after referral
and alternative dates/times offered if not suitable; the effects have not yet resulted in
the anticipated improvement.
Emergency readmissions in June within 30 days of previous discharge are down to
3.29%, inside the national target for the first time.
c) Workforce:
The total pay bill for June is below plan although it remains over plan year to date.
The number of FTEs in post is lower than plan. Agency staff pay is above planned
levels.
Sickness absence was above plan in June (3.67%). Specific problem areas are
identified and challenged at directorate performance review meetings.
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A significant proportion of the pay and non-pay variance is due to the prison contract
extension and will be offset by additional income received.
d) Finance & Efficiency:
Overall we have achieved our financial plans for June and for the first time our
Monitor Financial Risk Rating had improved to 4.
The in month CIP target for planned schemes in June underachieved by £246k,
although the year to date target is showing as fully delivered.
Monthly Performance meetings continue for each directorate with Exec Directors
(Medical, Nursing, Finance and HR) to review performance. Separate finance
meetings are undertaken to provide a more detailed finance review. Monthly Capital
Investment Group meetings held with Facilities, Finance and all directorates.
The Chairman referred to page 9 of the report and asked if the levels of lost funding from
CQUINS could be measured. The Executive Director of Finance advised that the CQUIN
data was manually gathered and that any lost income was down to errors in data collection
rather than patients not being seen. She confirmed that she would investigate and report
back to the Board.
Action by EDF
Nina Moorman referred to page 11 of the report and asked why Symptomatic Breast cancer
referrals were recorded and not Breast Cancer referrals. The inference was that there was a
2 week threshold on appointments for Breast Cancer referrals and this data was not shown.
John Matthews agreed that the data was not clear. The Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce confirmed that this query would be taken to the Quality and Clinical Performance
Committee for discussion and would report back to Board.
Action by EDNW
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Performance Report
13/147

REFERENCE COSTS 2012/13 Submission
The Executive Director of Finance reported that the final submission was made in
accordance with the required deadline. The comparative data was not expected to be
available until later in the year when our Reference Cost indicator would be published.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Reference Costs 2012/13 submission

13/148

QUARTERLY MORTALITY UPDATE - INCLUDING AN UPDATE ON THE INDEPENDENT
REVIEW OF THE LIVERPOOL CARE PATHWAY
The Executive Medical Director presented the quarterly update. He highlighted the Hospital
Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR) rate which is currently 102 (covering YTD period April
2012 – March 2013) non-rebased. This is a slight increase on previous YTD period April
2012 – January 2013 of 100 but is still within tolerable limits and an improvement on the
Trusts position in previous years. HSMR data is rebased nationally and the position for the
Trust for 2012/13 is 107 which effectively means that the Trust stays at the same level.
He gave an overview of how the numbering system worked and confirmed that the Trust was
statistically within range which was good.
He advised the meeting that the data used on the Mortality from All Causes charts is based is
derived from Public Health sources which are slow at releasing their figures. He also
stressed that their data included all deaths and not just those within hospitals.
Overall the Trust is in a good position and is within the tolerance areas.
The Executive Medical Director continued by giving an update on the Independent Review of
the Liverpool Care Pathway. He confirmed that as a Trust we had phased out using the
pathway in June 2012. He confirmed that the Earl Mountbatten Hospice had reservations
about using the pathway for a number of years preferring to work with the patients to agree a
suitable end of life programme which was specific to them. He also confirmed that the Trust
now only used the pathway in cases where it had been agreed with the patient and the
bereavement office. They report back to the Quality & Clinical Performance Committee in all
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such cases as part of their standard reporting process.
The Chief Executive of the Earl Mountbatten Hospice stated her agreement with these
comments and confirmed that the Liverpool Care Pathway was not used at the hospice and
that all patients had their own individual care plans.
The Executive Medical Director confirmed that the Amber Care Pathway was currently being
trialled on 2 wards.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Quarterly Mortality Update
13/149

BOARD WALKABOUTS ACTION TRACKER
The Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce reported that there had been 28 visits since
the beginning of the financial year and there had been 83 actions identified from these visits.
Completion of these was good with 16 Amber ratings outstanding and 2 Red which were due
to lack of feedback being received or action being taken. These were being actively
monitored.
He confirmed that the process complies with governance assurance and will also allow the
Trust to provide evidence to the TDA.
Sue Wadsworth stated that it was unacceptable for the 2 Reds to still be outstanding. She
was assured that updates on these were in progress.
The Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce confirmed that some of the areas would be
revisited as needed for assurance purposes.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Board WalkaboutsAction Tracker

13/150

STAFF STORY
Theresa Gallard and Simon Paul presented their story to the meeting. They outlined their
staff development throughout their services with the Trust. They gave details of the support
they had received from the organisation; in particular the Training & Development team
stressing the importance of the variety of training opportunities which were available to staff
and which were beneficial to both patients and the organisation.
Sue Wadsworth thanked them for their presentation and commented on how good it was to
hear about the importance learning and development has on the patients.
The Chief Executive stated that both Theresa and Simon were exceptional individuals and
were greatly valued within the organisation. She also stated that more awareness was
needed of the excellent administrative team that worked within the organisation and which
were often overshadowed by the clinical aspects.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Staff Story
STRATEGY AND BUSINESS PLANNING

13/151

FT PROGRAMME UPDATE
The Chief Executive Officer reported that in the absence of the FT Programme Director this
presentation would be undertaken by the FT Programme Officer.
The FT Programme Officer reported that the Executive Director of Finance and the
Foundation Trust Programme Director met with Monitor on the subject of local tariff on 9 July
2013. She confirmed that they would be returning for another meeting in September to help
them understand the needs of the island.
The FT Programme Officer also confirmed that the TDA Quality Inspector visit would be on
11 September 2013 during which they would be visiting teams across the island.
He also confirmed that the Integrated Business Plan & LTFM were on track, with a focus on
CIPs to ensure the plan is sustainable.
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The Membership Recruitment campaign was progressing well with the estimated position
being at 2375 members which was well ahead of overall trajectory.
The Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce questioned whether the PAS system could
be utilised to identify potential mainland members who regularly used the services on the
island to increase the uptake of the “Elsewhere” demographic. It was agreed that this would
be a potential source of information which should be looked into.
Action by CS
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Foundation Trust (FT) Programme
Report.
13/152

FT SELF CERTIFICATION
The Chief Executive Officer reported that in the absence of the FT Programme Director this
presentation would be undertaken by the FT Programme Officer.
The FT Programme Officer advised the meeting that of the 14 Board Statements, 12 were
compliant. The 2 outstanding were No 5 which related to TDA compliance – this was being
reassessed in line with the TDA oversight model/accountability framework and was
scheduled for compliance by end of August 2013. No 11 related to the Information
Governance Toolkit had been resolved and was anticipated that compliance was imminent
The Licencing Conditions - Of the 12 listed only 1 was compliant but the outstanding was due
to clarification being outstanding from the TDA. No problems were anticipated once this is
received.
The FT Milestones – Of the 8 listed 7 were on track with 1 completed.
The Executive Director of Finance advised that historical due diligence would be agreed with
Monitor at a later date.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and seconded by Sue Wadsworth
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the FT Self Certification

13/153

REVISED TRUST BOARD & BOARD SUB COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE
The Head of Governance & Assurance reported that the Terms of Reference for the Board
Sub Committees had been reviewed and areas had been included to reflect external issues,
including the NHS Constitution, and also the corporate governance arrangements.
He also reported that a draft Terms of Reference for the Trust Board itself had been
prepared. It was agreed that this would be discussed at Board Seminar prior to approval at
Trust Board.
Action by CS
Proposed by John Matthews and seconded by Sue Wadsworth
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Revised Trust Board & Board Sub
Committee Terms of Reference

13/154

ANNUAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT REPORT
The Executive Medical Director presented the Annual Research & Development Report.
He advised that there had been 56 new studies approved and covered a wide range of areas
– full details were provided to the members. He outlined the funding aspect of the report as
well as an overview of the doctor’s involvement with the studies.
He confirmed that the key performance indictors within the studies were being monitored
closely and monitored against the national benchmarks.
Sue Wadsworth stated that she was very impressed with the breath of work being
undertaken within the Trust.
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Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and seconded by Peter Taylor
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Annual Research & Development
Report
13/155

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY STATEMENT (RDOCS)
The Executive Medical Director presented the Research & Development Operational
Capability Statement. He gave an overview of the reporting structure and the different
research networks which link to the Trust. Also included were the topic specific areas for
disease which were to be included. He confirmed that there were 6 GP practices which were
active within the research programme but that Sandown had withdrawn.
Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and seconded by John Matthews
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Research & Development Operational
Capability Statement
GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION

13/156

QUARTERLY REPORT OF USE OF IW NHS TRUST BOARD SEAL
The Head of Governance & Assurance reported that it was traditional for the use of the seal
to be used on contracts over £100k but that this was not an exclusive criterion. There had
been 2 uses of the seal within the 1st quarter of the financial year. Details were provided to
the board. The meeting discussed the reporting of the use of the seal and it was agreed that
if was not necessary for it to be reported to the board in future. The Standing Orders would
be amended appropriately.
Action by CS
Proposed by John Matthews and seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Quarterly Report of Use of IW NHS
Trust Board Seal

13/157

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK (BAF) MONTHLY UPDATE
The Head of Governance & Assurance reported the BAF had been updated and advised the
meeting of the current status of those risks shown as Amber or Red. It was agreed that the
full BAF document for 2013/14, which had been realigned to include significant local risks,
would be submitted at a Board Seminar for discussion and then to Board for approval.
Subsequently only the exception reports would be submitted as appropriate.
Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Board Assurance Framework (BAF)
Monthly Update

13/158

FUTURE BOARD DATES
The Chief Executive presented the proposed dates for the Board meetings and Board
Seminar meetings for the next 2 calendar years. The aim is to ensure that the Board
members have advance notice of meetings to allow them to effectively forward plan their
diaries. There are a number of dates for the Trust Board which do not conform to the “last
Wednesday of the Month” pattern. The reason these have been moved to the first
Wednesday of the following month is to allow sufficient time for the performance information
to the Board to be prepared.
Proposed by Charles Rogers and seconded by Sue Wadsworth
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Future Board Dates

BOARD SUB-COMMITTEE MINUTES & REPORTS
13/159

MINUTES OF THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE HELD ON 14TH MAY 2013
Danny Fisher presented the Minutes of the Nominations Committee held on 14th May 2013.
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The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Minutes of the Nominations
Committee
13/160

NOTES OF THE FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME BOARD HELD ON 25TH JUNE
2013
The Chief Executive presented the Notes of the Foundation Trust Programme Board held on
25th June 2013.
Sue Wadsworth asked what was happening about the screensavers. The Chief Executive
confirmed that work was underway to ensure that the screen savers were developed and that
staff would receive the necessary training. She also confirmed that local design messages
would be developed.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Notes of the Foundation Trust
Programme Board

13/161

MINUTES OF THE FINANCE, INVESTMENT & WORKFORCE COMMITTEE HELD ON
TH
24 JULY 2013
Peter Taylor presented the Minutes of the Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee held
on 24th July 2013.
He confirmed that the key points from these minutes had been covered in depth earlier in the
Board meeting.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Minutes of the Finance, Investment &
Workforce Committee

13/162

MINUTES OF THE MENTAL HEALTH ACT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE HELD ON 24TH JULY
2014
Peter Taylor presented the minutes of the Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee held on 24th
July 2013.
There were three areas of note. Independent Section 12 Approved Doctors were still a
concern and this had been escalated to the Chief Executive who would be discussing with
the Clinical Commission Group (CCG) who was responsible for funding and sourcing these
doctors.
The Executive Medical Director mentioned that the CCG were working with the GP’s and that
there was capacity within the Mental Health team to cover in the interim. John Matthews
expressed his concern that this matter was still outstanding from May and that it was a very
serious matter. The Executive Medical Director agreed but stressed that it was now the
responsibility of the CCG to provide these doctors which they were now actively doing. It
was agreed that this issue would be followed up by the Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee.
Peter Taylor also reported on Operation Serenity. He confirmed the numbers of admissions
to Sevenacres and the working being undertaken with the police to provide a multi-agency
co-operative approach.
He outlined the problems being experienced with the new Paris IT system with staff being
untrained. He stressed the importance of all staff being fully trained in order for it to be
effective.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Minutes of the Mental Health Act
Scrutiny Committee

13/163

TH

MINUTES OF THE QUALITY & CLINICAL PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE HELD ON 24
JULY 2013
John Matthews presented the Minutes of the Quality & Clinical Performance Committee held
on 24th July 2013.
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He reported on the success of the NICU unit where there had been significant improvement
in the figures for May and June and were now a flagship of excellence within the region.
He also reported on the Patient Story where a couple came to the committee and described
their experiences during the lady’s inpatient stay at St Mary’s. There were very articulate and
outlined a number of areas of concern relating to her care. He stressed that they were not
making a formal complaint. The outcome of this meeting was deemed a success by the
committee as it highlighted the fact that there was a weakness with looking after cases with
interrelated conditions. The committee would be following up on this in the course of their
meetings.
He reported back on how the trust was responding to the recommendations made in the
Francis Report. He stated that this was being taken very seriously and actions were being
reviewed both internally and with external agencies.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Minutes of the Quality & Clinical
Performance Committee
13/164

SUMMARY OF MINUTES OF THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE APRIL – JUNE 2013
Danny Fisher presented the summary of the minutes of the Remuneration Committee for the
period April – June 2013
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Summary of the Minutes of the
Remuneration Committee April – June 2013

13/165

MATTERS TO BE REPORTED TO THE BOARD
None

13/166

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
There were no formal questions received from the public.

13/167

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
None

13/168

ISSUES TO BE COVERED IN PRIVATE
Danny Fisher announced that the public meeting would now close and the private meeting
would now commence by declaring “That representatives of the press, and other members of
the public, be excluded from the remainder of this meeting having regard to the confidential
nature of the business to be transacted, publicity on which would be prejudicial to the public
interest, Section 1(2) Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act 1960”.
Items which will be discussed and considered for approval in private due to their confidential
nature are:
• Business Case – Estates rationalisation
• Strategic Business Partner
• Reports from Serious Incidents Requiring Investigations (SIRIs)
• Safeguarding Update
• Junior Doctor training update
• GP & IW NHS Trust Service Review
• Quarterly Claims Report
• End of Year Governance & Assurance Report 2012/13

13/169

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The Chairman confirmed that next meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust to be held in public
th
is on Wednesday 28 August 2013 in the Conference Room, St Mary’s Hospital, Newport,
Isle of Wight.
The meeting closed at 12:20
Signed…………………………………. Chair Date:…………………………………….
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ISLE OF WIGHT TRUST BOARD Pt 1
ROLLING SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS TAKEN FROM THE MINUTES
Key to LEAD: Chief Executive (CE) Executive Director of Strategy and Commercial Development (EDSCD) Executive Director of Finance (EDF)
Executive Medical Director (EMD) Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce (EDNW)
Foundation Trust Programme Director/Company Secretary (FTPD/CS) Trust Board Administrator (BA) Head of Communication (HC) Executive Director of Finance Deputy (EDF Dep)
Non Executive Directors: Danny Fisher (DF) Sue Wadsworth (SW) John Matthews (JM) Peter Taylor (PT) Charles Rogers (CR) Nina Moorman (NM)
Date of
Minute No.
Meeting
29-May-13 13/090

Action No. Action

Lead

Update

TB/023

Patient Story - Sue Wadsworth requested feedback from patients and staff
viewing the films.

EDNW

Report to be provided for the July Board.
18/07/13 - investigating how films can be put onto internet. Need
further guidance on how to obtain feedback from staff and other
patients. More work to be done on this area

28/08/2013

29-May-13 13/090

TB/024

Patient Story - Concerns and items highlighted in films to be followed up.

EDNW

28/08/2013

29-May-13 13/090

TB/025

Patient Story - patients who would be willing to come and discuss their
concerns/complaints with the board

Report to be provided for the July Board.
18/07/13 EDNW to provide more information on what is required
on this area.
21/08/13 Action Tracker has been prepared - attached
Suitable candidates would be looked into and an update given to
the Board in July.
18/07/13 this is being actively
researched at this time. 31/07/13 - Arrangements for patients to
speak to committees now in place. Item now closed.

26-Jun-13 13/122

TB/029

Fire Prevention - OPARU - Nick Wakefield felt that there were potential
solutions and requested that this matter be looked into further.

28/08/2013

26-Jun-13 13/135

TB/032

31-Jul-13 13/139

TB/033

Machine Failure -The Chairman stated that he had been informed that cataract
EDNW
operations had been cancelled with very short notice due to machine failure. He
requested that this be investigated.
Blood Transfusion Treatment - The Chief Executive stated that these very both EMD
very interesting cases and she requested that the issue with the blood
transfusions be looked into. The Executive Medical Director advised the
meeting that these were now being undertaken in the Chemo Suite but that as
medically they were less important than Chemo treatment whose appointments
were not able to be changed that he would look into the matter further and
would report his finding at a later date.

Review to be carried out and reported back to the Board.
31/07/13 (13/141) – The Executive Director of Strategy &
Commercial Development confirmed that this issue was being
reviewed as part of the ongoing project. She confirmed that all
measures were in place for the documents to be as secure as
possible and that the records in the old social club were also
secure with all surplus items having been removed from the
premises. She did stress that this project was still being
developed John Matthews expressed his concern about what
would happen if the situation were to change to being in the
serious category and it was requested that an update would be
made next month.
Investgate and report back to board. Confirmed closed at 31 July
board meeting
Feedback to be provided at September Board meeting as EMD is
on leave for August Meeting

26-Sep-13

Open

31-Jul-13 13/139

TB/034

Edited Patient Story - The Chief Executive stated that she would like further
Patient Stories which come to Board to highlight the key areas of the interview
and that all stories should be viewed by the Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee first. An edited version could then be prepared for the Board but
should include both the positive and negative comments.

28-Aug-13

Open

31-Jul-13 13/146

TB/035

Lost CQUINS funding - The Chairman asked if the levels of lost funding from
EDF
CQUINNS could be measured. The Executive Director of Finance advised that
the CQUINN data was manually gathered and that any lost income was down to
errors in data collection rather than patients not being seen. She confirmed that
she would investigate and report back to the Board.

28-Aug-13

Open

31-Jul-13 13/146

TB/036

Breast Cancer data - Nina Moorman referred to page 11 of the report and asked EDNW
why Symptomatic Breast cancer referrals were recorded and not Breast Cancer
referrals. The inference was that there was a 2 week threshold on
appointments for Breast Cancer referrals and this data was not shown. John
Matthews agreed that the data was not clear. The Executive Director of Nursing
& Workforce confirmed that this query would be taken to the Quality and
Clinical Performance Committee for discussion and would report back to Board.

28-Aug-13

Open

Enc B

EDNW

EDSCD

EDNW

Due Date

Date Closed

Status
Open

21-Aug-13

Closed

31-Jul-13

Closed

22-Aug-13

Closed

31-Jul-13

Closed

1 of 2

Date of
Minute No.
Meeting
31-Jul-13 13/151

Enc B

Action No. Action

Lead

Update

Due Date

Date Closed

Status

TB/037

Membership - The Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce questioned
CS
whether the PAS system could be utilised to identify potential mainland
members who regularly used the services on the island to increase the uptake of
the “Elsewhere” demographic. It was agreed that this would be a potential
source of information which should be looked into.

A verbal update will be provided at the meeting

28-Aug-13

Open

31-Jul-13 13/153

TB/038

CS

This will be scheduled for the September Board Seminar.

10-Sep-13

Open

31-Jul-13 13/156

TB/039

Draft Terms of Reference for the Trust Board itself had been prepared. It was
agreed that this would be discussed at Board Seminar prior to approval at Trust
Board.
Reporting the Use of Board Seal - The meeting discussed the reporting of the
use of the seal and is was agreed that if was not necessary for it to be reported
to the board in future. The Standing Orders would be amended appropriately.

CS

The Standing Orders do not specify that the use of the Board Seal
must be reported to the Board. An amendment to the Scheme of
Reservaton and Delegation will be made as part of the review of
Corporate Governance Framework documents agreed at the Audit
& Corporate Risk Committee on 21 August 2013. It was also
agreed at the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee that they would
receive an annual report on the use of the seal.

21-Aug-13

Closed

2 of 2

Enc B ‐ Attachment

Patient Story Action Tracker
Date
Patient Story 1
Trust Board 31 July 2013

Trust Board 31 July 2013

Issue

Theme

The patient complained there were not
Estate
private rooms available in the Obs and
Gynae Department when discussing their
case. They complained the consulting
rooms were poor.
The Oncology Nurse only working one
long day and 2 half days a week. When
she was off on leave and then sick for a
week there was a delay in getting back
to the patient. There may have been an
answering machine message added now
but this may not be sufficient.
Workforce

Person Responsible

Annie Hunter

Anne Snow

Action to be taken

Refurbishment for maternity
clinic was at number 3 in
capital plan for this year. This
has been changed now due to
Upgrade as part
other priority issues and is
of Capital plan
now not planned for this
2013/14
year.

Stop lone working of CNS
posts.

Patient Story 2
Trust Board 31 July 2013

There is a problem with patients getting
access to Blood Transfusions.
Clinical Care

Mandy Blackler

Date Action Due

Ensure that access to Blood
Transfusions is not postponed
due to workload in
Chemotherapy

Update

Update 21 August 2013: Private rooms are
available, although it is recognised that the décor
is poor, and the unit is in need of upgrade ‐ hence
capital bid. As the maternity money is being moved
to support Level C ‐ there will be some funding
requested to make some minor upgrades to the
clinic, including decor and new lighting.

Update 21 August 2013: There is not an option to
increase staffing or hours at present. Lead Cancer
Nurse is reviewing each lone working nurse
specialists caseload and currently putting together
Business Cases together for second urology nurse
due to caseload. Weekly meeting held to look at
cover for all Clinical Nurse Specialists each week to
provide cover where possible. When nurse on
leave there is now an admin assistant to cover all
Clinical Nurse Specialists to take phone. The issues
are then
th flagged
fl
d to
t appropriate
i t nurse specialist
i li t or
lead cancer nurse.
Update 21 August 2013: This issue needs to be
further explored with the General Manager
however, if chemo is not available patients are
transfused in either rapid access (MAU) or another
facility .

22/08/2013
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Executive Summary
Patient Safety, Quality & Experience:
Overall performance against our key safety and quality indicators is good. However,
focus areas include:

Workforce:
The total pay bill for July is over plan despite the number of FTEs in post currently
being lower than plan, however the agency staff pay is above planned levels. The
HR Directorate are closely monitoring and supporting the Clinical directorates with
thier workforce plans, in particular their control over their spend on variable hours.

Pressure ulcers: Hospital acquired pressure ulcers for July (9) are lower than
previous year although not yet achieving the targeted 50% reduction. There were no
Grade 3 pressure ulcers reported again in July, but there is still some work required A significant proportion of the pay and non-pay variance is due to the prison contract
on grades 2 (8) and 4 (1) pressure ulcers to bring them in line with the desired
extension and will be offset by additional income received.
trajectory.
Sickness absence was above plan in July (3.64%). Specific problem areas are
Complaints: The number of complaints for July (18) is up on our previous position of identified and challenged at directorate performance review meetings.
15 but remains within the reduced target of 23. The targeted reduction of 20% in
complaints and concerns relating to communication is being worked towards
although not quite within trajectory for the July year to date position.

Operational Performance:
Performance against our key operational performance indicators is largely green
with all but one indicator green in month and all but two green year to date.

Finance & Efficiency:
Overall we have achieved our financial plans for July and our Monitor Financial Risk
Rating has remained at 4.

We are still under achieving against our challenging stretch target for High risk TIA
fully investigated and treated within 24 hours although we continue to achieve the
national target of 60%.

The in month CIP target for planned schemes in July was overachieved by £43k, and
the year to date target is showing as fully delivered although year to date includes an
element where the full year effect of banked schemes is being recognised.

All cancer targets have been achieved in July, with only the target relating to
systomatic breast referrals below target year to date. The vast majority of breaches
against both 2 week standards are patient led although lack of capacity in
endoscopy remains an issue affecting hospital led breaches, leading to 4 breaches
in July .

Emergency readmissions within 30 days of previous discharge have significantly
reduced in the last 2 months and are again down to 3.29% from an averge of
approximately 6%.
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Balanced scorecard
To develop our people, culture and workforce competencies to implement our vision and clinical strategy

To achieve the highest possible quality standards for our patients in terms of outcomes, safety and experience
GRR
ref:

Patient Safety, Quality & Experience

Annual
Target

Actual
Performance

YTD

Month
Trend

Workforce

In
Month

Actual
Performance

YTD

Month
Trend YTD plan

Quality Acct #1 Summary Hospital-level Mortality Indicator (SHMI)* Oct11-Sept12

N/A

1.0609

Q4

N/A

N/A

Total workforce SIP (FTEs)

2,677.0

2,670.0

Jul-13

N/A



Quality Acct #1Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR) Dec11 - Dec12

TBC

102.80

Q4

N/A

N/A

Total pay costs (inc flexible working) (£000)

£9,307

£9,616

Jul-13

£39,104



Quality Acct #2 Patients admitted that develop a grade 4 pressure ulcer

0

1

Jul-13

8



Variable Hours (FTE)

136

143.00

Jul-13

558.77



568

Quality Acct #2 Patients admitted that develop a grade 2,3 pressure ulcer

60

8

Jul-13

37



Variable Hours (£000)

-£18

£421

Jul-13

£2,110



£211

Quality Acct #3 Reduction in communication complaints/concerns

18

13

Jul-13

58



Staff absences

3%

3.64%

Jul-13

3.68%



3%

-

-

-

-

-

Staff Turnover

5%

0.83%

Jul-13

4.34%



Level 1 & 2 CAHMS seen within 18 weeks referral to treatment

100%

100%

Jul-13

100%



Mandatory Training

80%

74%

Jul-13

74%



VTE (Assessment for risk of)

>90%

90%

Jul-13

89.85%



Appraisal Monitoring (cumulative)

100%

44.8%

Jul-13

44.8%



0

0

Jul-13

1



Employee Relations Cases

0

26

Jul-13

150

Quality Acct #4 Amber care bundle (once implemented)

4a MRSA (confirmed MRSA bacteraemia)

8

0

Jul-13

4



Clinical Incidents (Major) resulting in harm

48

4

Jul-13

27



Clinical Incidents (Catastrophic) resulting in harm

10

0

Jul-13

7



Falls - resulting in significant injury

11

0

Jul-13

3



Delivering C-Section

<25%

10%

Jul-13

18%



Normal Vaginal Deliveries

>70%

73%

Jul-13

66%



Breast Feeding at Delivery

>85%

70%

Jul-13

77%



Formal Complaints

<276

18

Jul-13

69



Q3>Q1

73

Jul-13

67



0

0

Jul-13

0



4b C.Diff (confirmed Clostridium Difficile infection - stretched target)

Patient Satisfaction (Friends & Family test - aggregated score)
Mixed Sex Accomodation

To build the resilience of our services and organisation through partnerships within the NHS, with social care and with the
private sector

Operational Performance

Annual
Target

Actual
Performance

YTD

Month
Trend

To improve the productivity and efficiency of the trust, building greater financial sustainability

Finance & Efficiency

Annual
Target

Actual
Performance

YTD

Month
Trend

95%

98%

Jul-13

98%



Achievement of financial plan

£1.6m

£1162k

Jul-13

£1162k



3j Ambulance Category A Calls % < 8 minutes

75%

76%

Jul-13

76%



Underlying performance

£1.6m

£1162k

Jul-13

£1162k



3k Ambulance Category A Calls % < 19 minutes

95%

97%

Jul-13

97%



Net return after financing

0.50%

6.67%

Jul-13

6.67%



Stroke patients (90% of stay on Stroke Unit)

80%

88%

Jul-13

91%



I&E surplus margin net of dividend

=>1%

2.15%

Jul-13

2.15%



High risk TIA fully investigated & treated within 24 hours (National 60%)

95%

62%

Jul-13

83%



Liquidity ratio days

=>15

29

Jul-13

39



3d Symptomatic Breast Referrals Seen <2 weeks*

93%

95%

Jul-13

92.83%



Monitor Financial risk rating

3

4

Jul-13

4



3a Cancer Patients receiving subsequent Chemo/Drug <31 days*

98%

100%

Jul-13

100%



Capital Expenditure as a % of YTD plan

=>75%

76%

Jul-13

76%



3a Cancer Patients receiving subsequent surgery <31 days*

94%

100%

Jul-13

100%



Quarter end cash balance (days of operating expenses)

=>10

68

Jul-13

68



3b Cancer Patients treated after screening referral <62 days*

90%

100%

Jul-13

100%



Debtors over 90 days as a % of total debtor balance

=<5%

5.7%

Jul-13

5.7%



85%

No Patients

Jul-13

100%



Creditors over 90 days as a % of total creditor balance

=<5%

1.04%

Jul-13

1.04%



3c Cancer diagnosis to treatment <31 days*
3b Cancer urgent referral to treatment <62 days*

96%

100%

Jul-13

98%



Recurring CIP savings achieved

100%

100%

100%



85%

100%

Jul-13

90%



Total CIP savings achieved

100%

100%

100%



3d Cancer patients seen <14 days after urgent GP referral*

93%

96%

Jul-13

94%



Contract Penalties

TBC

3e Emergency Care 4 hour Standards

Cancer Patients treated after consultant upgrade <62 days*

2a RTT:% of admitted patients who waited 18 weeks or less

90%

95%

Jun-13

93%



Theatre utilisation

83%

85.62%

Jul-13

83.94%



2b RTT: % of non-admitted patients who waited 18 weeks or less

95%

98%

Jun-13

97%



Cancelled operations on day of / after admission

TBC

0.20%

Jul-13

0.45%



2c RTT % of incomplete pathways within 18 weeks

92%

95%

Jun-13

95%



Average LOS Elective (non-same day)

TBC

3.1

Jul-13

3.41



No. Patients waiting > 6 weeks for diagnostics

100

0

Jul-13

16



Average LOS Non Elective (non-same day)

TBC

7.63

Jul-13

8.03



%. Patients waiting > 6 weeks for diagnostics

1%

0.00%

Jul-13

0.45%



Outpatient DNA Rate

TBC

7.43%

Jul-13

7.62%



Elective Activity (Spells) (M3 target - 650)

8,683

639

Jul-13

1,930



Emergency Readmissions <30 days (with exclusions)

TBC

3.29%

Jul-13

4.20%



Non Elective Activity (Spells) (M3 target - 1,220)

13,199

1,077

Jul-13

3,356



Daycase Rate

68%

69.05%

Jun-13

70.43%



Outpatient Activity (Attendances) (M3 target - 9,280)

136,390

9,023

Jul-13

28,568



Data Quality (see detail sheet for explanation of scoring)



*Cancer figures are provisional for July
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Highlights
All cancer indicators achieved in month
In month CIP target over-achieved for July
Emergency Care 4 hour standard performance above target
Formal complaints within reduced target
Emergency Readmissions below 4% for the second month
Monitor Financial Risk Rating remains at 4
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Lowlights
Grades 4 and 2 Pressure Ulcers above plan (4th month)
TIA locally stretched target remains challenging
Total pay bill above plan in month and YTD
Symptomatic Breast referrals still below target YTD
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Pressure Ulcers
Commentary:

Analysis:

Quality Account Priority 2 - Prevention & Management of Pressure Ulcers

There has been a reduction of grade 2 pressure ulcers on 201213 baseline and no grade 3 ulcers in the hospital setting
reported during July. There was one grade 4 pressure ulcer
reported in the hospital setting. In the community, there has
been a reduction of grade 2 and 3 pressure ulcers on 2012-13
baseline, although there was a higher number of grade 4s
reported in this month than the same month of 2012-2013.
The Healthcare Support Worker for the Nutrition and Tissue
Viability Service is working closely with healthcare support
workers in clinical areas to develop their competence in
documentation and recognising skin breakdown. The Clinical
Nurse Specialist continues to competence assess band 7 team
leaders, and is working on supporting the band 7s to roll out
the competence assessments in their clinical areas. The
Nutrition and Tissue Viability Service have repeated the
auditing of documentation for the Pressure Ulcer Action Plan
and will report the findings to the senior nursing team. The
Nutrition and Tissue Viability Service are in the process of
planning a Pressure Ulcer Awareness campaign for later in the
year.

Action Plan:
There is ongoing work to ensure trained nurse competency in all patient
settings to ensure competency and confidence of all trained nurses at the
patient bedsides. This complements the continuing work of the Nutrition
and Tissue Viability Service to highlight areas where documentation and
care planning can be improved.

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce/ Tissue
Viability Specialist Nurse

Jul-13

Ongoing
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Patient Safety
Commentary:
Clostridium difficile
The Trust had no cases of Clostridium Difficile (C Diff) in July 2013;

Analysis:

Clostridium Difficile infections against national target

Although the national target set for the trust is 12, we are currently working toward
a locally stretched target of 8.

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA)
There have been no cases of MRSA bacteraemia in the Acute hospital during
July.
The Action Plan for MRSA is progressing and work continues on the Healthcare
Associated Infection agenda.

Action Plan:
All cases continue to be subject to root cause analysis to identify actions necessary to ensure the
trajectory remains achieved. A risk register entry for this target is being prepared by the Director of
Infection Prevention & Control (DIPC) in conjunction with the infection prevention and control team.A
review of the existing CDI policy is currently underway which will strengthen practice around source
isolation.
An external review was undertaken by Prof. Janice Stevens on 19th November and a report and
recommendations has been received. An action plan was generated and this was recommended by
the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee in January.

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Executive
Director of Nursing &
Workforce

Aug-13

Ongoing

Executive
Director of Nursing &
Workforce

Jan-13

In progress
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Formal Complaints
Commentary:

Analysis:
Complaints by Directorate (July-13)

There were 18 formal provider complaints received in July
2013 (15 previous month).
Across all complaints and concerns in July 2013:
Top 4 areas complained about were:
Emergency Department (8);
Orthopaedics (6);
Ophthalmology (5);
Maxillofacial Unit (5)

Planned, 7

Across all complaints and concerns in July 2013:
Top 4 subjects complained about were:
Clinical Care (29);
Out-patient appointments/delays (17);
Communication (12);
Staff attitude (8)

Acute, 10
Community,
1

45
40
35

Complaints received April 13 to date including those
returning dissatisfied
9

30

3

25

Returners

20

Quality Account Priority 3 - Improving Communication
The target of a 20% reduction in both complaints & concerns
across the year regarding communication is being monitored
and this has is being achieved in complaints (31% reduction
YTD) but not yet in concerns (19% YTD).

15

Original Number received

33

27

10

2

5

8

0
Acute

Action Plan:

Community

Planned

1
Corporate

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

The internal management of complaints has been reviewed to ensure that
we are working to drive down the number of formal complaints being
managed by the Trust, with Clinical Directorates taking greater ownership
on the initial receipt of written complaints. This has already seen a
reduction in the number of complaints received in comparison to 2012/13.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce / Quality Manager

Jun-13

Completed

Following the review of complaints, recommendations have been made
relating to complaints management. These will be taken forward over the
next quarter.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce / Quality Manager

Nov-13

Ongoing
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Venous ThromboEmbolism Assessment (VTE)
Commentary:

Analysis:
VTE assessment compliance

In July 2013 the Trust achieved an overall percentage of 90.2%,
against the national target of 90% and local Commissioning for
Quality & Innovation (CQUIN) target of 95%.
The drop in performance over the last 4 months currently is
explained by data gathering, which has been done by hand by
ward pharmacists accessing patient notes. Previously this was
done from drug prescription sheets but has been made more
difficult by the move to JAC, the computerised prescription
system on the wards. From August, a new upgrade to JAC will
force entry of the VTE assessment status which should
guarantee compliance with this standard and make data
gathering both simpler and more robust.

Action Plan:

Planned upgrade to computerised prescription system will facilitate data
collection.
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Person Responsible:

Date:

Executive Medical Director

Jul-13

Status:
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Stroke & Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA)
Commentary:

Proportion of people with high-risk TIA fully investigated
and treated within 24 hours:
Of the 5 patients that breached during July, 2 patients were
unable to be contacted, 2 required transport that was not
available within the timescale and 1 was admitted.

Analysis: TIA June 2013

100%
90%

80%
70%

60%
50%
40%
30%

Target Under Achieved
Local stretched target

20%

The National target of 60% continues to be exceeded.

Target Failed
National Target

Target Achieved

10%

Date:

Jul-13

Jun-13

May-13

Apr-13

Mar-13

Feb-13

Jan-13

Dec-12

Nov-12

Oct-12

Sep-12

Aug-12

Jul-12

Jun-12

May-12

Apr-12

0%

Action Plan:

Person Responsible:

Patients declining appointments - Requires guidance from
National Stroke Network about how to resolve this, as it felt it is
unachievable due to patient decline of appointment and small
numbers seen on the Isle of Wight (IOW)

Clinical Lead for Stroke

Ongoing

Frequent deviance from identified TIA pathway which can lead
to delay in referral - Action Lead(s) conduct monthly data
analysis to monitor compliance with pathway and liaise with
medical team as appropriate to improve compliance.

Clinical Lead for Stroke

07/09/2012

17/12/12 Audit ongoing. JJ and PIDs working with Regional Stroke data analyst
to look at whole years figures and develop action plan from this 19.03.2013
Data analysed and Action plan in place

Ambulance service to commence direct referrals to TIA Clinic

Clinical Lead for Stroke
/ Clinical Practice
Development Officer
(Ambulance)

Feb-13

19.03.2013 Ambulance Audit to commence end of March for 2 months to look at
potential impact on service
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Status:

19.03.2013 National team contacted: These problems are nationwide, hence
why National Target was kept at 60%
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Benchmarking Update -

Friends & Family Test Results Q1 2013/14
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Data Quality
Commentary:
The information centre carry out an
analysis of the quality of provider data
submitted to Secondary Uses Service
(SUS). They review 3 main data sets Admitted Patient Care (APC), Outpatients
(OP) and Accident & Emergency (A&E).
Overall our data quality reporting to SUS
has improved in during Quarter 1 of
2013/14 compared to the financial year
2012/13. Areas that still require attention in
APC are Primary Diagnosis and HRG4,
both of which will improve if we can reduce
delays in the completing discharge
summaries and therefore ensure timely
coding. We also need to investigate the
Site of Treatment code being submitted in
both APC and OP and make any necessary
corrections. In the A&E data set we need to
investigate the attendance disposal code
and make any necessary corrections.

Analysis:
Total APC General Episodes:
Data Item

8,349
Invalid
Records

Provider %
Valid

Total Outpatient General Episodes:
National % Valid

36,684

Invalid
Records

Data Item

NHS Number

161

98.1%

99.1%

NHS Number

Patient Pathway

185

92.5%

59.3%

Patient Pathway

Treatment Function

0

100.0%

99.7%

Main Specialty

0

100.0%

Reg GP Practice

2

Postcode
Org of Residence

Provider %
Valid

Total A&E Attendances
National % Valid

Data Item

237

99.4%

99.2%

NHS Number

16,617

53.4%

47.8%

Treatment Function

0

100.0%

100.0%

Main Specialty

0

100.0%

99.8%

Reg GP Practice

0

100.0%

99.9%

2

100.0%

11

Primary Diagnosis

15,803
Invalid
Records

Provider %
Valid

National % Valid

304

98.1%

95.6%

Registered GP Practice

13

99.9%

99.9%

99.7%

Postcode

12

99.9%

99.9%

100.0%

99.7%

Org of Residence

929

94.1%

89.1%

3

100.0%

99.5%

Commissioner

1,009

93.6%

93.6%

Postcode

3

100.0%

99.7%

Attendance Disposal

4,902

69.0%

99.0%

92.1%

Org of Residence

6

100.0%

89.3%

Patient Group

0

100.0%

93.8%

99.9%

96.6%

Commissioner

9

100.0%

95.5%

First Investigation

200

98.7%

95.3%

1,153

86.2%

97.1%

First Attendance

0

100.0%

99.5%

First Treatment

493

96.9%

93.8%

Primary Procedure

0

100.0%

99.7%

Attendance Indicator

0

100.0%

99.7%

Conclusion Time

97

99.4%

97.6%

Ethnic Category

0

100.0%

98.1%

Referral Source

271

99.3%

98.1%

Ethnic Category

0

100.0%

90.7%

Neonatal Level of Care

0

100.0%

98.9%

Referral Rec'd Date

271

99.3%

95.9%

Departure Time

56

99.6%

99.6%

910

89.1%

95.7%

Attendance Outcome

1

100.0%

98.5%

Department Type

0

100.0%

98.8%

1,155

86.2%

97.6%

Priority Type

271

99.3%

97.2%

HRG4

263

98.3%

97.0%

0

100.0%

98.3%

Commissioner

Site of Treatment
HRG4

OP Primary Procedure
Ethnic Category
Site of Treatment
HRG4

Action Plan:
Investigate Site of Treatment code in APC and OP datasets
Investigate Attendance Disposal code in A&E dataset

Key:

0

100.0%

92.9%

% valid is equal to or greater than the national rate

5,723

85.2%

98.1%

% valid is up to 0.5% below the national rate

0

100.0%

98.8%

% valid is more than 0.5% below the national rate

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Head of Information / Asst. Director PIDS

Sep-13

Ongoing
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Workforce - Key Performance Indicators
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Sickness Absence - Monthly Sickness Absence
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Key Performance Indicators - July
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Income & Expenditure - Key Highlights
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Cost Improvement Programme - CIP by Directorates
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Capital Programme - Capital Schemes

Commentary:
AD's met to reconsider
Priorities this year
which is reflected in
table (main impact
MAAU into 14.15).
£2.3m approved to
date, £5,218k to
approve.
RRP Prioritisation
ongoing.
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Risk Register -Situation current as at 19/08/2013
Analysis:

Data as at 19/08/2013 Risk Register Dashboard

Commentary
The risk register is reviewed monthly both at Trust Executive Committee/Directorate Boards and relevant Trust Executive sub-committee meetings. The
Risk Register dashboard is now live and Execs/Associate Directors/Senior Managers all have access.
All risks on the register have agreed action plans with responsibilities and timescales allocated.
Take up of mandatory training remains under close scrutiny at performance review meetings and this is helping to improve compliance levels.
The risk rating for Ophthalmology has been increased to 25 although this is currently under review by the Planned Directorate.
Since the last report 2 new risks have been added to the register and 5 removed due to completed action plans.
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Finance Risk Rating - July (month 4)

EBITDA = Earnings Before Interest,
Taxes, Depreciation, Amortisation

I&E= Income & Expenditure
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Performance Summary - Acute Directorate
Performance on a Page - Acute Directorate
Governance Risk Rating M04:

0-G

Workforce Headlines:

G

Risk Register Summary: As at 15/08/2013
Risk Title
Breakdown of 4 slice CT scanner
Vacant Consultant Physician Posts
Risk of Not Achieving the A&E 4 Hour Target
Risk due to Bed Capacity Problems

Key Performance Indicators:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Risk Score
20
20
16
16

Latest
As at M04:
Data
A&E Waits - Total time in A&E
Jul-13
MRSA
Jul-13
CDIFF
Jul-13
RTT Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT Non Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT Incomplete - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT delivery in all specialties
Jul-13
Diagnostic Test Waiting Times
Jul-13
Cancer 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
Jul-13
Breast Symptoms 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
Jul-13
31 day second or subsequent (surgery)
Jul-13
31 day second or subsequent (drug)
Jul-13
31 day diagnosis to treatment for all cancers
Jul-13
62 day referral to treatment from screening
Jul-13
62 days urgent referral to treatment of all cancers Jul-13
Delayed Transfers of Care
Q4 12/13
Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches
Jul-13
VTE Risk Assessment
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 8 minutes (Red 1)
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 8 minutes (Red 2)
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 19 minutes
Jul-13

Type
QCE
QCE
QCE
PATSAF

In Month
Org
Directorate
98.0%
98.0%
0
0
0
0
92.9%
97.5%
97.7%
94.9%
95.5%
1
0
0
0
95.8%
95.3%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0
0
90.2%
81.3%
81.3%
75.6%
75.6%
97.0%
97.0%

As at M04:
% Sickness Absenteeism
FTE vs Budget
Appraisals

Status of actions
for all Acute
Risks
0
24

Finance Headlines:

30

As at M04:
Actual vs Budget
CIP
YTD
Org
Directorate
97.8%
97.8%
1
1
4
1

16
94.0%
92.8%
100.0%
100.0%
98.9%
100.0%
91.9%
0.0%
0
90.0%
77.6%
76.2%
97.2%

0

In Month
Org
Directorate
3.18%
3.19%

£000
YTD
Forecast Outturn
Org
Directorate
Org
Directorate
-0.2
368.8
-0.2
1,106.4
0.4
280.0
0.0
538.0

Quality Headlines:
As at M04:
SIRIs
Incidents
Complaints

YTD
Org
Directorate
3.55%
3.80%
-63.0
-18.0
75.6%
60.6%

Org

In Month
Directorate
8
1
348
109
18
10

YTD
Directorate
42
10
1581
515
69
33

Org

Case for Change:
No. of Active Case for Change:

Red status

Green Status% Green Status

Note:
Red status is given to any case for change with an overdue milestone
Information presented is the worst case scenario as updated information may show that
some of the actions have been completed.

0
77.6%
76.2%
97.2%

SLA Performance:
As at M03:
Emergency Spells
Elective Spells
Outpatients Attendances
Total

*Cancer figures for July are provisional
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Activity
Actual
Var to Plan
1,421
-224
41
3
6,761
424

Income - £000
Actual
Var to Plan
3,369
-204
57
-5
1,002
40
4,428
-169
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Performance Summary - Planned Directorate
Performance on a Page - Planned Directorate
Governance Risk Rating M04:

0-G

Workforce Headlines:

G

Risk Register Summary: As at 15/08/2013
Risk Title
Endoscopy new build
Ophthalmology Department
Heating in NICU
Decontamination Machines

Key Performance Indicators:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Risk Score
25
25
20
20

Latest
As at M04:
Data
A&E Waits - Total time in A&E
Jul-13
MRSA
Jul-13
CDIFF
Jul-13
RTT Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT Non Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT Incomplete - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT delivery in all specialties
Jul-13
Diagnostic Test Waiting Times
Jul-13
Cancer 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
Jul-13
Breast Symptoms 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
Jul-13
31 day second or subsequent (surgery)
Jul-13
31 day second or subsequent (drug)
Jul-13
31 day diagnosis to treatment for all cancers
Jul-13
62 day referral to treatment from screening
Jul-13
62 days urgent referral to treatment of all cancers Jul-13
Delayed Transfers of Care
Q4 12/13
Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches
Jul-13
VTE Risk Assessment
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 8 minutes (Red 1)
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 8 minutes (Red 2)
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 19 minutes
Jul-13

Type
QCE
PATEXP
PATSAF
GOVCOM

In Month
Org
Directorate
98.0%
0
0
0
0
92.9%
92.9%
97.5%
97.3%
94.9%
94.6%
1
1
0
0
95.8%
95.8%
95.3%
95.3%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0
0
90.2%
81.3%
75.6%
97.0%

As at M04:
% Sickness Absenteeism
FTE vs Budget
Appraisals

Status of actions
for all Planned
Risks

In Month
Org
Directorate
3.18%
2.91%

YTD
Org
Directorate
3.55%
3.16%
-63.0
-9.0
75.6%
76.9%

15

30

Finance Headlines:
23

As at M04:
Actual vs Budget
CIP

YTD
Org
Directorate
97.8%
1
0
4
1

16
94.0%
92.8%
100.0%
100.0%
98.9%
100.0%
91.9%
0.0%
0
90.0%
77.6%
76.2%
97.2%

16
94.0%
92.8%
100.0%
100.0%
98.9%
100.0%
91.9%
0

£000
YTD
Forecast Outturn
Org
Directorate
Org
Directorate
-0.2
725.0
-0.2
1,000.0
0.4
395.0
0.0
383.7

Quality Headlines:
As at M04:
SIRIs
Incidents
Complaints

Org

In Month
Directorate
8
1
348
78
18
7

YTD
Directorate
42
6
1581
325
69
27

Org

Case for Change:
No. of Active Case for Change:

Red status

Green Status% Green Status

Note:
Red status is given to any case for change with an overdue milestone
Information presented is the worst case scenario as updated information may show that
some of the actions have been completed.

SLA Performance:
As at M03:
Emergency Spells
Elective Spells
Outpatients Attendances
Total

*Cancer figures for July are provisional
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Activity
Actual
Var to Plan
1,935
-110
1,889
-87
21,797
-635

Income - £000
Actual
Var to Plan
2,954
-296
3,127
-201
2,865
29
8,946
-468
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Performance Summary - Community Health Directorate
Performance on a Page - Community Directorate
Governance Risk Rating M04:

1 - AG

Workforce Headlines:

AG

Risk Register Summary: As at 15/08/2013
Risk Title
Paed Occ Therapy Entended Waiting Times
Vacancies in adult speech & language therapy team
Low Staffing Levels within Occ Therapists Acute Team
Failing PIT System

Key Performance Indicators:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Risk Score
20
20
20
20

Latest
As at M04:
Data
A&E Waits - Total time in A&E
Jul-13
MRSA
Jul-13
CDIFF
Jul-13
RTT Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT Non Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT Incomplete - % within 18 Weeks
Jul-13
RTT delivery in all specialties
Jul-13
Diagnostic Test Waiting Times
Jul-13
Cancer 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
Jul-13
Breast Symptoms 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
Jul-13
31 day second or subsequent (surgery)
Jul-13
31 day second or subsequent (drug)
Jul-13
31 day diagnosis to treatment for all cancers
Jul-13
62 day referral to treatment from screening
Jul-13
62 days urgent referral to treatment of all cancers Jul-13
Delayed Transfers of Care
Q4 12/13
Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches
Jul-13
VTE Risk Assessment
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 8 minutes (Red 1)
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 8 minutes (Red 2)
Jul-13
% of Category A calls within 19 minutes
Jul-13

Type
PATSAF
PATSAF
PATSAF
PATSAF

In Month
Org
Directorate
98.0%
0
0
0
0
92.9%
97.5%
97.7%
94.9%
96.1%
1
0
0
0
95.8%
95.3%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0
0
90.2%
81.3%
75.6%
97.0%

As at M04:
% Sickness Absenteeism
FTE vs Budget
Appraisals

Status of actions
for all Community
0
Risks

In Month
Org
Directorate
3.18%
3.73%

YTD
Org
Directorate
3.55%
4.06%
-63.0
-25.0
75.6%
82.3%

35

Finance Headlines:

51

As at M04:
Actual vs Budget
CIP
YTD
Org
Directorate
97.8%
1
0
4
2

16
94.0%
92.8%
100.0%
100.0%
98.9%
100.0%
91.9%
0.0%
0
90.0%
77.6%
76.2%
97.2%

0

£000
YTD
Forecast Outturn
Org
Directorate
Org
Directorate
-0.2
379.8
-0.2
1,000.0
0.4
TBC
0.0
TBC

Quality Headlines:
As at M04:
SIRIs
Incidents
Complaints

Org

In Month
Directorate
8
6
348
96
18
1

YTD
Directorate
42
26
1581
512
69
8

Org

Case for Change:
No. of Active Case for Change:

Red status

Green Status% Green Status

Note:
Red status is given to any case for change with an overdue milestone
Information presented is the worst case scenario as updated information may show that
some of the actions have been completed.

0

SLA Performance:
As at M03:
Community Contacts
Mental Health Community
Mental Health Consultant Led Outpatients
Mental Health Inpatients
Total

*Cancer figures for July are provisional
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Activity
Actual
Var to Plan
19,095
-185
11,749
-5,055
1,665
13
203
-15

Income - £000
Actual
Var to Plan
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Glossary of Terms

Terms and abbreviations used in this performance report
Quality & Performance terms
Ambulance category A
CAHMS
CDS
CQUIN
DNA
DIPC
KPI
LOS
MRSA
PEO
PPIs
PIDS
Provisional
RCA
RTT
SUS
TIA
VTE
YTD
Workforce and Finance terms
CIP
EBITDA
ESR
FTE
I&E
RRP
SIP

Immediately life threatening calls requiring ambulance attendance
Child & Adolescent Mental Health Services
Commissioning Data Sets
Commissioning for Quality & Innovation
Did Not Attend
Director of Infection Prevention and Control
Key Performance Indicator
Length of stay
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (bacterium)
Patient Experience Officer
Proton Pump Inhibitors (Pharmacy term)
Performance Information Decision Support (team)
Raw data not yet validated to remove permitted exclusions (such as
patient choice to delay)
Route Cause Analysis
Referral to Treatment Time
Secondary Uses Service
Transient Ischaemic Attack (also known as 'mini-stroke')
Venous Thrombo-Embolism
Year To Date - the cumulative total for financial year so far

Cost Improvement Programme
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, Amortisation
Electronic Staff Roster
Full Time Equivalent
Income and Expenditure
Rolling Replacement Programme
Staff in Post
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Enc D
REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 ‐ Public)
ON 28TH AUGUST 2013
Title

Long Term Quality Plan (LTQP)

Sponsoring Executive
Director

Alan Sheward – Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce

Author(s)

Alan Sheward ‐ Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce

Purpose

To outlines the Trust’s aims and objectives for Patient Safety, Clinical Effectiveness and
Patient Experience for the next 12 months in detail and set out the longer term (3‐5
year) priorities.

Action required by the
Receive
Board:
Previously considered by (state date):
Trust Executive Committee

9

Approve

June 2013

Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee

Nominations Committee (Shadow)

Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee

Remuneration Committee

th

19 June 2013
th
24 July 2013
21st August 2013

Foundation Trust Programme Board
Please add any other committees below as needed

Other (please state)

Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
A wide range of stakeholder consultation has been undertaken during the development of the Trust’s Long Term
Quality Plan, Quality Account and Quality Goals.
Engagement has been undertaken with staff; representatives from the Voluntary Sector; Councillors;
Communication colleagues and Media colleagues.
The Long Term Quality Plan support the achievement of goals agreed throughout the consultation.
Executive Summary:
The Long term Quality Plan supports the Trust’s Integrated Business Plan (2013/14) objective to develop the
highest possible quality standards in the services we provide – delivering safe and effective services, delivering
excellent outcomes and doing so in a way that achieves an excellent patient experience, with excellent customer
care. It outlines the Trust’s aims and objectives for Patient Safety, Clinical Effectiveness and Patient Experience for
the next 12 months in detail and sets out the longer term (3‐5 year) priorities. It sets out the formal structures,
accountabilities and early warning systems.
Long Term Quality Plan builds on the recommendations in the National Quality Board reports, the NHS Outcomes
Framework, and guidance issued since 2010.
This Plan ensures quality is kept at the forefront of everything we do in providing safe and effective care to meet
the individual needs of our patients and their families and carers.

For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

Quality

Page 1 of 15

Critical Success Factors (see key)

CSF 1 & CSF2

Principal Risks (please enter applicable BAF

1.4
2.2
2.3
2.22

references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)
Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

Date: 16 August 2013

Red

;

Amber

;

Green

Non achievement of quality governance related objectives could
impact on application to become a Foundation Trust.

Completed by: Theresa Gallard – Business & Projects Manager

Key
Trust Goals
Quality
To achieve the highest possible
quality standards for our patients
in terms of outcomes, safety and
experience
Clinical Strategy
To deliver the Trusts clinical
strategy, integrating service
delivery within our organisation
and with our partners, and
providing services locally
wherever clinically appropriate
and cost effective
Resilience
To build the resilience of our
services and organisation,
through partnerships within the
NHS, with social care and with the
private sector
Productivity
To improve the productivity and
efficiency of the Trust, building
greater financial sustainability

Workforce
To develop our people, culture
and workforce competencies to
implement our vision and clinical
strategy

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 ‐ Improve the experience
and satisfaction of our patients,
their carers, our partners and staff

CSF2 ‐ Improve clinical
effectiveness, safety and outcomes
for our patients

CSF3 ‐ Continuously develop and
successfully
implement
our
Business Plan

CSF4 ‐ Develop our relationships
with key stakeholders to
continually build on our
integration across health and
between health and social care,
collectively delivering a sustainable
local system

CSF5 ‐
Demonstrate robust
linkages with our NHS partners,
the local authority, the third sector
and commercial entities for the
clear benefit of our patients

CSF6 ‐ Develop our Foundation
Trust application in line with the
timetable set out in our agreement
with the TDA

CSF7 ‐ Improve value for money
and generate our planned surplus
whilst maintaining or improving
quality

CSF8 ‐ Develop our support
infrastructure, including driving
our integrated information system
(ISIS) forwards to improve the
quality and value of the services
we provide

CSF9 ‐ Redesign our workforce so
people of the right skills and
capabilities are in the right places
to deliver high quality patient care

CSF10 ‐ Develop our organisational
culture, processes and capabilities
to be a thriving FT
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Isle of Wight NHS Trust
Long Term Quality Plan
2013 – 2017

1. INTRODUCTION
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust aims to be a safe organisation in the NHS as well as the
first choice for Island patients needing care. To achieve this there are a series of
work streams focusing on patient safety, clinical effectiveness and patient
experience which support our vision of quality care for everyone every time. Do we
need this paragraph above?
The Long Term Quality Plan outlines the Trust’s aims and objectives for Patient
Safety, Clinical Effectiveness and Patient Experience for the next 12 months in detail
together with the longer term (3-5 year) priorities. It should be read in conjunction
with the NHS Outcomes Framework and Quality Governance Framework which sets
out the formal structures, accountabilities and early warning systems.
The Long Term Quality Plan links to the Integrated Business Plan(IBP), which
includes the Clinical Strategy and the organisation’s Workforce strategy and should
not be seen in isolation.
The Quality Framework which underpins this strategy outlines the quality goals,
areas where best practice needs to be sustained and where the Trust is working with
commissioners via the Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN)
framework to improve quality across the organisation.
Key to achieving this is the need to take a strategic approach to quality improvement
and there are three primary drivers for this change
9 Building the will to make measurable and systemic improvements as quickly
as possible. This will needs to be generated at all levels and needs to include
senior leaders to make new ways of working more attractive and engage staff
commitment and enthusiasm
9 Encouraging and spreading ideas about alternatives to the current situation
which are robust enough to form the basis of new ways of working and also
ideas about how to introduce them
9 Attending relentlessly to the execution of a range of aligned improvement
activities bringing them into the day to day business of the Trust
This can be achieved by using the quality improvement triangle
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2. STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Equity and Excellence, Liberating the NHS in July 2010 set out a vision for the NHS
that is focused on improving quality and achieving world-class healthcare outcomes
by ensuring that care providers:
2.1. Are genuinely centred on patients and carers ‘No decision about me without
me’
2.2. Achieve quality outcomes that are among the best in the world
2.3. Refuse to tolerate unsafe and substandard care
2.4. Reduce mortality and morbidity
The NHS Outcomes Framework focuses on tackling inequalities in outcomes for
patients in 5 key areas:
2.5. Preventing people from dying prematurely
2.6. Enhancing quality of life for people with long term conditions
2.7. Helping people to recover from episodes of ill health or following injury
2.8. Ensuring that people have a positive experience of care
2.9. Treating and caring for people in a safe environment and protecting them
from avoidable harm
This is set within the context of changing public expectations of healthcare, an
ageing population, lifestyle changes, developments in technology and the need to
make efficiency savings of up to £20 billion across the whole NHS by 2015. To
improve the quality of services offered to patients we recognise that we will need to
embrace new ways of working that deliver effective care, reduce waste and improve
productivity. This is achieved through effective leadership and engagement across
the organisation that delivers a shift in culture and ensures all staff become
champions of quality.
A National Quality Board (NQB) has been established to provide oversight and
leadership on quality, overseeing work on the development of national quality
metrics and advising on priorities for quality standards set out by NICE.
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This Long Term Quality Plan builds on the recommendations in the NQB reports and
guidance issued by that Board since 2010.
The latest report into the failings at Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust
published in February 2013 are currently being considered by the NHS as a whole
and the Isle of Wight NHS Trust will be developing an action plan focusing on the
recommendations relevant to the organisation. Robert Francis QC has made 290
recommendations covering a number of areas including:
Common values – Putting patients first
1. Fundamental standards – What the public see as absolutely essential and
what the professions accept can be achieved, enshrined in regulation
2. Openness, transparency and candour – Enabling concerns and complaints to
be raised freely and fearlessly, making accurate and useful information about
performance and outcomes available and informing patients where they have
or may have been avoidably harmed whether or not asked
3. Compassionate, caring, committed nursing – including aptitude assessment
on entry to the profession, named nurse and doctor responsible for each
patient, a code of conduct, common training and registration requirements for
healthcare support workers, reward of good practice and recognition of
special status of care of the elderly
4. Strong patient centred healthcare leadership – recruit and train for values,
leadership by example, code of conduct prioritising patient safety and
wellbeing and candour, accountability.
5. Accurate, useful and relevant information
- Individual and collective
responsibility to devise performance measures, access to effective
comparative performance information for all clinical activity and improve core
information systems
6. Culture change not dependent on Government
Once the local review of this report is completed and Government response to the
Francis Report is made available the Isle of Wight NHS Trust will ensure any
national requirements are incorporated into this Long Term Quality Plan.
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3. CULTURE
The Trust has a culture of improving quality and this is evidenced from the work
outlined in the Quality Accounts produced over the last few years but this needs
strengthening to ensure that quality improvement is part of practice on a day to day
basis.
The culture the Trust is endeavouring to create combines the following factors
•

Openness – staff feel comfortable discussing quality including incidents and
raising issues or concerns with both colleagues and senior managers

•

Fair– staff patients and carers are treated fairly, with empathy and
consideration when something has gone wrong or a concern has been raised

•

Reporting – Staff have confidence in the local incident reporting system and
use it to notify healthcare managers of incidents that are occurring, including
near misses. Barriers to incident reporting have been identified and removed,
staff are not blamed and punished when they report incidents, they receive
constructive feedback after submitting an incident report and the reporting
process itself is easy.

•

Learning – the Trust is committed to learning lessons, communicates them to
colleagues and remembers them over time

•

Informed – the Trust has learnt from past experience and has the ability to
identify and mitigate future incidents because it learns from events that have
already happened.

•

Supportive – the Trust is committed to being supportive to all staff in enabling
the organisational culture to develop an open reporting culture and to learn
from mistakes.

4. DELIVERY AND ASSURANCE
This Long Term Quality Plan brings together the concepts of clinical governance and
quality governance to ensure the primary focus is on delivering improving quality and
outcomes with healthcare staff working together towards the same ends. It keeps
quality at the forefront of everything we do in providing safe and effective care to
meet the individual needs of our patients and their families and carers. In addition it
This Long Term Quality Plan is underpinned by the Quality Framework, delivered
through the Clinical & Corporate Directorate structure. This is integrated into our 5
year business plan and Long Term Financial modelling (LTFM), setting out the
milestones for improvement and timescales for delivery. Clinical Directorate quality
plans will be developed in line with this to identify local priorities for improvement at
service level, taking into account changes in the external environment and local
health care economy.
Implementation of the Long Term Quality Plan and the Quality Framework will be
overseen by the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee, a formal subcommittee of the Board.
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5. PROCESSES AND STRUCTURES
Fundamental to achieving this is the structures within the organisation ensuring that
the responsibilities of individual healthcare staff and managers relating to quality
governance are clearly defined. These are laid out in detail in the Quality
Governance Framework approved in November 2012. Our plan will be delivered
through a Quality & Clinical Performance Committee structure that makes explicit the
routes that will be used to provide assurance to the Board on the quality of services
delivered.
Quality, Risk and Patient Safety Committees are established within Clinical
Directorates to review performance against a range of patient experience, clinical
effectiveness and patient safety indicators.
This is supported by proactive risk management and performance management
processes. Information from complaints, errors and near misses using root cause
analysis investigations is used to understand the cause and implement actions to
prevent incidents happening again
All service improvement plans, cost improvement programmes and business cases
will be assessed to identify the quality benefits and potential risks to get assurance
that these will improve the quality of care delivered to patients.
6. MEASUREMENT
Analysis and benchmarking is used to compare performance internally and with peer
organisations and learn from others. Processes for measurement are linked to
performance monitoring and the implementation of a dashboard of quality indicators
that can be reported at a range of levels including Trust Wide, by Clinical Directorate
and down to Ward or Clinical Team level. This will be underpinned by good quality,
reliable patient-level information.
Quality indicators will be reviewed through corporate and clinical directorate
governance structures and investigations will be undertaken where the Trust is
reported to be an outlier against peers in order to agree actions that lead to
improvement.
The quality goals will be achieved by increased focus on the experience of patients,
carers and staff, striving for continuous quality improvement and establishing a
culture where quality is measured and monitored so that the Trust can continue to
improve through learning from their experiences. The Trust Board is committed to
open and honest reporting on quality through its committee structure, publishing its
annual Quality Account to describe progress against a range of quality priorities and
improvement indicators. This is made available to service users and the general
public and includes their active involvement in producing this report, including
agreeing our annual quality goals and priorities for improvement.
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7. REGULATION AND EXTERNAL MONITORING
The Care Quality Commission (CQC) Quality and Risk profile (QRP) is used to
ensure the Trust is meeting the essential standards of quality and safety and thereby
maintain compliance with the CQC’s registration requirements. The Trust will ensure
it meets and surpasses the minimum requirements of the CQC regulatory
framework, responding to recommendations for improvement arising from
compliance inspection visits
8. PARTNERSHIPS
As a priority the Trust will continue to work closely with patient and carer user groups
to develop services and agree priorities for improvement, including Healthwatch now
this is established and the Local Overview and Scrutiny Committee (LOSC). The
Trust will work with governors and members, involving them in designing services
and responding to their feedback to help improve the care provided to patients.
Together with partner organisations and stakeholders the Trust will identify the most
effective and efficient ways to provide quality care through pathway redesign. In
conjunction with primary and social care organisations, this will be delivered through
the health and social care transformation programme. This will enable continuous
improvements to be made and develop services to meet the needs of our local
population while satisfying the demands of commissioners.
The Trust will continue to engage and consult with commissioners about
improvement plans, identified through the commissioning contract and the
Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) payment framework, ensuring
that the CQUIN goals agreed are aligned with the long term quality plan that lead to
improvements in the care and services provided. Progress is monitored through
monthly Clinical Quality Review Meeting with commissioners. Feedback from
stakeholders will be used to improve services provided.
The Trust will work with our partners at the Isle of Wight Clinical Commissioning
Group and the Local Area Team of the National Commissioning Board to proactively
drive quality improvements in the local health economy. This will include sharing
learning when things go wrong to support improvements in quality across the wider
health system.
9. QUALITY DOMAINS
9.1. Patient Safety
The Trust is committed to transforming its safety culture for lasting improvement
aiming to be an organisation where quality and safety is everyone’s top priority. The
culture the Trust aims for is
•
•

To have a culture where patient safety always comes first
And to have no avoidable deaths or harm in any of our services.

The focus of patient safety is on work streams which will reduce harm to patients and
ultimately ensure that avoidable harm is eradicated from the Trust. Each of the work
streams has an annual improvement plan, which is overseen by the Quality and
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Clinical Performance Committee and key performance indicators against each work
stream ensure that progress can be measured.
The Quality and Clinical Performance Committee and ultimately Trust Board oversee
the delivery of the work streams. An in depth patient safety report is submitted to
Trust Board on a quarterly basis. In addition to work stream progress the report
includes information and learning from trigger tool audits, safety walkabouts and
incident reporting.
The work streams are evaluated on an annual basis, with consideration for change
as part of a wide review and consultation process.. Some work streams are focused
on improvement in year others on maintaining best practice standards and others
are CQUIN schemes. The details of the focus of each work stream can be found in
the Quality Framework within appendix 1.
The Trust’s approach to patient safety incorporates implementation of national
patient safety initiatives, including the national Safety First Campaign. Our strategy
will be further developed through involvement in the national Safety Thermometer
Programme as part of the national CQUIN scheme, which will help the Trust to
achieve rapid improvement through the widespread involvement of front line
clinicians and to engage patients and their families to achieve safe care in the
specific areas of, pressure ulcer prevention, minimise serious harm from falls,
venous-thrombo-embolism (VTE) prevention and the prevention of catheterassociated urinary tract infections.
Progress to achieve these priorities is monitored and measured through the
performance management process using our quality dashboard. Assurance is
provided to the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee reporting to the Trust
Board.
9.2. Clinical Effectiveness
The Trust is committed to ensuring it provides the right treatments at the right time,
delivering the right results for patients. Clinical Effectiveness focuses on ensuring
patients are offered clinically effective care by reporting on clinically relevant
outcome measures, implementing and monitoring the delivery of national guidance
and accrediting and benchmarking our services.
Clinical effectiveness is about ensuring that the treatments and interventions
provided are based on best available evidence, delivered by appropriately trained
staff and are effective in achieving the outcomes desired. The best measure of
effectiveness is the outcomes for patients and carers, and reporting on these
outcomes is key to the success of this plan
The Trust is committed to ensuring that patients, in order to achieve optimal health
outcomes, receive care that is
• Evidence based
• In line with best practice
• Minimises treatment variation
•

Mortality and Morbidity – The Trust is aiming to achieve a Hospital
Standardised Mortality Ratio that is below 100 by 2017 at the latest. This will
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be achieved by ensuring that the Trust monitors the Hospital Standardised
Mortality Ratio and the Standardised Hospital Mortality Index and takes all
necessary action to reduce the mortality rate. Linking with safety and ensuring
that Morbidity and Mortality meetings are effective and undertaken across all
relevant clinical areas and that the wider programme for patient safety links
effectively with other aspects of clinical effectiveness.
•

Clinical Audit – a comprehensive and robust clinical audit programme that is
effective in driving up standard of care and outcomes for patients across all
sectors of the Trust will be in place. Embedding a robust clinical audit
programme that is effective, informed by local and national priorities,
addresses the requirements of the contract and delivers improvement where
required

•

Outcome Measures – The Trust will ensure that outcomes meet patient
expectations, where possible, and that there is a clear mechanism in place to
demonstrate this. Ensuring appropriate outcome measures are developed by
all clinical areas and that these monitor and drive improvements in the quality
of care. Ensuring that the Trust participates in the national Patient reported
outcome measures (PROMs) programme and uses locally developed PROMs
where appropriate.

•

Implementing best practice standards and guidelines - The Trust will ensure
care provided by the Trust meets best practice standards and guidelines and
that this can be clearly demonstrated by clinical audit and review.
Implementing and monitoring NICE guidelines, quality standards and
technology appraisals. Ensuring participation in National Confidential
Enquiries and that the findings inform and influence practice. Ensuring a
system is in place that promotes the safe introduction of new procedures and
devices.

•

Education and training - The Trust will support staff to be clinicall effective;
staff will have access to up to date and effective information resources,
education and training. Supporting effective knowledge management by
ensuring staff have access to, and know how to, use the evidence they
require. Supporting activity by ensuring that education and training, sharing
and celebrating good practice, reporting on performance, policy development
and monitoring, safety standards and evidence collation are undertaken. Key
targets for improvement during 2012/13 also include improving the robustness
of data collection within the ambulance service.

Progress to achieve these priorities is monitored and measured through the
performance management process using our quality dashboard. Assurance is
provided to the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee reporting to the Trust
Board
9.3. Patient Experience
Patient Experience focuses on the Trust’s vision of quality care for everyone every
time. It builds on the “Let’s show we care” concept developed during 2011, setting
out behaviours and expectations of our staff in the care of patients and one another
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to ensure respect, privacy and customer care are fundamental to what we do on a
day to day basis.
The expectation of the Trust is that patient care will be right 100% of the time so we
have an aspiration of 100% positive patient feedback and zero complaints.
The delivery of the patient experience priorities and goals is the responsibility of the
Quality and Clinical Performance Committee, which meets monthly to monitor patient
experience and improvement targets set annually under each of the key themes and
to develop and approve policies and guidelines relating to the key delivery areas of
the strategy.
The Trust reports on Patient Experience monthly to the Trust Board, via the
Performance Report and the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee. The
quality framework (appendix 1) represents all key performance indicators for patient
experience, including CQUINS, national targets and locally set targets, which have
been identified for improvement from patient surveys.
Patient experience needs to be considered in its widest context and the Trust uses a
range of methods to gather patient experience intelligence to inform service
developments and the strategic direction.
The Trust will continue to consider how it can work with patients and carers to better
understand what they want and what they value in terms of their experiences of the
services provided. This will be measured through local patient experience surveys,
national patient experience surveys and the national improvement indicator
regarding patient experience introduced in 2010/11 as part of the Commissioning for
Quality and Improvement (CQUIN) payment scheme.
The Trust will continue to work in collaboration with local user groups to further
develop our patient, carer and public involvement strategy. We will align our Equality
and Diversity Strategy, ensuring that this is central to the delivery of services and
improvements.
The Trust will triangulate the experience of patients with our incident reports,
complaints and claims in order to learn lessons and make improvements. The
quality of services provided for our most vulnerable patients will be improved through
working with the local safeguarding boards, learning disabilities and mental health
groups for adults and children.
The Trust will work with patients and service users when making plans for the
environment in which future services are provided. This will included location,
accessibility, cleanliness, privacy and dignity to ensure that the environment meets
the needs for all users.
Progress to achieve these priorities is monitored and measured through the
performance management process using our quality dashboard. Assurance is
provided to the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee reporting to the Trust
Board
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10. SELECTING THE PRIORITIES FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
As part of an annual process for the development of the quality account which is
published in June each year, the Trust undertakes a comprehensive consultation
exercise with staff, stakeholders and the public to identify which areas of quality
improvement the Trust should focus on in the coming year.
The selection of priorities starts with a long list developed from patient feedback,
complaints information, analysis of data and emerging national and local priorities.
This list is then consulted on and a final short list is presented to the Board for final
approval. Once approved by the Board the priority list is shared back with the
relevant clinical departments for the more detailed development of the workstream
action plan and methods of measurement for reporting via the quality report
throughout the year
11. MONITORING AND ANNUAL REVIEW
The priorities for patient safety, clinical effectiveness and patient experience will be
monitored monthly as outlined in the Quality Governance Framework and reviewed
annually. The priorities will be amended to reflect current best practice standards
and changes in healthcare service and expectations.
12. IMPLEMENTING THE LONG TERM QUALITY PLAN
Each ward and department will be issued with a copy of the Quality Framework
(Appendix 1) each time it is revised, which will be at least annually; a copy will also
be available on the intranet site for staff to access.
Each ward and department will be asked to develop a work plan outlining key actions
that they can take in their area to contribute to achieving the Trust wide priorities and
this action plan should be made available to all staff and patients through posting it
on a relevant notice board. They will also be required to develop their own local
quality goals ensuring these are appropriately monitored and reported within the
Clinical Directorate Structure
Clinical Directorate Management Teams must ensure these priorities and actions
arising from them are monitored via the relevant Clinical Directorate Forum.

Alan Sheward
Executive Director of nursing & Workforce
August 2013
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Appendix 1 (Quality Goals 2013/14)
Isle of Wight NHS Trust
2013/14 Quality Framework
Patient Safety
Quality Improvement Goal
• Improving Mortality Rates

Clinical Effectiveness
Quality Improvement Goal
• Reduction in Pressure Ulcers

Patient Experience
Quality Improvement Goal
• Improving Communication
• Improving End of life Care Amber Care
Bundle

Contract – ALL = All Contracts A= Acute AM=Ambulance C= Community MH= Mental Health
Improvement Focus

Target

Monitored by

Improvement Focus

Target

Monitored by

Sustainability

Target

Monitored by

Sustainability

Target

Monitored by

CQUINS

Target

Monitored by

CQUINS

Target

Monitored by
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Title

Francis Report – Isle of Wight NHS Trust Response

Sponsoring Executive
Director

Alan Sheward – Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce

Author(s)

Alan Sheward ‐ Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce

Purpose

To outline the Trust’s response following the publication of the Francis Report February
2013

Action required by the
Board:

Receive

Approve

9

Previously considered by (state date):
Trust Executive Committee

Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee
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Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
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Remuneration Committee
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Foundation Trust Programme Board
Please add any other committees below as needed

Other (please state)

Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:

Executive Summary:

Following an extensive inquiry into failings at Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust, Robert
Francis QC published his final report on 6 February 2013. Following the publication of the report
Chairs and Chief Executives were asked by the Department of Health in the document - First
and Foremost – The Initial Government Response to the Report of the Mid Staffordshire NHS
Foundation Trust Public Inquiry, to ensure their organisations considered the report in full,
consider whether it accepts the recommendations and to undertake a listening exercise with
staff The outcome of which must be presented to a public board meeting. It also requested
support on a Common Purpose Statement.
This paper sets out the Isle of Wight NHS Trust response to the requirements placed upon us.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

CSF1
CFS2

Critical Success Factors (see key)
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Principal Risks (please enter applicable BAF
references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Amber

Green

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

Date: 21 August 2013

Completed by: Alan Sheward

Key

Trust Goals
Quality
To achieve the highest possible quality
standards for our patients in terms of
outcomes, safety and experience
Clinical Strategy

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 ‐ Improve the experience and
satisfaction of our patients, their carers, our
partners and staff

CSF2 ‐ Improve clinical effectiveness, safety
and outcomes for our patients

CSF3 ‐ Continuously develop and
successfully implement our Business Plan

CSF4 ‐ Develop our relationships with key
stakeholders to continually build on our
integration across health and between
health and social care, collectively
delivering a sustainable local system

CSF5 ‐ Demonstrate robust linkages with
our NHS partners, the local authority, the
third sector and commercial entities for the
clear benefit of our patients

CSF6 ‐ Develop our Foundation Trust
application in line with the timetable set
out in our agreement with the TDA

CSF7 ‐ Improve value for money and
generate our planned surplus whilst
maintaining or improving quality

CSF8 ‐ Develop our support infrastructure,
including driving our integrated information
system (ISIS) forwards to improve the
quality and value of the services we provide

CSF9 ‐ Redesign our workforce so people of
the right skills and capabilities are in the
right places to deliver high quality patient
care

CSF10 ‐ Develop our organisational culture,
processes and capabilities to be a thriving
FT

To deliver the Trusts clinical strategy,
integrating service delivery within our
organisation and with our partners, and
providing services locally wherever
clinically appropriate and cost effective
Resilience
To build the resilience of our services and
organisation, through partnerships within
the NHS, with social care and with the
private sector
Productivity
To improve the productivity and efficiency
of the Trust, building greater financial
sustainability

Workforce
To develop our people, culture and
workforce competencies to implement our
vision and clinical strategy
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Isle of Wight NHS Trust
Trust Board August 2013-08-21
Francis Report (Report of the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust Public Inquiry
February 2013)

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Following an extensive inquiry into failings at Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust,
Robert Francis QC published his final report on 6 February 2013.
1.2. The Francis Report tells a story of appalling suffering of many patients within a culture of
secrecy and defensiveness. Although the public inquiry was focused on one organisation,
it highlights a potential whole system failure. A system which should have had checks
and balances in place, and working, to ensure that patients were treated with dignity, and
suffered no harm. The 1,782 page report has 290 recommendations which cut across
and have major implications for all levels of the health service across England
(summarised under themes in Appendix 1).
1.3. Following the publication of the report Chairs and Chief Executives were asked to ensure
their organisations considered the report in full, consider whether it accepts the
recommendations and to undertake a listening exercise with staff. The outcome of which
must be presented to a public board meeting.
1.4. This paper sets out our response to the requirements placed upon us.
2. OUR APPROACH
•

We took the following approach to reviewing the report, giving consideration to accepting
the 290 recommendations and engaging our staff in the sharing and discussing the
findings of the report:

•

A Senior Cardiology Consultant & Head of Clinical Service (very Senior Nurse) were
commissioned by the Executive Medical Director & Director of Nursing & Workforce, to
lead a multi-professional review to assess the 290 recommendations in the Francis report
to identify which require action within the Trust and which cannot be addressed at a local
level because they sit outside of our direct sphere of influence.
Key staff within the organisation with specific roles linked to recommendation themes
were approached by the review team and their input on the assessment of which
recommendations were potentially applicable to our organisation and may require
immediate action were approached and these people included:

•

-

Alan Sheward, Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Dr Mark Pugh, Executive Medical Director
Brian Johnston, Head of Governance and Assurance
Dr Sarah Gladdish, Consultant and Clinical Director for the Community Health
Directorate
Mark Elmore, Associate Director of Workforce
Mark Price, Foundation Trust Programme Director – Company Secretary
Jackie Skeel, Associate Director of Organisational Development
Vanessa Flower, Quality Manager
Claire Willis, Clinical Risk & Claims Manager
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-

Dr Oliver Cramer, Consultant Anaesthetist and Associate Director for Medical
Education
Dr Ma’en Al-Mrayat, Consultant Physician
Theresa Gallard, Business & Projects Manager

2.4 A number of drop-in briefing sessions were held for staff, where all were welcomed to
view a presentation and participate in a discussion on the finding and recommendations
from the report. These sessions were led by the Executive Director of Nursing, Deputy
Director of Nursing or one of the three Heads of Clinical Services.
2.5 Many more staff received briefings through established meeting formats and through ad
hoc opportunities.
2.6 Additional briefing sessions and opportunities for staff engagement in taking the
recommendations forward are planned.
2.7 The key message from our briefings, discussions and listening exercises were that we
need to always ensure that our culture and behaviours ensure patients are our first and
foremost priority and quality and patient safety should clearly be our focus.
3. LISTENING EXERCISE (FRANCIS CONVERSATIONS)
The Trust held a number of briefing & listening sessions and interactive staff conversations
around the findings of the Francis Report, what it means for our Trust and its significance to every
member of staff working. These consisted of;
•

•

•

Weekly briefing / listening events sponsored by the Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce. Events were held over a 6 week period with 5 listening events in total held.
There were no attendances at the fourth session held.
A presentation and listening event took place at the Trust Hospital Medical Staff
Committee. This forum is attended by a large proportion of the Hospital Consultants.
Attendance at this particular event was positive.
A large workshop was held 13 May 2013 - “Quality Care for everyone every time … ? Responding to the Francis Public Inquiry into Mid Staffordshire” attended by a cross
section of 91 members of staff from the Trust three clinical directorates and many
corporate areas, and with additional representation from other external agencies on the
Island i.e. Health Watch. A panel of experts including the Director of Nursing from the
NHS Confederation were asked to participate in a Q&A session with the 91 members of
staff. The staff members contributed to an analysis of ways in which we currently put
patients first and how we can make further improvements in addressing the Francis
recommendation themes i.e. improving the culture of our organisation to ensure patients
always come first, being open and duty of candour.

The event was established;
3..1. To provide an environment for 91 members of Trust staff to come together and
undertake a day of organisational development
3..2. Provide an environment of healthy debate and challenge where the initial findings of
the Francis Report are presented and a cross section of the organisation get to
debate ‘so how good/bad we are in comparison to mid – staffs?’
3..3. To undertake some form of exercise which will get staff to articulate ‘what would
make me feel proud’ or ‘what would have the most significant impact on the quality
of patient experience’
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4. NEXT PHASE
•

•
•
•

•

The Trust is required to publish its decision to the extent we accept the recommendations
and the Trust action plan in response to the report. Thereafter there is a requirement to
publish progress against the plan no less than yearly.
Engage the patient council in supporting the delivery of the proposed action plan.
Recruit Staff Champions who will support the delivery of the actions.
Following approval of the plan a series of meeting will be held to document progress to
date with existing programmes of work, with a report to the October Trust Board for
consideration. It is proposed that this plan will be reviewed by the Trust Board on a
quarterly basis.
Seek the support of staff champions to share the common purpose.

5. PATIENTS FIRST AND FOREMOST - STATEMENT OF COMMON PURPOSE
•

The government in its initial response to the report ‘Patient First and Foremost’ invited all
organisations in the health and care system to join them in signing up to the statement of
common purpose attached in appendix .
•
It is suggested the Trust Board respond positively to this by supporting the common
purpose.(Appendix 1)
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/170701/Patient
s_First_and_Foremost.pdf
•
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust is keen to support such a statement. It is suggested for
clarity, the Trust needs to link any common purpose back to the Organisations, aim,
strategy, goal and vision. For this purpose it is suggested the Trust supports the following
purpose statement;

“Our aim is to achieve the highest possible quality standards for our patients through the
Trust’s strategy of integrating services and building resilience in, to create globally
admired services. By moving ‘beyond boundaries’ we are improving the Trust’s
productivity and developing our staff to achieve our vision of Quality Care for
everyone, every time”.
6. SUMMARY
•
•

•

•

It is proposed that the Trust acknowledge and accept all of the 290 recommendations
detailed within the Francis Report.
It is proposed by the Trusts internal review team that 64 of these are those which
specifically require direct action from the Trust, which will be taken, for example - to put in
place new policies or review existing policies to ensure they remain fit for purpose.
69 of the recommendations are primarily directed towards outside agencies,
commissioners, regulators the Department of Health, which if accepted will/may result in
a need for the Trust to take action at a later stage to respond to any requirements for
reporting, new guidance, standards or regulations.(these are highlighted in pink).
Those recommendations (160*) specifically related to other bodies and that may have no
direct requirement upon us for specific action now or at a later stage.

*Please note – These figures add up to 293 not 290, because 3 of the recommendation have actions e.g. for both a provider
of healthcare and a regulator.

•

The Trust supports the Common Purpose Statements and local overarching purpose
statement.
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•

•

A formal work/action plan should be developed which clearly identifies a designated
leads for each of these specific recommendations and themes. These leads should have
the task of ensuring a thorough and accurate review of our conformity against the
recommendation is undertaken and any necessary actions to achieve full compliance are
identified and progressed to a satisfactory conclusion.
A system for the on-going review, monitoring of progress towards and ensuring the
achievement of full compliance within a designated time frame needs to be put in place.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

The Trust Board are asked to support the current approach.
The Board will want to see the responsive action plan at the September Board.
The Trust Board is asked to endorse the reporting schedule proposed.
Support a system for on-going review, monitoring of progress towards and ensuring the
achievement of full compliance within a designated time frame to be put in place. with
Monthly reporting to the Trusts Quality & Clinical Performance Committee (QCPC)
To review when published the government’s full detailed response to the Francis Report
(due in the autumn), and associated commissioned reports - The Cavendish Review – An
Independent Review into Healthcare Assistants and Support Workers in the NHS and
social care settings / Professor Sir Bruce Keogh - Review into the quality of care and
treatment provided by 14 hospital Trusts in England: overview report) and refresh the
plan as required. Submit the Trust response for review by our commissioners through the
Quality & Clinical Performance Committee and agree a schedule of reporting. The
implementation of this plan will be monitored by the Quality and Clinical Performance
Committee
The themed actions are delivered through a dedicated individual lead – reporting directly
to the Quality & Clinical Performance Committee via the patient council.
A staff Champion cohort (100 Individualised) will be established to champion the actions
and support their delivery as near to clinical services as possible. The workforce
engagement strategy supports the use of “staff champions” in the delivery of the Francis
action plan.
For the Quality & Clinical Performance Committee to receive a patient council endorsed
copy of the action plan.

ALAN SHEWARD
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
August 2013
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APPENDIX 1

Statement of Common Purpose
In the light of the findings of the report into the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust Public
Inquiry, we the undersigned make the following commitments.
1. We renew and reaffirm our personal commitment and our organisations’ commitment
to the values of the NHS, set out in its Constitution:
1

a. Working together for patients . Patients come first in everything we do. We fully
involve patients, staff, families, carers, communities, and professionals inside and
outside the NHS. We put the needs of patients and communities before organisational
boundaries. We speak up when things go wrong.
b. Respect and dignity. We value every person – whether patients, their families or
carers, or staff – as an individual, respect their aspirations and commitments in life,
and seek to understand their priorities, needs, abilities and limits. We take what others
have to say seriously. We are honest and open about our point of view and what we
can and cannot do.
c. Commitment to quality of care. We earn the Trust placed in us by insisting on
quality and striving to get the basics of quality of care – safety, effectiveness and
patient experience – right every time. We encourage and welcome feedback from
patients, families, carers, staff and the public. We use this to improve the care we
provide and build on our successes.
d. Compassion. We ensure that compassion is central to the care we provide and
respond with humanity and kindness to each person’s pain, distress, anxiety or need.
We search for the things we can do, however small, to give comfort and relieve
suffering. We find time for patients, their families and carers, as well as those we work
alongside. We do not wait to be asked, because we care.
e. Improving lives. We strive to improve health and well-being and people’s
experiences of the NHS. We cherish excellence and professionalism wherever we find
it – in the everyday things that make people’s lives better as much as in clinical
practice, service improvements and innovation. We recognise that all have a part to
play in making ourselves, patients and our communities healthier.
f.

Everyone counts. We maximise our resources for the benefit of the whole
community, and make sure nobody is excluded, discriminated against or left behind.
We accept that some people need more help, that difficult decisions have to be taken
– and that when we waste resources we waste opportunities for others.

2. We apologise to every individual affected by this deeply disturbing and tragic failing in
a service that means so much to us all. What happened in Mid Staffordshire NHS
Foundation Trust was, and is, unacceptable and collectively we take responsibility for putting
things right. We recognise that while the depth, scale and duration of the failings at this
hospital were unprecedented every day the NHS is responsible for care that is poor as well as
care that is good or excellent. Our commitment to the NHS and our pride in the good that it
does each day will not blind us to its failings. It compels us to resolve them.
3. We will put patients first, not the interests of our organisations or the system. We will listen
to patients, striving to ensure the quality of care that we would want for ourselves, our own
families and our friends.
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4. We will listen most carefully to those whose voices are weakest and find it hardest to
speak for themselves. We will care most carefully for the most vulnerable people – the very
old and the very young, people with learning disabilities and people with severe mental
illness.
5. We will work together, collaborating on behalf of patients, combining and coordinating our
strengths on their behalf, sharing what we know and taking collective responsibility for the
quality of care that people experience. Together, we will be unfailing in rooting out poor
care and unflinching in promoting what is excellent.
6. Whilst this poor care was in a hospital, poor care can occur anywhere across the health and
social care system. Whether in a care home, at the family doctor, in a community pharmacy,
in mental health services, or with personal care in vulnerable people’s homes, we will ensure
that the fundamental standards of care that people have a right to expect are met
consistently, whatever the settings.
7. Every one of us commits to ensuring a direct connection to patients and to the staff
who care for them. We will ensure that our organisations and our staff look outwards to the
people they serve, taking decisions with patients and local communities at the forefront of
their minds. We will shape care in equal partnership with the people who depend on it.
We will do the business of the patient, before that of our organisation or the system.
8. We will work together to minimise bureaucracy, enabling time to care and time to lead,
freeing up the expertise of NHS staff and the values and professionalism that called
them to serve. Caring is demanding as well as rewarding, and depends on the personal and
professional values of everyone who works in the NHS. We know well-treated staff treat
patients well, so as the NHS become busier we need to ensure time to care and time to
recover from caring. We will recruit, appraise and reward staff for their care, as well as their
skills and their knowledge.
9. Healthcare is complex and we are part of a complicated system. Building on a foundation of
fundamental and inviolable standards, we will build a single set of nationally agreed and
locally owned measures of success, focussed on what matters most to patients. They
must be credible and independently assessed so that patients, the public, Parliament and
those who work for NHS patients have a single version of the truth about local services and
organisations and their staff have a single set of standards of care to which they aspire.
Blind adherence to targets or finance must never again be allowed to come before the
quality of care. We need to use public money well and we need to be efficient and
productive, but these are a means to an end – safe, effective and respectful care,
compassionately given. We will be balanced in what we do and what we expect, with the
patient interest at the heart of it. We must all do our best to maintain and raise quality within
the resources we have.
10. We believe that patients are best served and our values nurtured by a spirit of candour and a
culture of humility, openness, honesty and acceptance of challenge. Things do go wrong, but
when they do we must learn from mistakes, not conceal them. We will seek out and act on
feedback, both positive and negative. We will listen to patients who raise concerns,
respond to them and learn from them. We will listen to staff who are worried about the quality
of care, praising them for speaking up, even if a concern was misplaced. We have a duty to
challenge ourselves and each other on behalf of patients and we will do so.
11. Signing up to principles in offices in national organisations is easy. Changing ourselves, our
behaviour, individually and institutionally, is difficult, but we pledge to do so. Health
and care is not like any other job. It touches the hearts of people’s lives, can do immense
good but also immense harm – it is a matter of life or death. This is both a privilege and a
great responsibility. Together, we will make ourselves accountable and responsible for what
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we do, not what we say, in striving to make real, for every patient, the values to which we
recommit ourselves today. Over the coming months, each of us will set out our plans for
making these commitments a reality. In delivering those plans, we will be judged by the
difference that they make to the people whom we serve.
12. The organisations signing this pledge have different responsibilities within our healthcare
system, but whatever our role we pledge to learn the lessons from Mid Staffordshire NHS
Foundation Trust, help to build better care for every patient and do everything in our power to
ensure it does not happen again. We invite all organisations in the health and care system to
join us in signing up to this statement of common purpose.
-

David Prior – Chair – Care Quality Commission
Una O’Brien Permenent Secretary – Department of health
Professor Sir Peter Rubin, Chair – General medical Council
Sir Keith Pearson, Chair – Health Education England
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REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 - Public)
ON 28th AUGUST 2013
Title

Trust Board Walkabouts – Patient Safety Assurance Visits

Sponsoring
Executive Director

Alan Sheward – Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

Author(s)

Vanessa Flower, Quality Manager

Purpose

To provide assurance of progress of actions identified as part of the Patient
Safety Assurance Visits Programme

Action required by
Receive
the Board:
Previously considered by (state date):

3

Trust Executive Committee

Mental Health Act Scrutiny
Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee

Nominations Committee (Shadow)

Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee

Remuneration Committee

Approve

Foundation Trust Programme Board
Please add any other committees below as needed

Other (please state)

Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
Staff and patients where appropriate are engaged during the walkabout undertaken.

Executive Summary:
Since February 2013 a total of 43 formal visits have been undertaken, at present only 34 feedback
sheets from these visits have been received. From the 34 visits registered 110 individual actions have
been identified following all Patient Safety Assurance Visits, both by Board, and during the weekly
scheduled visits. Of these 77 are rag rated green (either due to action being completed or not due for
completion) 22 are amber, and 11 remains red either due to no feedback being received/action taken.
The attached report shows the status of the actions as of 19 August 2013.
The feedback sheets from 9 visits are yet to be received by the Quality Team to allow feedback to
areas and the progress of any identified actions.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

Quality Goal

Critical Success Factors (see key)

CSF1, CSF2 and CSF10

Principal Risks (please enter applicable

10.75

BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Amber

3

Green

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements
Date: 19.8.13

Completed by: Vanessa Flower
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Key
Trust Goals
Quality
To achieve the highest possible
quality standards for our patients
in terms of outcomes, safety and
experience
Clinical Strategy
To deliver the Trusts clinical
strategy, integrating service
delivery within our organisation
and with our partners, and
providing services locally
wherever clinically appropriate
and cost effective
Resilience
To build the resilience of our
services and organisation, through
partnerships within the NHS, with
social care and with the private
sector
Productivity
To improve the productivity and
efficiency of the Trust, building
greater financial sustainability

Workforce
To develop our people, culture
and workforce competencies to
implement our vision and clinical
strategy

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 ‐ Improve the experience and
satisfaction of our patients, their
carers, our partners and staff

CSF2 ‐ Improve clinical
effectiveness, safety and outcomes
for our patients

CSF3 ‐ Continuously develop and
successfully implement our Business
Plan

CSF4 ‐ Develop our relationships
with key stakeholders to
continually build on our
integration across health and
between health and social care,
collectively delivering a sustainable
local system

CSF5 ‐ Demonstrate robust linkages
with our NHS partners, the local
authority, the third sector and
commercial entities for the clear
benefit of our patients

CSF6 ‐ Develop our Foundation Trust
application in line with the
timetable set out in our agreement
with the TDA

CSF7 ‐ Improve value for money
and generate our planned surplus
whilst maintaining or improving
quality

CSF8 ‐ Develop our support
infrastructure, including driving our
integrated information system (ISIS)
forwards to improve the quality and
value of the services we provide

CSF9 ‐ Redesign our workforce so
people of the right skills and
capabilities are in the right places to
deliver high quality patient care

CSF10 ‐ Develop our organisational
culture, processes and capabilities
to be a thriving FT
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Walkabout Action Tracker

TRUST BOARD WALKABOUTS  ACTION TRACKER
Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

27‐Feb‐13

27‐Feb‐13

27‐Feb‐13

27‐Mar‐13

As at 20 June 2013

Area Visited

Maxillofacial unit

ENT

Luccombe

Shackleton

Who Visited

Tracker ID No

Issue
No

Susan
Wadsworth/John
Matthews/Alan
Sheward/Mark Price

AT/001/2013

1

Chris Palmer/Nick
Wakefield/Karen Baker

AT/002/2013

Danny Fisher/Peter
Taylor/Felicity
Green/Mark Price

AT/003/2013

AT/004/2013

Actions

Key: Green  Completed / action not due: Amber  in progress. Red  action behind
deadline / no response received despite chasing.
Category of Issue

Person
Responsible

A system for explaining why patients are waiting should commence.

Planned

Communications

Martin Robinson

31‐Mar‐13

GREEN

23‐Apr‐13

Update 23.4.13 Staff reminded to inform patients of delays giving
apology and approximate time of delay in appointments.

2

The shortage of alcohol gel dispensers needs to be resolved.

Planned

Infection Control

Sue Bradshaw

31‐Mar‐13

GREEN

23‐Apr‐13

Update 23.4.13 Following improvement works alcohol gel dispensers
sited.

1

Relocate admin support from kitchen to main reception area

Planned

Estates

Martin Robinson

31‐Mar‐13

GREEN

17‐Jul‐13

Update 23.4.13 Work being undertaken to relocate admin support to
old dermatology office. Leann Hetherington leading on this piece of
work. Storage and security of patient records is an issue in reception
and purchase of lockable cupboard being sourced. Update:
17.7.13:Admin team relocated , Casenotes for clinics arrive and are
return with the OPARU staff

2

Ensure appropriate storage of and security of patient records.

Planned

Information
Governance

Martin Robinson

31‐Mar‐13

AMBER

Update 23.4.13 Capital bid being compiled and aiming for August CIG
that would resolve issue 2. Update 17.7.13: still awaiting August CIG.
20.8.13 No update received.

3

Ensure cleaning of scopes meets standards and consider decontamination of
equipment instead

Planned

Infection Control

Martin Robinson

31‐Mar‐13

AMBER

1

Complaints being reviewed by Sister

Planned

Nursing

Heidi Meekins

25‐Mar‐13

GREEN

Update 23.4.13 Capital bid being developed for complete
refurbishment, aim for August CIG. Update 17.7.13: still awaiting
August CIG. 20.8.13 No update received.
UPDATE 22 .4.13:
Complaints reviewed at Quality meeting and feedback to staff via ward
meetings

2

Discharge planning ‐ patient relatives need more information

Planned

Nursing

Heidi Meekins

25‐Mar‐13

AMBER

UPDATE 22.4.13
Information books being developed via Quality meeting to ensure up to
date imparted to patients/ relatives. Update 17.7.13: Information books
drafted and should be in place by Mid August once printed Update
20.8.13 Order being placed and should be available beginning of
September.

1

Review Housekeeping support as their was no cover due to sickness.

Community
Health

Nursing

Mark Edmond

12‐Apr‐13

AMBER

Update 9.4.13 The housekeepers are in the MH&LD establishment and
managed by us and not the cleanliness team, the establishment and
shift pattern will change when they move to St Marys. MH&LD currently
pay overheads to the cleanliness team however receive no service, the
team are currently establishing what support we are paying for and how
that support can be provided on‐site. 18/07/13 Update, the CHD
management team are continuing to investigate how to ensure the
overheads paid to corporate departments are realised in practical
services being received.

2

Confirm whether washing machines are transferring to St Marys

Community
Health

Estates

Mo Smith

12‐Apr‐13

GREEN

09‐Apr‐13

Update 9.4.13 There issue of washing facilities has been addressed as
part of the project to relocate Shackleton on site to St Marys. The staff
have been involved. For patients own clothes there will be a washing
machine and dryer on the new ward

3

Concern for new unit on Newchurch lack of separate dedicated garden to be
able to take patients.

Community
Health

Estates

Mo Smith

12‐Apr‐13

GREEN

09‐Apr‐13

Update 9.4.13 Directorate response
Each patient will have an individual activity plan detailing all activities
including time off the ward, time out will be easier to arrange when the
new staffing model is in place – still awaiting confirmation from the
Trust that recruitment can begin.

4

Review the one patient ready for discharge in December still not moved due
to funding concerns.

Community
Health

Nursing

Mo Smith

12‐Apr‐13

GREEN

09‐Apr‐13

Update 9.4.13 Directorate Response
Patient has since moved continuing care process adhered to

5

Resolve how to ensure that bank staff are available to cover shifts and 1:1's

Community
Health

Nursing

Mo Smith

12‐Apr‐13

GREEN

19‐Aug‐13

Update 9.4.13 Directorate response
It is always a challenge to have a sufficiently staffed MH bank; most of
our existing staff also undertakes bank work. MS has suggested a
dementia recruitment drive for the staff bank; this would also benefit
Acute Hospital. 18/07/13 Update, there is a recruitment drive for bank
staff for MHLD, a training/competency framework has been agreed to
ensure staff are equipped to work in these areas. UPDATE 19/08/13 ‐
Recruitment drive complete and will be monitored locally to ensure
availability.
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Due Date

Completion
Status

Date Completed

Comments from Directorate/area

Directorate

22‐Apr‐13

Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

27‐Mar‐13

Area Visited

Arthur Webster

Who Visited

Tracker ID No

Issue
No

Danny Fisher / Mr John
Matthews / Mr Alan
Sheward

AT/005/2013

1

Actions

Directorate

Category of Issue

Submit bid to the charitable trustees to provide art and pictures for the
consulting rooms.

Community
Health

Finance

2

The IPC procedures are in need of review with a particular focus on podiatry
department, the hand wash and alcohol dispensers are out of date. The
waste bins lack lids and are also very out of date. The consulting room smelt
offensive. The directorate should ask for this to be remedied. This may
require use of an air freshening device. The Trust Board would support a visit
from the Head of Estates to review the property.

Community
Health

Person
Responsible

Due Date

Completion
Status

Date Completed

Comments from Directorate/area

Anthea Church

26‐Apr‐13

GREEN

16.8.13

Update:5.4.13 Directorate response Anthea Church has raised this as a
concern with the ICT as its been prohibited in the past because they can
be an Infection Control issue. Update: Request has been submitted to
Charitable funds 31/5/13 as yet no response from Linda Mowle 14.6.13
AC.
Update10.07.13:Bid has
been accepted by Charitable Funds, Guy Eades and A Church meeting
with artist to select artwork early August 10.7.13 AC
Update 13.8.13 meeting has now taken place with the artist and Guy
Eades and artwork selected. Invoice has been received from artist and
forwarded to me by Guy Eades, now awaiting invoice from framing
company. Invoices will be forwarded to Charitable Funds for payment
once both have been recieved.AC

Infection Control

Lisa Reed / David
Shields/Kevin
Bolan

26‐Apr‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

Update 5.4.13 Directorate Response David Shields will address the
issues raised in relation to podiatry and IPC. Kevin Bolan has visited AW
and is keen to review use as parts of the estates development
programme.
The unpleasant smell in the consulting room
has been an issue since the changes to the building took place several
years ago. The room is used for 1‐1 consultations in the main by Mental
Health. It has never been possible to determine where this is coming
from although the carpet in the room has been clean on more than one
occasion? The service has been prohibited in the past from using air
fresheners of an effective kind as it was an infection control issue this
has been queried with the ICT by Anthea Church UPDATE: Visit made
by Kevin Bolan estates source of smell still uncertain, not present at the
time of visit due to overriding smell of perfume from member of staff
present in the room at the time. Air Freshener has now been placed in
the room 14/6/13 AC

Acute

Nursing

Tina Beardmore

01‐Apr‐13

GREEN

08‐May‐13

Update: 08.05.13 (TB)When patient is being handed over from
transferring ward information regarding waterlow and pressure areas is
shared so as to ensure appropriate mattress in use from the point of
transfer.
All trained staff have been advised to assess patients pressure areas on
transfer and to update
Risk assessment and Tissue viability care plan
Coordinator advised to check new patients documentation the following
day to monitor compliance. Intentional rounding in progress on the
ward.
All staff have been advised to update TV care plan daily and to
personalise this
Patient s with a score above 10 are advised if they can change their own
position to do so every 1 and a half hours and if assistance needed to
change position staff record times of position change.
This is reviewed by ward sister
Glenn Smith TVN has been carrying out regular audits and reviews
which also monitor compliance
Nutritional aspects of skin integrity are also monitored and close
working with the dietician.

11‐Feb‐13

Colwell

Danny Fisher/ Sarah
Johnston

AT/006/2013

1

Identify a method to ensure assurance is provided that all documentation for
pressure ulcers is up to date and reflects appropriate care given

07‐Mar‐13

Luccombe

Danny Fisher/Mark
Price/ Deborah
Matthews

AT/007/2013

1

1. Mark Price has agreed to contact estates to request urgent replacement
of the ceiling tiles above the nurses station. (completed 10.3.13)
2. DM to ensure sister/Matron have a robust system in place for reporting
urgent maintenance works and ensuring these are regularly pursued until
concluded.

Planned

Estates

Sue Bradshaw

21‐Mar‐13

GREEN

17‐Apr‐13

UPDATE 17/4/13
Ceiling tiles replaced as agreed.
Book held by ward clerks and if unresolved escalated to Sister then
Matron.
UPDATE 17/4/13

2

1. Mark Price will raise this issue of cleaning the paving and erecting bird
netting or some other device with Kevin Bolan.
2. DM will highlight this issue and the proposed actions to Sister/Matron
/HOCS and ask them how they might consider this area for the benefit of
patients.

Planned

Estates

Sue Bradshaw

21‐Mar‐13

GREEN

17‐Apr‐13

UPDATE 17/4/13
Estates will clean area on a regular basis.
Area is used by patients and rubber mat ramp utilised to permit beds to
be pushed outside.

3

1. The Ward Sister and matron should review the elements marked as no
with the audit domains and associated comments and progress actions to
improve compliance.

Planned

Nursing

Sue Bradshaw

21‐Mar‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

UPDATE 17/4/13
Sister working with staff to ensure NO’s turned to YES’s
Update
14/6/13 This is being continually monitored to ensure compliance

As at 20 June 2013
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Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

06‐Feb‐13

Area Visited

Ophthalmology
Outpatients

Who Visited

Danny Fisher / Alan
Sheward

Tracker ID No

AT/008/2013

Issue
No

Actions

Directorate

Category of Issue

4

1. Several patients made positive comments about the quality of the food.
We would recommend consideration be given to how we might obtain real
time feedback from patient on the quality of the food. DM to discuss with Jo
Sheppard.

Planned

Catering

1

The Directorate need to work up a Business Case to understand the future
requirements of the Ophthalmology Department

Planned

Estates

2

Although far from ideal the current environment should be regularly assessed
by the Directorate leads for cleanliness and IPC compliance.

Planned

3

Provide Glove Holders to all Clinical Areas

4

As at 20 June 2013

Appley Ward

Mark Price / Nick Wakef

AT/009/2013

Completion
Status

Date Completed

Comments from Directorate/area

AMBER

DM d/w Jo Sheppard, Catering Services Manager.
‘To try and receive as near to real time as possible feedback from
patients, the current menu is being re‐designed, to provide an
opportunity on the back of the menu for patients to send comments
back to catering when their meal tray is returned. This system is
currently on trial in one ward area.’ 19.7.13 ‐ No update received
Update received from MJH 13.8.13 Jo is currently of sick so the trial has
not received feedback. Hotel services are reviewing different means of
eliciting patient feedback.MJH.

Jonathon Lochead 20‐Feb‐13

AMBER

Update 23.4.13 Joint business case looking at ophthalmology and
endoscopy being undertaken. Update 17.7.13: 17.7.13 ‐ Business case
on track for Capital relocation scheme. Presenting to exec board
September 2013. 25K allocated for Estates feasibility Update 19.08.13.
Case for Change on track for DSB in end Sept and Trust board end Oct.

Infection Control

Sue Bradshaw

20‐Feb‐13

AMBER

Update 23.4. 13 Further to redecoration which was completed
November 2012, cleanliness has improved although without relocation
this will not be further improved to be fully compliant UPDATE
14/06/2013 ‐ Painting of area continues and ICPT working with
department on new audit tool or this department. Update 17.7.13:
Decoration still in progress Update 19.08.13. Decoration still in progress
in clinical areas.

Planned

Infection Control

Sue Bradshaw

20‐Feb‐13

AMBER

Update 23.4.13 Supplies are sourcing and once painting in consultation
rooms is undertaken these holders will be in place. UPDATE 14/06/2013
Painting continues so glove holders are not yet in situ. Update 17.7.13:
Decoration still in progress Update 19.08.13. Estates due to put glove
holders up this week

Work with Sarah Finch to ensure all invoices to private Optometrists use
current IT PO system

Planned

Finance

Sarah
Finch/Leanne
Hetherington

20‐Feb‐13

GREEN

19‐Aug‐13

Update received 19.6.13: This is to do with Opticians invoicing the Trust
through me for glasses provided to children via the HES1 forms. Leanne
Hetherington and I are discussing ways round this to see if we can
change the route the invoices take. Update 17.7.13 ‐ Leanne
Hetherington is liaising with SBS to resolve this issue by the beginning of
August.
Update 19.8.13 Letter to all suppliers with supporting invoicing best
practice during August

5

IPC to undertake an assessment of Hand Hygiene availability in the FFA room

Planned

Infection Control

Sanchia Chiverton 20‐Feb‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

Hand Hygiene Monitor will undertake a monthly audit of FFA Clinics in
addition to normal monthly monitoring of hand hygiene.

6

Purchase retractable Tape measure for use with viewing box instead of gauze
ribbon
Staff food and Patient Food should be separated.

Planned

Nursing

Judie McDowell

20‐Feb‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

Feed back from dept ‐ completed

Planned

Catering

Katherine Taylor

20‐Feb‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

Feed back from dept ‐ completed

8

Assessment of equipment that has not been used for >18 months and
whether this should be removed.

Planned

Estates

Jonathon Lochead 20‐Feb‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

This is being undertaken with the assistance of the Consultants when
consultation rooms are being redecorated.

9

Staff drinks should be taken in a non clinical area. Reception should be free
of hot drinks.

Planned

Nursing

Katherine Taylor

20‐Feb‐13

GREEN

14‐Jun‐13

Expectations that no drinks will be consumed at Reception area. For
compliance Lead nurse will audit on a daily basis and Matron to
undertake spot checks (at least twice monthly).

1

De‐clutter ward

Acute

Nursing

Jo Payne

31‐May‐13

GREEN

20‐Jun‐13

2

Ensure patients are aware of the availability of snacks during evening
especially in diabetic patients

Acute

Nursing

Jo Payne

Immediate

GREEN

30‐Apr‐13

Update 20.6.613 There has been a change of use to the Matrons room
which has enabled the storage areas to be relooked at. As a
consequence, the ward has been decluttered although this will be work
in progress as well
Feedback received from sister, to advise that all staff have been
reminded to offer patients snacks if appropriate to do so, a notice has
been put up in kitchen to this effect.

3

Review jnr dr rota to ensure adequate ward cover

Acute

Medical

Alison Price

31‐May‐13

GREEN

31‐May‐13

Update from AP:I have collated the number of junior doctors per grade
for each ward for a three month period from 1st Feb 2013 to 30th April
2013. I have also reviewed the rotas and have increased the numbers
of doctors by 1 FY1 and 1 FY2 as a result of disbanding the outlier team.

4

Review consultant attendance at MDT meetings

Acute

Medical

Chris Sheen

31‐May‐13

GREEN

20‐Jun‐13

17.6.13 Feedback from CS not sure what action is required to make this
happen Update from DM HOCS 20.6.13 Medical/Consultant
representation at MDT Board meetings in improved and attendance is
constantly under review
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Jo Sheppard

Due Date

21‐Mar‐13

7

24‐Apr‐13

Person
Responsible

Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

05‐Apr‐13

13:00

Area Visited

Clinical Coding

Who Visited

Karen Baker/Danny
Fisher Deborah
Matthews

Tracker ID No

AT/010/2013

Actions

Issue
No

Directorate

Category of Issue

5

Organise fire practice

Acute

Health & Safety

6

Review and resolve issue of water leakage into food cupboard when it rains.

Acute

7

Consider permanent use for bathroom space which is being used
inappropriately for storage.

8

Person
Responsible

Due Date

Completion
Status

Date Completed

Comments from Directorate/area

Jo Payne

31‐May‐13

GREEN

20‐Jun‐13

Update 20.6.13 Fire practice has taken place and this has highlighted
issues that are being addressed by the fire officer. The ward fire
marshall is cascading training and awareness of fire safety

Estates

Kevin Bolan

06‐May‐13

GREEN

19‐Jun‐13

Response received from Kevin Bolan 19.6.13 issue has now been
rectified

Acute

Estates

Deborah Matthews 13‐May‐13

AMBER

Storage space is extremely limited on Appley Ward and consideration
has been given to the use of the Bathroom for additional formal
storage. The preference is for en‐suite facilitates to be added within the
current 6 bedded bays – similar to the arrangements on the surgical
wards. This will negate the need for the separate bathroom. Estates
have undertaken an initial survey of space utilisation and potential for
re‐design n the ward. However, plans going forward are dependent
upon the decisions around the reconfiguration of acute in‐patient beds
and are also linked to the Dementia friendly refurbishment intentions.
DM 14.06.13
22.7.13 No
update received

Review medical gas provision to ensure it is available for all beds

Acute

Estates

Kevin Bolan

13‐May‐13

RED

update from KB 10.7.13: Estates supplied an estimate for the new works
to DM/JP, to provide additional oxygen points, waiting for a cost centre
or confirmation where this is going to be funded from . Meanwhile
double‐ported oxygen is in place. Update from KB 19.8.13 ‐ No cost
centre or funding provided to continue with this work.

9

As part of the existing service development plan in the IBP consider the
development of a “step down” facility for appropriate acute patients

Acute

Nursing

Donna Collins

31‐Jul‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

1

Need to ensure, in the absence of a Liverpool Care Pathway, that doctors
where end of life is imminent specifically write the words ‘Palliative Care’ or
this cannot be coded.

Acute

Medical

Mark Pugh

31‐May‐13

AMBER

UPDATE 8.8.13 The need to use this explicit statement has been flagged
to the CD for Acute with a request to raise at the Physicians Committee.
Also shared with CD's and HOCS for Planned and Community to request
their dissemination of the notification.

2

N/B ‐ Dr Fosters mortality Data is compiled from ‘Admission Diagnoses’.
Whereas we code on Discharge Diagnoses.
Concerns expressed about the high number of outstanding Discharge
Summaries – that come through late. Question: Why do we not code from
the Electronic Discharge Summary, rather than wait for a paper copy to be
delivered to the department?

Acute

Medical

Mark Pugh

31‐May‐13

GREEN

Acute

Medical

Mark Pugh

31‐May‐13

AMBER

3

31‐May‐13

This is a national standard and we have no influence over the way the
Dr Foster data is compiled.
There are many systems in which Discharge Summaries are currently
completed and there is an aim to move to a corporate approach and
utilise ISIS. Currently we only have General Medicine on ISIS, therefore
we need to ensure that we have robust processes in place so that
admissions / transfers / discharges are not missed. Longer term we will
be looking at how we can streamline processes and the aim is indeed to
code from the e‐discharge summary rather than from paper copy. There
are two issues here really that need to be reviewed ‐ the timeliness of
Discharge Summary completion for Coding purposes against the need
for paper copies for validation of ATD processes. The second part is
currently under review to see if we can remove this additional admin
step but still be confident that both clinical data and revenue are not
being missed due to poor recording.
Regardless of whether the Coders code from electronic systems or not,
they may be unable to do so currently unless the timeliness of Discharge
Summary completion is improved.

03‐May‐13

14:30

Pathology

Chris Palmer / Sarah Joh

AT/011/2013

1

Areas for improvement/review: In addition to the actions above: Immediate
action – the roof void area (known to estates, dept, and health and safety)
was unlocked and filled with items that appeared to be from the contractors
– this is a fire risk and needs to be reviewed and clarity sought on what the
space can be safely used for – CP contacted estates on 3rd May and actions
taken to remedy

Acute

Estates

Liz Thorne

10‐May‐13

GREEN

20‐May‐13

20.05.13 (LT): The interstitial space is restricted access only, so remains
locked at all times and the key is held by Estates. The door should have
been locked. This area was cleared and checked by MK before the key
was handed over to Estates.

20‐May‐13

20.05.13 (LT): Notice boards have been tidied. Staff have been reminded
to keep them tidy
Update 11.7.13 (LT) Estates have been contacted and this area will be
redecorated. Update 19.8.13 ‐ The redecoration of the ground floor in
Pathology will commence in October, The reception area will be done
ASAP dependant on the painters availability.

Actions
• Address the roof void space as a matter of urgency
Local Lead
2

As at 20 June 2013

Notice boards were untidy and in one case personal notices had been added
(advertising painting baby bumps)
General estate issues need to be addressed – paint peeling, screws in walls
that had been removed, broken fittings – general appearance in some front
line areas was shabby and could be improved quickly by estates

Acute

Estates

Liz Thorne

10‐May‐13

GREEN

3

Acute

Estates

Liz Thorne

10‐May‐13

AMBER

4

Clean lab coats were stuffed on top of cupboards rather than inside

Acute

AHP's

Liz Thorne

10‐May‐13

GREEN
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11‐Jul‐13

Update 11.7.13 (LT) Now clear

Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

29‐May‐13

Area Visited

Who Visited

Orthotics / Prosthetics Chris Palmer / Nick Wak

DSU

24‐Apr‐13

Alan Sheward/Sue Wads

Tracker ID No

AT/012/2013

AT/013/2013

Actions

Issue
No

5

Many storage areas/rooms were untidy and lacked order

1

Promote understanding of the service with the GPs.

2

Promote Wig Service.

3

Pursue sub lamination of design transfers with Print room / NHS Creative

1

Staff not wearing ID

2

Standard operating procedure for the undressing of patients

3

4

Directorate

Category of Issue

Acute

Estates

Community
Health
Community
Health
Community
Health
Planned

Person
Responsible

Due Date

Completion
Status

Date Completed

11‐Jul‐13

Comments from Directorate/area

Liz Thorne

10‐May‐13

GREEN

AHP's

Carol Mabey

31‐Jul‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

AHPS

Carol Mabey

31‐Jul‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

AHP's

Carol Mabey

31‐Jul‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

Nursing

Mandy Webb

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

Planned

Nursing

Mandy Webb

30‐Jun‐13

AMBER

Update 22.7.13 Scoping work is currently underway to put in a changing
room to main theatres for patients. Update 19/8/13
Currently no money for upgrade, Theatre general manager looking in to
this with the modern Matron. Patients going to main theatres from day
surgery if on a bed, will get changed in day surgery they are then
portered down on the trolley with 2 theatre support workers. If a
patient is walking down to main theatre it is the patients choice if they
would like to change in day surgery or wait and change in main theatres.
( Each patient is individual and some are happier to leave all belongings
on the ward in the space they are coming back to, it can cause some
anxiety if taking own clothes/shoes in to theatre for fear of getting lost,
so each patient is given the choice ensuring their own expectations of
privacy and dignity are met )

Privacy and dignity – patients not undressed

Planned

Nursing

Mandy Webb

30‐Jun‐13

AMBER

Update 22.7.13 As above ‐ mobile patients who are able to mobilise will
be able to change when they arrive in main theatres to ensure privacy
and dignity for patients. Update 19/8/13
Patients are offered to get changed in main theatre when going for
procedures. At present this is behind a curtain and not in a changing
room as we are waiting for money to complete the above.

Confirm the process for parents escorting patients

Planned

Nursing

Mandy Webb

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

19.8.13

22‐Jul‐13

Update 11.7.13 (LT) Now clear ‐ the walk round took place 2 days after
phase 1 of refurb completed, so equipment and stores were in process
of being moved. Now in their proper locations

Update 22.7.13 All Ward Staff are in process of changing to nursing
uniform from theatre scrubs. Ward staff were not clearly identifiable to
patients to deliver and help patients with the care they require, all DSU
staff are now in acceptable uniform and all staff are expected to wear
their new ID badges. Update 19/8/13
Staff all have name badges that are on display and abide by dress code
policy.

22.7.13 Confirmation of process received:
If a
child is on children's ward all parents accompany the child and are
escorted by a day surgery children's nurse and orientated to the area.
If the child is a teenager they have more autonomy, it is the teenagers
decision if they want the parent present with them in the bay or to wait
in the waiting room this is discussed with them both present during
their admission and consent process

06‐Jun‐13

06‐Jun‐13

21:30

21:30

As at 20 June 2013

ITU

Stroke Rehab

Sue Wadsworth/Mark
Pugh/Sarah Johnston

Sue Wadsworth/Mark
Pugh/Sarah Johnston

AT/014/2013

AT/015/2013

1

Ensure elements of sluice that were needing cleaning are addressed

Acute

Nursing

Laura Moody

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

13‐Jun‐13

2

Ensure public poster areas are up to date ‐ i.e. clinical audit data

Acute

Nursing

Laura Moody

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

13‐Jun‐13

3

Focus on pressure ulcers and provide demonstrable actions are in place to
address this issue

Acute

Tissue Viability

Laura Moody

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

13‐Jun‐13

4

Ensure tile in ceiling is rectified

Acute

Estates

Laura Moody

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

work completed
w/c 31st June

5

Storage areas look cluttered ‐ probably not any more suitable place to keep
kit but please check this is the case.

1

Reiterate dress code policy to all staff

Completed 13/6/13 Sluice was cleaned immediately after visit and
cleanliness assistant informed that this area requires more frequent
attention. LM
Completed 13/6/13 Productive Ward data is no longer being collected
and will be replaced with up to date data regarding performance LM
Completed 13/6/13 Pressure ulcer audit data on door of ICU office for
Nurse‐in charge to complete daily. Intentional rounding documents for
every patient kept at bedside with all other patient documentation.

Awaiting completion 13/6/13 This tile has been reported 4 times,
awaiting estates to repair.

Acute

Estates

Laura Moody

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

13‐Jun‐13

Completed 13/6/13 ICU has limited space and has a lot of equipment.
All equipment possible kept in ICU storeroom and storage areas within
the unit kept as tidy as possible. Vital equipment only kept in unit. All
stored equipment is covered and has green cleanliness sticker attached.

Community
Health

Nursing

Marjorie Martch

Immediate

GREEN

17‐Jun‐13

Update 17.6.13: The uniform policy has been printed out and all staff
have been asked to read and sign it to reiterate the dress code.
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Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

20‐Jun‐13

20‐Jun‐13

20:00

20:00

Area Visited

Whippingham Ward

St Helens

Who Visited

Sue
Wadsworth/Deborah
Matthews

Sue
Wadsworth/Deborah
Matthews

Tracker ID No

AT/016/2013

AT/017/2013

26‐Jun‐13

Breast Screening Unit

26‐Jun‐13

12‐Jul‐13

24‐May‐13

Diabetes Centre

14:00

12:00

26‐Jun‐13

As at 20 June 2013

Danny Fisher/Felicity
Green & Deborah
Matthews

Mark Price / Nina Moorm

AT/018/2013

AT/019/2013

Category of Issue

Person
Responsible

Due Date

Completion
Status

Date Completed

Comments from Directorate/area

Can a more suitable place be found for large items of kit

Community
Health

Estates

Marjorie Martch

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

17‐Jun‐13

Update 17.6.13: Phase 1 of the upgrading may start this year. In the
meantime the shower room which is not used is being utilised as the
store room for large items of equipment a temporary sign has been put
up to indicate this.

3

Ensure all staff are aware of key indicators and that notice boards displaying
this type of information are up to date.

Community
Health

Nursing

Marjorie Martch

30‐Jun‐13

GREEN

15‐May‐13

4

Review possibilities of gaining more kit i.e. charitable funds and League of
Friends.

Community
Health

Finance

Marjorie Martch

30‐Jun‐13

AMBER

Update 17.5.13: The notice boards are not used for key performance
indicators the information is now on the quality dashboard which is in
the process of being updated.
Update 17.5.13: More equipment could be purchased through
charitable funds. There is a business case being put together for
specialist chairs. 19.7.13 No Update Received. 20.8.13 No Update
received.

1

Staff need to be wearing name badge

Planned

Nursing

Fiona Mitchell

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

10‐Jul‐13

2

It was stated that there was a problem in obtaining bed sensors when
needed

Planned

Nursing

Fiona Mitchell

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

10‐Jul‐13

3

Ensure Appropriate actions are taken and /or escalated when patients with
potentially infective conditions cannot be isolated in a side room

Planned

Infection Control

Fiona Mitchell

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

10‐Jul‐13

4

Promote the dating and signing of the bed space cleaning checklist

Planned

Nursing

Fiona Mitchell

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

10‐Jul‐13

Planned

Estates

Mandy Webb

31‐Jul‐13

RED

All staff have been reminded to complete checklist when cleaning a bed
space
20.8.13 No Feedback received

Planned
Planned

Nursing
Nursing

Mandy Webb

31‐Jul‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

Mandy Webb

31‐Jul‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

1

3
13:00

Directorate

2

2

05‐Jul‐13

Actions

Issue
No

1

The current bins in patient bays are noisy and there needs
to be a rolling replacement programme for ‘silent closing
bins’ in patient sleeping areas.
There is a need to introduce the Falls Care Bundle onto the
There is a need to improve the bed space checklist by
ensure dates and signatures are included
The brass plate adjacent to the entrance to the Centre
needs to be cleaned and polished

Acute

Nursing

Liz Whittingstall

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

11.7.13

2

A lock is required on the server cupboard

Acute

IT

Liz Whittingstall

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

11.7.13

3

Acute

IT

Liz Whittingstall

31‐Jul‐13

AMBER

1

To re‐contact IT with additional information concerning their requirement for
additional IT equipment to support education and information sharing with
patients.
Complete data migration for RIS/PACS

Acute

IT

Jill Shead / Paul
Dubery

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

2

Review Surgical Capacity

Acute

Medical

Jill Shead/Martin
Robinson

31‐Jul‐13

AMBER

3

Review appointment letter

Acute

AHP's

Jill Shead/Deborah 31‐Jul‐13
Matthews

AMBER

All staff have name badges and have been reminded of the uniform
policy.
The ward have 2 bed sensors which had been borrowed by another
ward. These have now been returned and are available for use.

The ward have 2 bed sensors which had been
borrowed by another ward. These have now been
returned and are available for use.

update from Lw 11.7.13: Sign out side has been polished.
update from Lw 11.7.13: Lock has been placed on server cupboard
Update 19.8.13 ‐ contact has been made with IT to progress this

6.8.13

Update 19.8.13 ‐ Dept procedure established to ensure previous images
were available during ongoing migration of old images. Previous images
always available on old PACS. 6.8.13 Full migration achieved
Update 19.8.13 constant communication with OPARU to seek capacity
when required. Meeting arranged with Martin Fuller 23.8.13 (1st
available) to discuss choose and book
19.8.13 Copy of appointment letter given to Diane Adams to take
forward.

Afton Ward

Karen Baker / Sue Wads

AT/020/2013

1

Agree a mechanism to ensure all staff are made aware of the Francis Report
and the Trusts Response to the recommendations

Community
Health

Communications

David Stratton

31‐Jul‐13

GREEN

Laidlaw

Mark Price/John
Matthews/Vanessa
Flower

AT/021/2013

1

Urgent bid to be submitted to refurbish kitchen and shutter.

Community
Health

Estates

Elaine Healey

02‐Aug‐13

AMBER

2

Check value for money on quote for removal of sink in Amputee
Physiotherapy room

Estates

Estates

Kevin Bolan

02‐Aug‐13

AMBER

Estates

Estates

Kevin Bolan

02‐Aug‐13

GREEN

Community
Health
Community
Health

Nursing

Elaine Healey

31‐Aug‐13

GREEN

Nursing

31‐Aug‐13

GREEN

Acute

Estates

Elaine Healey to
link with Chris
Smith / Dana
Whawell
Diane Adams

01‐Oct‐13

GREEN

Acute
Community
Health

Estates
Estates

Diane Adams

01‐Oct‐13

GREEN

22.7.13 Action not due yet

Bev Fryer

01‐Aug‐13

RED

20.8.13 No Feedback received

Diagnostic Imaging

Osborne Ward

Danny Fisher/Chris
Palmer/Annie Hunter
Mark Pugh / John Matth

AT/022/2013

AT/023/2013

3

Car Park markings to be reviewed and spelling corrected

4

Utilise the Productive Ward Module to improve storage facilities in order to
de‐clutter corridor areas and cupboard space.

5

Link with Ambulance Services to review how improvements can be made to
widen the window available to patients needing appointments and improve
the patient experience.

1

Review best use of waiting area and segregated area

2

Review open entrance access from A & E recently added

1

Progress the roll out of Patient alarms – to get back on track
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19.8.13 Update received all staff have been emailed a copy of the
report and summary of findings. Trust response still to be received by
area and circulated.
Update 16.8.13 Price for refurbishment of the Kitchen has been
provided, alternative quote will be sought in the next two weeks
Update 16.8.13 Price for refurbishment of the Kitchen has been
provided, alternative quote will be sought in the next two weeks that
includes physio area as well.
Update 16.8.13 Spelling mistake on car park will be rectified week
beginning 19th August

22.7.13 Action not due yet

Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

26‐Jul‐13

11:00

Area Visited

Main Outpatients /
Fracture Clinic

Who Visited

Danny Fisher / Chris
Palmer / Deborah
Matthews

Tracker ID No

Issue
No

AT/024/2013

1

Due Date

Completion
Status

Comments from Directorate/area

29‐Jul‐13

This has been resolved by Outpatient Sister in conjunction with
Diagnostic Imaging Manager and the Sewing Room. Clean laundry is
delivered daily and stored in separate rooms away from patients
negating the need of a clean linen trolley.
This will be monitored by all staff on a daily basis and weekly by Modern
Matron.

Category of Issue

There was a clean linen trolley stored just outside of the
entrance to the visitor’s toilets and there were
inappropriate items placed on top of the trolley –
consideration need to be given to a more appropriate
placement for the trolley.

Planned

Nursing

Sue Bradshaw/
Leisa Gardiner

Immediate

GREEN

2

The Disabled toilet as you enter the Department has a notice on it stating
‘out‐of‐order. It is not clear how long this facility has been unavailable and an
urgent review should be undertaken to progress and rectify whatever the
problem is. No information directions to an alternative were displayed

Planned

Estates

Kevin Bolan

Immediate

RED

3

A potential breach of confidentiality was observed. On the reception desk
there were an open set of Medical Notes that ‘anyone’ could have read.

Planned

Nursing

Sue Bradshaw/
Leisa Gardiner

Immediate

GREEN

4

Concern was expressed about the patients within the Consultation Rooms
being able to be overhead potentially confidential conversation going on in
the adjacent doctor’s office – due to a lack of adequate soundproofing.
There’s an urgent need to review the soundproofing between these rooms or
consider other alternatives ways of blocking patients hearing confidential
conversations about others and to have the confidence to know that
conversations pertaining to them are not being overheard by others e.g.
white noise boxes, etc.

Planned

Estates

Kevin Bolan

01‐Oct‐13

GREEN

5

Although it is acknowledged that it may be necessary for junior doctors to
interrupt a consultation to speak with a consultant about e.g. an urgent ward
matter, apparently the threshold for interruption is becoming less. Guidelines
need to be agreed, set and monitored by the OPD team and Consultants to
ensure due consideration is being given to the need for interruptions to the
clinic flow and only matters that cannot wait lead to a delay in clinics. It is
appropriate for staff to challenge the reason for interruptions and where
they do not receive adequate justification or subsequently feel the
interruption was not urgent their concerns should be escalated to the
department manager, who must themselves review the situation and ensure
standards are being adhered to with the Consultants.

Planned

Medical

Leisa Gardiner

29‐Nov‐13

GREEN

6

Where appropriate challenge is needed or given it is unacceptable for any
staff member to feel intimidated for raising their concerns or intimidated to
the point of not raising their concerns. Such instances must be taken forward
by the Department Manager/Sister. There should be a zero tolerance of
unacceptable behaviours. One staff member stated that they were ‘terrified’
to raise concerns with two particular consultants.

Planned

Medical

Sue Bradshaw/
Leisa Gardiner

Immediate

GREEN

7

Planned

Nursing

Sue Bradshaw/
Leisa Gardiner

31‐Oct‐13

GREEN

Work being undertaken to place Outpatients on MAPS which will allow
real time view to ensure clinics staffed appropriately and avoid
unnecessary bank usage. Matron meeting with Jo Booth on 21 August
2013 to commence process, with full compliance by 31 October 2013.

8

When the Staff on duty were asked – “what could be
done differently to avoid waste?”, the team highlighted
that the rota system needs review. Apparently Bank Staff
are being used when not really needed and should be
sent home or allocated to work elsewhere rather than e.g.
asking permanent staff to take annual leave and keeping
the bank on duty. There needs to be more coordination
between clinic rotas and nurse rotas to ensure an evening
out of the current over/under issues that are being
experienced. This should be possible, as apart from short
notice sickness clinics require a six week lead in time to

There is a broken window between out‐patients and the Radiology reception
this needs to be repaired.

Planned

Estates

Kevin Bolan

Immediate

RED

Update 19.8.13: Following visit Estates were contacted and assurance
was given that damaged window would be replaced.

9

Within the Fracture Clinic only two (2) of the seven (7) consulting rooms
were in use at the time of the visit (11.00Hrs). There is a need to explore
demand and capacity issues within this valuable environment to ensure it is
being effectively and efficiently utilised. Additionally only 3 of the 4 rooms in
the main department were being utilised at the time of the visit. (The whole
Fracture clinic was visibly closed during the afternoon when a follow up visit
was made)

Planned

Nursing / Medical

All Clinical
Directors /
Sue Bradshaw

01‐Nov‐13

GREEN

The organisations review of Job Plans will work to effectively use the
environment.
Work is being undertaken to redeploy outlying clinics to utilize space
more effectively.
Nurse led clinics to be reviewed to better utilise clinic environment

10

Staff also stated there were some staff shortages – apparently the sister has
been seconded to another role and the person covering for her is on leave
this week, also one member of staff off sick.

Planned

Nursing

Sue Bradshaw /
Leisa Gardiner

Immediate

GREEN

11

There was a leaflet stand sited outside of a store room, some distance from
where the patients wait which should be relocated nearer to the patient
seating area
Clean stock was on the floor in one of the stores and needs to be relocated
onto shelves.

Planned

Nursing

Kevin Bolan

01‐Oct‐13

GREEN

Planned

Nursing

Sue Bradshaw/
Leisa Gardiner

Immediate

GREEN
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Person
Responsible

Date Completed

Directorate

12

As at 20 June 2013

Actions

29‐Jul‐13

Update 19.8.13: Following visit Estates were contacted and assurance
was given that damaged equipment would be ordered and replaced.
Those requiring to use the disabled facilities are redirected to the
Fracture Clinic disabled facilities. Daily calls to Estates have continued
for updates
Discussed with all staff to ensure compliance with confidentiality at all
times. Extra vigilance by all staff and monitored by Outpatients Sister
and Nurse in Charge daily.
Estates to undertake scoping to advice on solution. Awaiting report.

Outpatient Sister and staff working with Consultants to agree
guidelines. Once developed all staff to monitor and challenge
unacceptable interruptions.

29‐Jul‐13

29‐Jul‐13

Staff to inform Outpatient Sister of unacceptable behaviour and
Outpatient Sister to address with identified staff member. This will be
continually monitored

A full review of staff has been undertaken and the New Outpatients
sister is visible and available via bleep.

Estates to undertake scoping to advice on solution. Awaiting report.

29‐Jul‐13

Review of all stock held to ensure no items stored on the floor. This will
be continually monitored by Sister and Modern Matron.

Walkabout Action Tracker

Date Visited Time of Visit
(24hr clock)

Area Visited

Who Visited

Tracker ID No

Issue
No

Actions

Directorate

Category of Issue

13

There are concerns about potential breaches of
confidentiality which could occur due to the close
proximity of the patients waiting area to the reception
desk. There’s lots of open space between the waiting area
and the actual consulting rooms, but little space between
reception and the patients sitting area. Could an
lt patient
ti waslupset and reported
t f th an error
ti in tdiagnosis
ti thatbcould have
One

Planned

Estates

Kevin Bolan

01‐Oct‐13

GREEN

Planned

Medical

Sue Bradshaw

Immediate

GREEN

Acute

IT

Felicity Greene

14

07‐Aug‐13

08‐Aug‐13

Ambulance service

17:00 ‐ 18:00 Maternity Unit

09‐Aug‐13

10‐May‐13

16‐Aug‐13

9am

As at 20 June 2013

resulted in significant harm. Discussions to understand this were commenced
at the time.
Staff reported issues with remote access. Felicity Greene to be asked to look
at mobile working and connectivity

Person
Responsible

Due Date

Completion
Status

Comments from Directorate/area

Date Completed

Estates to undertake scoping to advice on solution. Awaiting
report.

26‐Jul‐13

This was reported to the consultant at the time and appropriate actions
taken.

Karen Baker

AT/025/2013

1

Karen Baker, Alan
Sheward, Chris Palmer

AT/026/2013

1

Case to be submitted to charitable funds to turn labour ward staff room to a
relatives room

Planned

Estates

Annie Hunter

06‐Sep‐13

GREEN

Update 16.8.13 Discussed with Ian George on 8th Aug. Current tough
books are not set up for access but possibilities of using hotspots with
remote devices will be assessed.
Action not due yet

Katherine Taylor

06‐Sep‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

Annie Hunter /
Kevin Bolan

06‐Sep‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

Outpatients Depts.
Felicity Greene / Chris P AT/027/2013
(incl
ENT/Ophthalmology/G
eneral / Maternity)

1

ENT / Audiology Outpatients ‐ DNA Rates to be reviewed and look at better
utilisation of clinics to take pressure off areas during busy times.

Planned

Nursing

2

Maternity Outpatients: Signage to be reviewed ‐ as patents were being
incorrectly advised of clinics. Ensure communication with patients is clearer

Planned

Estates / Nursing

3

Customer Service Training to be given to reception staff.

Old Social Club

1

Clear social club of all clinical and patient records

Corporate

2

Long term storage capacity requirements to be identified alongside paperless
ISIS work stream

Corporate

3
4

Security of current building to be reviewed
Review of stored records required to determine what can be culled

Corporate
Corporate

5

Overall ownership of the management of the building and contents to be
agreed

Corporate

Estates

1

Paint on doors damaged due to trolleys. This should be repainted

Corporate

2

Flooring in corridor needs to be replaced ‐ temporary work to be completed

Corporate

3

Alternative venue for the weighing of patients to be found.

Acute

Mark Price / Dann y
Fisher / Louise
Carrington

AT/028/2013

Respiratory Department Felicity Greene /Danny AT/029/2013
/
Harris
Fisher/Lesley

Planned

Nursing

Annie Hunter

06‐Sep‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

30‐Aug‐13

AMBER

Update 16.8.13 It is planned to remove everything from the Old social
club by September 2013. Possibly using old Shackleton as storage this is
being followed up on Monday 19 August by Brian.

31‐Dec‐13

GREEN

Update 19.8.13: we are in the process of evaluating the ISIS business
case and storage options and costs . Electronic Document Management
is the sub work stream within the ISIS Programme.

30‐Aug‐13
31‐Jul‐13

GREEN
GREEN

Kevin Bolan

30‐Aug‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

Estates

Kevin Bolan

01‐Nov‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

Estates

Kevin Bolan

01‐Oct‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

Nursing

Sarah Kearney

02‐Sep‐13

GREEN

Action not due yet

Information Governance Brian Johnston

IT

Bronwen
Vearncombe

Security
Connie Wendes
Information Governance Tracy Asher

8 of 8

AMBER

8.8.13
8.8.13

Advised complete from Mark Price on 8.8.13
Advised complete from Mark Price on 8.8.13
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REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD ON 28 AUGUST 2013
Title

FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME UPDATE

Sponsoring Director

Chief Executive

Author(s)

Foundation Trust Programme Management Officer

To note.
Purpose
Previously considered by (state date):
Acute Clinical Directorate Board
Audit and Corporate Risk Committee
Charitable Funds Committee
Community Health Directorate Board
Executive Board
Foundation Trust Programme Board
Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee
Nominations Committee (Shadow)
Planned Directorate Board
Finance, Investment and Workforce Committee
Quality & Clinical Governance Committee
Remuneration Committee
Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
A programme of internal and external stakeholder engagement has been initiated and is ongoing to
deliver change within the organisation and generate the support required across the locality and
health system to deliver a sustainable FT. Briefing sessions have been undertaken with Patients
Council, the Ambulance service, Isle of Wight County Press and Health and Community Wellbeing
Scrutiny Panel. A formal public consultation on becoming an NHS Foundation Trust has been
undertaken. A membership recruitment campaign was launched in March 2013.
Executive Summary:
This paper provides an update on work to achieve Foundation Trust status in late 2014.
The key points covered include:
• Progress update
• Communications and stakeholder engagement activity
• Key risks
Related Trust objectives
Sub-objectives
Reform

9 - Develop our FT application in line with the
timetable agreed with DH & SHA

Risk and Assurance

CSF9, CSF10

Related Assurance Framework entries

Board Governance Assurance Framework within
BAF

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

A 12 week public consultation is required and
concluded on 11 January 2013.

Action required by the Board:
(i)
Note this progress update report
Date

20 August 2013
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ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST
NHS TRUST BOARD MEETING WEDNESDAY 28 AUGUST 2013
FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME UPDATE
1.

Purpose
To update the Trust Board on the status of the Foundation Trust Programme.

2.

Background
The requirement to achieve Foundation Trust status for NHS provider services has
been mandated by Government. All NHS Trusts in England must be established as, or
become part of, a NHS Foundation Trust.

3.

Communications and Stakeholder Engagement
As at 19th August 2013 the Trust has 3,140 public members on the membership
database, with 59 additional new members waiting to be added. Each member will
receive an acknowledgement via email or post. The table below identifies the current
membership breakdown by constituency:
Constituency

Membership

North and East Wight
South Wight
West and Central Wight
Elsewhere (‘Off Island’)
Volunteers
Total

754
675
964
283
464
3140

Required
before
election
500
500
500
250
464
2,214

A successful recruitment drive was undertaken at the Chale Show (170 members
recruited) and Garlic Festival (114 members recruited) events earlier this month. A
press release was distributed to mark the achievement of the 2000th member. Theresa
Mercer, who is a registered volunteer at the Trust.
A mail out of FT Membership Pack is being sent out to all new members with
information on membership and NHS discounts.
Our membership must be demographically representative and activity is underway to
ensure we achieve a representative balance from across the Island. The membership
analysis attached, measured against the Island’s population, shows that we are
currently under represented amongst those of moderate means, those under 49, male
and black minority ethnic (BME) backgrounds. In addition to working with Check It Out,
Youth Services, and Island sixth form colleges to target young people, Margaret
Eaglestone and Mark Price will be presenting on the FT to the Youth Council in
September. There will also be a presentation to the Voluntary Sector Forum in October
to reach organisations of seldom heard groups across the Island. Margaret Eaglestone
is contacting faith groups, and hopes to work with Community Action Isle of Wight to
engage with BME groups.

Margaret Eaglestone is raising awareness of the FT with hospital staff and staff in
community settings to ensure both staff and patients are well informed on the benefits
of the FT.
A governor development event is also being planned for Monday 30th September with
publically elected governors in mainland FTs attending to share their experience.

2

4.

Programme Plan
The focus of the programme has been on the delivery of the Integrated Business Plan
to meet the TDA’s submission deadline of 31 August 2013 and develop the
membership sufficiently to hold elections in early 2014. However, we have been
informed that all aspirant FTs throughout the NHS will be required to achieve a
satisfactory outcome from a visit by the new Chief Inspector of Hospitals before they
can progress their FT application. The implementation of an additional inspection
gateway into the FT pipeline means that our submission deadline has been deferred.
The Trust Development Authority (TDA) have advised that our visit is not likely to be
scheduled before January 2014 . Work is ongoing with workstream leads to assess the
implications for the programme plan and any additional risks arising as a consequence
of this change.

5.

Key Risks
The additional gateway within the FT pipeline introduced by the Chief Inspector of
Hospitals has immediate implications for our overall trajectory and as this gateway will
also be applied to Trusts within the Monitor phase further delays are possible. It is
important that momentum is maintained to deliver a sustainable organisation in order to
achieve programme objectives. Work has already commenced to ensure that it is
understood that the achievement of FT status is a consequence of organisational wide
efforts to improve, which will enable us to operate differently, rather than the driver of
organisational improvement.
Capacity remains a key issue impacting on progress with the development of the IBP
and Long Term Financial Model (LTFM) with some activity running behind schedule.
Delays in work to establish a sustainable change programme to deliver required cost
improvements have caused slippage within the IBP delivery schedule. Although, the
overall IBP schedule remains on track the revised schedule will compress the
review/sign-off process increasing risk to the quality of the end product. Failure to
develop a robust programme would put the overall Long Term Financial Plan and IBP
at risk. A secondment process has been initiated to put in place a dedicated Head of
Service Transformation and Service Quality Improvement to focus on delivering
sustainable change and the IBP Steering Group is meeting weekly to manage the
delivery.
With respect to resourcing the programme, no confirmation has yet been provided from
TDA as to the availability of transitional funding to support the FT journey. A dialogue
with the TDA has been initiated and the matter will be addressed again at the next
oversight meeting.
Risks to delivery have been documented and assessed and will continue to be
highlighted to the FT Programme Board.

6.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board:
i)

Note this update report

Mark Price
FT Programme Director
21 August 2013
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REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD 28 AUGUST 2013
Title

Self-certification

Sponsoring Director

Chief Executive

Author(s)

Foundation Trust Programme Management Officer

For action
Purpose
Previously considered by (state date):
Acute Clinical Directorate Board
Audit and Corporate Risk Committee
Charitable Funds Committee
Community Health Directorate Board
Finance, Investment and Workforce Committee 21 August 2013
Executive Board
Foundation Trust Programme Board
Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee
Nominations Committee (Shadow)
Planned Directorate Board
Quality & Clinical Performance Committee 21 August 2013
Remuneration Committee
Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
Executive Directors, Performance Information for Decision Support (PIDS) and relevant lead
officers have been consulted
Executive Summary:
This paper presents the August 2013 Trust Development Authority (TDA) self-certification return
covering July 2013 performance period for approval by Trust Board.
The key points covered include:
• Background to the requirement
• Assurance
• Performance summary and key issues
• Recommendations
Related Trust objectives
Sub-objectives
Reform

9 - Develop our FT applications in line with the
timetable agreed with DH & SHA

Risk and Assurance

CSF9, CSF10

Related Assurance Framework
entries

Board Governance Assurance Framework within BAF

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

Meeting the requirements of Monitor’s Compliance
Framework is necessary for FT Authorisation.

Action required by the Board:
(i)
Approve the submission of the TDA self-certification, return acknowledging current
gaps in assurance relating to our ability to certify against elements of the revised
requirements at this stage
(ii) Identify if any Board action is required
Date

21 August 2013

1

ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST
SELF-CERTIFICATION
1.

Purpose

To provide an update to the Board on changes to the self-certification regime and seek
approval of the proposed self-certification return for the July 2013 reporting period, prior to
submission to the Trust Development Authority (TDA).

2.

Background

Since August 2012, as part of the Foundation Trust application process the Trust has been
required to self-certify on a monthly basis against the requirements of the SHA’s Single
Operating Model (SOM). The Trust Development Authority (TDA) have now assumed
responsibility for oversight of NHS Trusts and FT applications and the oversight
arrangements outlined in the recently published Accountability Framework for NHS Trust
Boards came into force from 1 April 2013.
According to the TDA:
The oversight model is designed to align as closely as possible with the broader
requirements NHS Trusts will need to meet from commissioners and regulators. The
access metrics replicate the requirements of the NHS Constitution, while the outcomes
metrics are aligned with the NHS Outcomes Framework and the mandate to the NHS
Commissioning Board, with some adjustments to ensure measures are relevant to
provider organisations. The framework also reflects the requirements of the Care Quality
Commission and the conditions within the Monitor licence – those on pricing, competition
and integration – which NHS Trusts are required to meet. Finally, the structure of the
oversight model Delivering High Quality Care for Patients.
The Accountability
Framework for NHS Trust Boards reflects Monitor’s proposed new Risk Assessment
Framework and as part of oversight we will calculate shadow Monitor risk ratings for
NHS Trusts. In this way the NHS TDA is seeking to align its approach wherever possible
with that of the organisations and to prepare NHS Trusts for the Foundation Trust
environment. 1
Access to submission templates for Board Statements and Licence Condition returns have
been provided via an internet portal by the TDA. No submission arrangements are as yet in
place with respect to FT Programme Milestones. The timeframe for submissions has been
revised from July 2013 onwards and now accords with our internal process to obtain Board
Assurance prior to submission. This will now ensure that timely returns are provided to the
TDA whilst demonstrating Board ownership and accountability through the self-certification
process.
Where non-compliance is identified, an explanation is required together with a forecast date
when compliance will be achieved.

3.

Assurance

The Foundation Trust Programme Management Office (FTPMO) works with Executive
Directors, PIDS and Finance to ensure the provision of supporting information and the
identification of gaps, issues and actions required to provide a sufficient degree of assurance
to the Trust Board to enable approval of the self-certification return as an accurate
representation of the Trust’s current status.
Draft self-certification returns have been considered by the Finance, Investment and
Workforce Committee, the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee and relevant senior
officers and Executive Directors. Board Statements are considered with respect to the
1

Delivering High Quality Care for Patients: The Accountability Framework for NHS Trust Boards, (2013/14), p15

2

evidence to support a positive response, contra indicators and threats to current status
together with action plans and activity to maintain or improve the current assessed position
and this process has been extended to include Monitor Licence Conditions. The Trust
Board may wish to amend the responses to Board Statements based on an holistic view of
the complete self-certification return and feedback from Board sub-committee Chairs.

4.

Performance Summary and Key Issues

Board Statements
1. No further detailed guidance/information has as yet been provided by TDA with respect
to the Accountability Framework and PIDs are reviewing the ‘new’ measures within the
Framework to identify whether there are any risks to compliance and therefore Board
Statement 5 remains marked as “at risk”. Board Statement 11 has been flagged as
compliant following dialogue with internal auditors on our compliance against the
Information Governance (IG) Toolkit. This position is reflected within the draft sample
return document (Appendix 1a) and the Board Statement Assurance Documents
(Appendix 2).
Licence Conditions
2. The only area where compliance can be confirmed at present is against G7. Work is
ongoing to implement systems and processes to identify compliance status and
provide assurance of compliance against the required Licence Conditions to the
Board. Additional guidance has been sought, and some has been received, from
Monitor with respect to the evidence base required to provide sufficient assurance.
This position is reflected within the draft sample return document (Appendix 1b) and
the Licence Condition Assurance Documents (Appendix 3).
Foundation Trust Milestones
3. Milestones were agreed by the FT Programme Board on 28 May 2013. The draft
return document is attached as Appendix 1c.

5.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Trust Board:
(i)
Approve the submission of the TDA self-certification return, acknowledging current
gaps in assurance relating to our ability to certify against elements of the revised
requirements at this stage;
(ii) Identify if any Board action is required

Andrew Shorkey
Foundation Trust Programme Management Officer
21 August 2013
6.

Appendices

1a – Board Statements
1b – Licence Conditions
1c – Foundation Trust Milestones

7.

Supporting Information
•
•
•

Delivering High Quality Care for Patients: The Accountability Framework for NHS
Trust Boards, TDA, 05 April 2013
Compliance Framework 2013/14, Monitor, 28 March 2013
Draft Risk Assessment Framework, Monitor, 10 January 2013
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Appendix - 1(b)

TDA Accountability Framework - Licence Conditions
Licence condition Compliance

1

Condition G4 – Fit and proper persons as Governors and Directors (also
applicable to those performing equivalent or similar functions)

2 Condition G5 – Have regard to Monitor guidance

3 Condition G7 – Registration with the Care Quality Commission

Compliance
(Yes / No)

Timescale for
compliance

Accountable

At risk

No contra indicators highlighted during recruitment processes. However,
there is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.
Standard employment checks do not reveal the requisite financial
information. Further guidance being sought from Monitor.

31-Aug-13

Alan Sheward

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Mark Price

Comment where non-compliant or at risk of non-compliance

Yes

Mark Price

4 Condition G8 – Patient eligibility and selection criteria

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Alan Sheward

5 Condition P1 – Recording of information

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Chris Palmer

6 Condition P2 – Provision of information

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Chris Palmer

7 Condition P3 – Assurance report on submissions to Monitor

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Chris Palmer

8 Condition P4 – Compliance with the National Tariff

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Chris Palmer

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Chris Palmer

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Alan Sheward

9

Condition P5 – Constructive engagement concerning local tariff
modifications

10 Condition C1 – The right of patients to make choices

Licence condition Compliance

Compliance
(Yes / No)

Comment where non-compliant or at risk of non-compliance

Timescale for
compliance

Accountable

11 Condition C2 – Competition oversight

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Felicity Greene

12 Condition IC1 – Provision of integrated care

At risk

There is a requirement to implement systems and processes to identify and
provide assurance of compliance status. Until work required to provide
assurance is scoped a reliable compliance timescale cannot be determined.

31-Aug-13

Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh

Appendix - 1(a)

TDA Accountability Framework - Board Statements
For each statement, the Board is asked to confirm the following:
For CLINICAL QUALITY, that:

Response

Comment where non-compliant or at risk of
non-compliance

Timescale for
Compliance

Executive Lead

1

The Board is satisfied that, to the best of its knowledge and using its own processes and having had regard to the TDA's
Oversight Regime (supported by Care Quality Commission information, its own information on serious incidents, patterns
of complaints, and including any further metrics it chooses to adopt), the trust has, and will keep in place, effective
arrangements for the purpose of monitoring and continually improving the quality of healthcare provided to its patients.

Yes

Alan Sheward
Mak Pugh

2

The board is satisfied that plans in place are sufficient to ensure ongoing compliance with the Care Quality
Commission’s registration requirements.

Yes

Mark Price

3

The board is satisfied that processes and procedures are in place to ensure all medical practitioners providing care on
behalf of the trust have met the relevant registration and revalidation requirements.

Yes

Mark Pugh

For FINANCE, that:

4

The board is satisfied that the trust shall at all times remain a going concern, as defined by relevant accounting
standards in force from time to time.
For GOVERNANCE, that:

Response

Yes

Chris Palmer

Response

Formerly assessed as compliant. An assessment
of new measures/indicators is required as part
of the TDA oversight model/accountability
framework before an affirmative Board
declaration can made

Karen Baker
Mark Price

5

The board will ensure that the trust remains at all times compliant with the NTDA accountability framework and shows
regard to the NHS Constitution at all times.

6

All current key risks to compliance with the NTDA accountability framework have been identified (raised either internally
or by external audit and assessment bodies) and addressed – or there are appropriate action plans in place to address
the issues – in a timely manner

Yes

Mark Price

7

The board has considered all likely future risks to compliance with the NTDA accountability framework and has reviewed
appropriate evidence regarding the level of severity, likelihood of occurrence and the plans for mitigation of these risks.

Yes

Mark Price

8

The necessary planning, performance management and corporate and clinical risk management processes and
mitigation plans are in place to deliver the annual plan, including that all audit committee recommendations accepted by
the board are implemented satisfactorily.

Yes

Felicity Greene

9

An Annual Governance Statement is in place, and the trust is compliant with the risk management and assurance
framework requirements that support the Statement pursuant to the most up to date guidance from HM Treasury
(www.hm-treasury.gov.uk).

Yes

Mark Price

10

The board is satisfied that plans in place are sufficient to ensure ongoing compliance with all existing targets (after the
application of thresholds) as set out in the NTDA oversight model; and a commitment to comply with all commissioned
targets going forward.

Yes

Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh

11

The trust has achieved a minimum of Level 2 performance against the requirements of the Information Governance
Toolkit.

Yes

At risk

31-Aug-13

31-Jul-13

Mark Price

Appendix - 1(a)

TDA Accountability Framework - Board Statements
For each statement, the Board is asked to confirm the following:

12

The board will ensure that the trust will at all times operate effectively. This includes maintaining its register of interests,
ensuring that there are no material conflicts of interest in the board of directors; and that all board positions are filled, or
plans are in place to fill any vacancies, and that any elections to the shadow board of governors are held in accordance
with the election rules.

Yes

Mark Price

13

The board is satisfied that all executive and non-executive directors have the appropriate qualifications, experience and
skills to discharge their functions effectively, including setting strategy, monitoring and managing performance and risks,
and ensuring management capacity and capability.

Yes

Karen Baker

14

The board is satisfied that: the management team has the capacity, capability and experience necessary to deliver the
annual plan; and the management structure in place is adequate to deliver the annual plan.

Yes

Karen Baker
Alan Sheward

TDA Accountability Framework - FT Milestones
Milestone (all including those delivered)

Milestone date

Performance

1 Quality Governance Framework score at 2.5

30-Jun-13

Complete

2 Board Approved IBP and LTFM submitted to TDA

31-Aug-13

On target

3 Historical Due Diligence stage 2 refresh commences

09-Sep-13

On target

4 Historical Due Diligence at majority GREEN status

30-Sep-13

On target

30-Sep-13

On target

30-Sep-13
31-Oct-13

On target
On target

31-Dec-13

On target

Board Governance Assurance Framework at majority
GREEN status
6 Representative membership of 1500 achieved
7 Board to Board meeting with TDA
5

8 TDA approval to proceed and application to Monitor

Appendix - 1(c)
Comment where milestones are not delivered or where a risk to
delivery has been identified

Enc I

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD COMMITTEE
ON 28th August 2013
Title

Capital Spend Approval – Pathology Refurbishment

Sponsoring
Executive Director

Felicity Greene

Author(s)

Isla Gubbins, Kevin Bolan

Purpose

To gain Board Approval for Phase 2 of the Pathology Refurbishment
giving a total Capital Spend of £2.3m, The Phase 1 Full Business
Case was approved in 12.13 when the Capital was within the IOW
NHS PCT’s control and followed their governance process
(CIG/Execs/SHIP Cluster/SHA)

Action required by
Receive
the Board:
Previously considered by (state date):
Trust Executive Committee

Approve

11 June 2012
(Phase 1)
8 April 2013
(Phase 2)

Y

Mental Health Act Scrutiny
Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee

Nominations Committee (Shadow)

Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee

Remuneration Committee

Foundation Trust Programme Board
Please add any other committees below as needed
Capital Investment Group

1 June 2012
(Phase 1)
2 April 2013
(Phase 2)

Other (please state)

Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:

Executive Summary:
The overall spend of the Pathology project when the two phases are combined is £2.3m spanning two
financial years – 2012/13 and 2013/14 with completion in 2014. Phase 1 which was PCT capital
spend of over £!M received SHA approval. Phase 2 which will be Trust capital is under £!M but due to
the overall spend board approval is requested.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

Critical Success Factors (see key)

Productivity
To improve the productivity and efficiency of the Trust, building
greater financial sustainability
CSF 1 ‐ Improve the experience and satisfaction of our patients, their
carers, our partners and staff
CSF2 ‐ Improve clinical effectiveness, safety and outcomes for our
patients
CSF3 ‐ Continuously develop and successfully implement our Business
Plan
CSF5 ‐ Demonstrate robust linkages with our NHS partners, the local
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authority, the third sector and commercial entities for the clear
benefit of our patients
Principal Risks (please enter applicable
BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Amber

Green

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

Date:

12th August 2013

Completed by: Isla Gubbins, Kevin Bolan

Key
Trust Goals
Quality
To achieve the highest possible
quality standards for our patients
in terms of outcomes, safety and
experience
Clinical Strategy
To deliver the Trusts clinical
strategy, integrating service
delivery within our organisation
and with our partners, and
providing services locally
wherever clinically appropriate
and cost effective
Resilience
To build the resilience of our
services and organisation, through
partnerships within the NHS, with
social care and with the private
sector
Productivity
To improve the productivity and
efficiency of the Trust, building
greater financial sustainability

Workforce
To develop our people, culture
and workforce competencies to
implement our vision and clinical
strategy

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 ‐ Improve the experience and
satisfaction of our patients, their
carers, our partners and staff

CSF2 ‐ Improve clinical
effectiveness, safety and outcomes
for our patients

CSF3 ‐ Continuously develop and
successfully implement our Business
Plan

CSF4 ‐ Develop our relationships
with key stakeholders to
continually build on our
integration across health and
between health and social care,
collectively delivering a sustainable
local system

CSF5 ‐ Demonstrate robust linkages
with our NHS partners, the local
authority, the third sector and
commercial entities for the clear
benefit of our patients

CSF6 ‐ Develop our Foundation Trust
application in line with the
timetable set out in our agreement
with the TDA

CSF7 ‐ Improve value for money
and generate our planned surplus
whilst maintaining or improving
quality

CSF8 ‐ Develop our support
infrastructure, including driving our
integrated information system (ISIS)
forwards to improve the quality and
value of the services we provide

CSF9 ‐ Redesign our workforce so
people of the right skills and
capabilities are in the right places to
deliver high quality patient care

CSF10 ‐ Develop our organisational
culture, processes and capabilities
to be a thriving FT
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Enc I
Paper to the Trust Board 28th August 2013

Capital Spend Approval – Pathology Refurbishment
Purpose of paper – to seek Board approval for Phase 2 of the Pathology Refurbishment Capital Scheme due to
the value of the combined total cost .

Phase

Financial Year

1

2012.13

1,455,000

2

2013.14

857,000

Total Project Budget

Value Approved

2,312,000

Introduction
The Trust needs to complete the improvements to the accommodation of the Pathology Service in line with its
current Estates Strategy and to address statutory and non‐statutory compliance issues around workforce
health and safety, modernised pathological procedures and more efficient ways of working to enhance
capacity and therefore maximise revenue opportunities. This also will allow the smooth transition as
Pathology becomes part of the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Pathology Consortium (HIOW).
Background
Due to the capital availability and the need to keep the Pathology services operational during the building
works the scheme was broken down into two distinct phases.
Phase 1 of the project, which included the Cat 3 Laboratory, autoclaves and Microbiology laboratory, was
approved and completed during the financial year 2012‐2013. This was undertaken from PCT capital and
approved by the SHA.
The 2nd phase is to modernise the Blood Sciences department, which will introduce efficiency savings as it will
allow better and more cost effective working practices enabling cross working of Chemical Pathology and
Haematology in a Blood Sciences laboratory. This is required for the HIOW Pathology Consortium as we need
to have a Blood Sciences service and laboratory facilities that are fit for purpose.
Building works include removing internal walls and re‐providing all services in the refurbished open plan
laboratory accommodation for Chemical Pathology, Haematology and Blood Transfusion (Blood Sciences).
There will still be some enclosed areas such as the category 3 laboratory, the autoclave area and
Histopathology which need to be separate due to the chemicals used. Haematology and Chemical Pathology
will have some shared analytical platforms and which will be used for some of the Microbiology serological
tests.
The 2nd phase work will provide a consolidated management, better quality equipment and the facility to work
across departments which will lead to the Trust’s Pathology Service becoming more efficient and effective. It
will help staff to adopt new skills and new ways of working whilst maintaining a service to users from both the
Trust and GPs that can only be achieved by having a more integrated laboratory.
Conclusion
The Board is requested to approve Phase 2 of the refurbishment, bringing the total project cost to £2,312,000.

Enc J

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 - Public)
ON 28 AUGUST 2013
Title

Board Assurance Framework

Sponsoring
Executive Director

Company Secretary

Author

Head of Corporate Governance and Risk Management

Purpose

To review and approve the 2013/14 Board Assurance Framework (BAF) and
to approve the August 2013 recommended changes to Assurance RAG
ratings.

Action required by
Receive
the Board:
Previously considered by (state date):
Trust Executive Committee

Approve

5.08.2013

X

Mental Health Act Scrutiny
Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee

Nominations Committee (Shadow)

Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee

Remuneration Committee

Foundation Trust Programme Board
Please add any other committees below as needed
Other (please state)

Board Seminar 13.08.2013
Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
None
Executive Summary:
The full BAF document, updated for 2013/14, is submitted to the Board for approval in August 2013.
The July 2013 Board meeting decided to receive dashboard summaries and exception reports only for
the remainder of the year.
The format of the Framework has been enhanced and now includes the high scoring local risks from
the Corporate Risk Register, together with associated controls and action plans.
The objectives, critical success factors, in-year measures and targets have been updated for 2013/14.
A change to the Board Assurance RAG rating is recommended against the following five risks: 2.7;
7.2; 9.5; 10.6; and 10.17.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

All five goals

Critical Success Factors (see key)

All Critical Success Factors

Principal Risks (please enter applicable

All Principal Risks

BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)



Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

None

Date:

16 August 2013
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Key
Trust Goals
Quality
To achieve the highest possible
quality standards for our patients
in terms of outcomes, safety and
experience
Clinical Strategy
To deliver the Trusts clinical
strategy, integrating service
delivery within our organisation
and with our partners, and
providing services locally
wherever clinically appropriate
and cost effective
Resilience
To build the resilience of our
services and organisation, through
partnerships within the NHS, with
social care and with the private
sector
Productivity
To improve the productivity and
efficiency of the Trust, building
greater financial sustainability

Workforce
To develop our people, culture
and workforce competencies to
implement our vision and clinical
strategy

Critical Success Factors
CSF 1 ‐ Improve the experience and
satisfaction of our patients, their
carers, our partners and staff

CSF2 ‐ Improve clinical
effectiveness, safety and outcomes
for our patients

CSF3 ‐ Continuously develop and
successfully implement our Business
Plan

CSF4 ‐ Develop our relationships
with key stakeholders to
continually build on our
integration across health and
between health and social care,
collectively delivering a sustainable
local system

CSF5 ‐ Demonstrate robust linkages
with our NHS partners, the local
authority, the third sector and
commercial entities for the clear
benefit of our patients

CSF6 ‐ Develop our Foundation Trust
application in line with the
timetable set out in our agreement
with the TDA

CSF7 ‐ Improve value for money
and generate our planned surplus
whilst maintaining or improving
quality

CSF8 ‐ Develop our support
infrastructure, including driving our
integrated information system (ISIS)
forwards to improve the quality and
value of the services we provide

CSF9 ‐ Redesign our workforce so
people of the right skills and
capabilities are in the right places to
deliver high quality patient care

CSF10 ‐ Develop our organisational
culture, processes and capabilities
to be a thriving FT
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1

2

3

4

5

6

SO1

CSF1

CSF1.1

CSF1.2

CSF1.3

CSF1.4

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Strategic Objective 1: QUALITY - To achieve the highest possible quality standards for our patients in terms of outcomes, safety and experience
Exec Sponsor: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

Critical Success Factor CSF1
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve the experience and satisfaction of our patients, their carers, our partners and staff
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 12, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23

1.1 There is a failure to understand the root
causes of complaints (Q36)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

1.2 There is a failure to understand the root
causes of claims (Q36)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Company Secretary

1.3 (1.7) There is no understanding of
whether complaints represent defects,
therefore, there is no clear understanding of
how or what to remedy. (Q57)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/Executive Medical Director

1.4 (5.33) Significant issues raised in the
quality accounts of the Trust (F25)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

9

8

3

10

0

0

0

0

MEASURES:
Improved patient and staff survey results
Improved access for patients
Complaints/concerns from patients/carers
Compliments from patients/carers
CQC inspection outcomes
Mixed sex accommodation breaches
Health and Wellbeing strategy objectives achieved
No service disruption occurs if Major incident or Business Continuity Plans
are invoked

TARGETS:
Patient and staff survey results for 13/14 show better outcomes than results
for 12/13
Patient care Complaints reduced by 20%
All CQC Essential standards met
Less than 5 mixed sex breaches in 13/14
All services provided 365 days per year
Increased patient involvement evidenced

Complaints reports to Board via
Quality Report
Quarterly G&A reports to TEC and
Directorate Boards
Review at high level
Check trends - review SHA trends

Review Trust wide process with each directorate for identifying root causes
and learning lessons
Alan Sheward
Update January 2013: Confirm Directorate Governance Forums addressing
lessons to learn - 1. Directorates now feeding back to QCPC how lessons
being learned. 2. Feedback forms part of Directorate Quality Assurance to
QCPC.
Update April 2013: Complaints process review underway from April 2013
Update June 2013: Review continues but in the meantime we have seen a
reduction in the numbers of complaints received.
Review date: August 2013

0

All complaints are subject to Root Cause
Analysis
Complaints information relating to individual
consultants is used as part of appraisal
Qualitative and quantitative reports produced
on a monthly basis
Review by QCPC/Review by Board/ Execs
Good high level review: review by staff less
good

0

Clinicians advised of outcomes of claims and
agree recommendations and action plans
Claims information relating to individual
consultants used for appraisal purposes
Qualitative and quantitative reports produced Claims reports to Board
from Datix.
Exec sign off
Quarterly G&A reports to TEC and
Consultant level information on complaints and Directorate Boards
claims is available
Tht Trust learns from experience and can
evidence how improvements have been
sustained over time

0

0

Systems are in place for monitoring and
ensuring numbers of formal complaints reduce
All complaints are flagged to the Executive
Team and RAG rated in relation to their level
of seriousness
All complaints are reviewed to determine root
causes
Review and investigation.
External review of SIRIs

Complaints reports to Board via
Quality Report
Quarterly G&A reports to TEC and
Directorate Boards
All complaints are logged on Datix
QCPC

Trust quality accounts demonstrate no
significant issues raised, and that work has
been undertaken to prepare and maintain
reporting in this area. The Board consistently
demonstrates understanding and recognition of
its statutory duty for quality as an integral
Quality Account
element of financial decision-making and
Executive Board, Trust Board
oversight processes. Trust quality accounts
demonstrate no significant issues raised, and
that work has been undertaken to prepare and
maintain reporting in this area

Complaints reports to Board via
Quality Report (Monthly)
QCPC - review at Board

Claims trend reports to Board
(bi - monthly)

Amber

Lessons really learnt at ground level and
understanding of root causes.
Not fully compliant with National Policy

Trend reports on claims, by consultant, are not
regularly produced or reviewed
Amber
Claims reports could be improved to include the
root causes

Quality Report to Board (Monthly)
Minutes and Quality Report

Amber

Board minutes and reports
Supporting statements from CCG
and LINKs

1 / 36

Green

Links between SIRIs and Complaints need to be
reviewed and strengthened
Further review of Root Causes needs to be
undertaken to ensure enhanced understanding
and ensuring complaints with the same root
causes reduce over time

How do we
know lessons
learnt

Quality and Clinical Governance committee to review options for reviewing
complaints and claims numbers / trends by individual consultant
Sarah Johnston/Brian Johnston
Update October 2012: Developing system for trending claims by consultant
wef 1/4/12 for reporting x2 per annum to the Trust Board. First report April
2013
Update June 2013: Trending claims by consultant is underway and first reports
should be available soon
Review date: September 2013

Review process on linking complaints to claims, incidents and other relevant
data
Sarah Johnston/Theresa Gallard
Update February 2013: Weekly review meetings held with QM, EDN&W + MD
to review SIRI, claims, complaints and incidents.
Update May 2013: Weekly review meetings continue, regular reports on SIRIs
and Complaints to be provided on weekly basis to EDON&W, the datix system
enables a link to be identified between SIRIs and Complaints. Directorates do
need ensure that responses to complaints also include a root cause to furher
support this
Review date: September 2013

7

CSF1.5

1.5 (10.27) There are high levels of incidents,
complaints and claims with the same or
similar causal factors. (Q59)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce/
Company Secretary

12

0

16

16

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING WAITING AREA
(BAF 2.22)
8

511 - 1
* mixed sex accommodation and changing
facilities
* lack of privacy and dignity

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Incident trend reports produced and reviewed
regularly
Complaints reports including causal factors
reviewed monthly
Claims reports produced and reviewed
regularly
Learning lessons newsletters circulated to all
staff quarterly

Governance and Assurance reports
Risk Management Committee
minutes
QCPC minutes
SIRI reports and action plans

NHSLA level 1 accreditation

Amber

* use of new DR room in North X-ray
HIGH * waiting area used flexibly
* screened seating area for changed patients

I

* Recruitment advert for Band 6 initiated
* Recruitment for Band 6 locum initiated
* Critical needs prioritised
* Agreed extended hours for Band 3 OTA
HIGH * Letter to be written and information and
advice to be sent to those on the waiting list
* New sensory referrals to be declined
* To re-negotiate SLA / demand with
Commissioners

I

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

RCA section of incident report is not well used by
staff ( see 2.10)

25.07.13: Reviewed at QRPSG - to await
outcome of discussions at RMC. (RB)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Consider options for improving the use of the RCA section of the incident
report form, including the option of making this a mandatory field.
Brian Johnston
Update February 2013: Preparatory work completed and new incident form
RCA section to commence 1st March 2013. Guidance on the RCA section of
the form to be issued to staff via e-bulletin and on the intranet.
Update May 2013: Contributory factors now a mandatory field for all reporters
to complete prior to submission of incident report form. Reports on same
causal factor incidents should be meaningful after 3 months data input.
Review date: September 2013

Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.08.2013

PAED OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
EXTENDED WAITING TIMES

9

579 - 1

* OT having to prioritise critical needs only
* Increased demand and increased
complexity of interventions
* Rising expectations from parents for
sensory treatments, which fall outside of
SLA
* Recent Maternity leave and staff vacancy
further decreasing capacity
* Delay in financial clearance for change in
establishment
* Move from Oak House has also reduced
clinical capacity over the short-term

20

20

PHLEBOTOMY CLINIC AT RYDE
COMMUNITY CLINIC (BAF 2.22)
10

581 - 1

16

16

* Curtains drawn around patients
* Attempts made to re site the clinic on site.
HIGH * Attempts to utilise other site receptionists

I

* CPA non compliant
* non compliant with Health & Safety and
Privacy and Dignity
* Lack of Pathology Reception Staff

11

CSF2

Critical Success Factor CSF2
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve clinical effectiveness, safety and outcomes for our patients
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23

MEASURES:
VTE compliance
HAPPI audit results
HMSR stats.
Pressure Ulcer indicators
CQUIN outcomes
MRSA and Cdiff stats.
Approved departmental clinical governance plans
- National performance targets
- Participation in screening programmes
- Participation in Health improvement programmes
for children and young people

2 / 36

31.07.13
31
07 13 No appropriate candidates for the
Band 6 position which is currently being readvertised. SQ.

25.07.13: Reviewed QRPSG. Funding agreed to
move forward - plan accepted by CPA - awaiting
completion of works. (RB)

Executive Medical Director
4 items in Action plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

Completion of works as per agreed CPA plan
Due for completion:

TARGETS:
Board approved quality account within DH deadline
80% compliance against all HAPPI indicators
Zero MRSA cases in 13/14
Achieve rebased HSMR of <105 by end March 2014
Grade 3/4 pressure ulcers reduced by 50% by end March 2014
100% achievement of CQUINS
Emergency readmissions reduced to 4% in 13/14
Less than 4% of patients waiting more than 17 weeks by 31/3/14
Average LOS reduced by 7%
Theatre Efficiency increased by 8%
Achieve 100% of agreed Ward use of Amber Care bundle
20% Reduction in complaints relating to communication

12

13

14

15

CSF2.1

CSF2.2

CSF2.3

CSF2.4

2.1 (2.3) The Trust has no clearly articulated
values, vision and goals (Q18)
Chief Executive

2.2 (2.4) There are no attempts to justify the
selection of goals (Q19)
Chief Executive

2.3 (2.5) If goals are stated, they are not
ambitious or measurable and they tend
towards basic compliance
compliance. (Q20)
Chief Executive

2.4 (2.8) Audit is primarily focussed on
finance with a non-mature quality audit
function (Q30)
Executive Director of Finance/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce/Company
Secretary

5

5

5

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Vision and values for quality in place
Quality account circulated and available to
staff
Plan on a page

Developed at Exec - Trust Board
Shared at CD Forum

Ten CSFs in place which are SMART
BAF includes measures and targets
g
Goals realistic

Only around 20% of the 12/13 audit plan is
directly related to financial audits. The audit
plan is discussed and approved at Executive
Board and at Audit Committee. This
consultation is directly influenced by the Board
and the Head of Internal Audit's assessment of
audit risk.
There is a clear quality audit framework at the
Trust
Re-audits show that improvements have been
made
Internal audits and national audits are included
in forward plans
Outcomes of audits are clearly described

Quality Account
Sub Committees
TEC

TEC minutes

Quality Account agreed at Board

Reviewed goals

Amber

Amber

Objectives and CSFs approved by
Board
Executive Board
Quality Strategy approved by Board
- October 2012

Assurance is driven by Audit
Committee reporting by both internal
audit and the report of outstanding
recommendations compiled by the
finance department.
Quality and Clinical Performance
Committee

Minutes of the Audit Committee;
Report by the Head of Internal Audit
and the annual report of the Chair
of the Audit Committee; all reports
with limited assurance are
presented to the Audit Committee.
Continued failure to
recommendations result in officer
attendance at Audit Committee

3 / 36

Amber

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

No clearly articulated strategy for quality.
Staff cannot articulate the vision and values.
More consultation and discussion on Trust
strategy required.

Mark Pugh: 'Good plan - needs push off'
Complete Quality Strategy for Board approval and arrange awareness
campaign for staff.
Sarah Johnston
Update February 2013: Quality Improvement Framework being developed into
LT QP due 03/13.
Update April 2013: Survey monkey to identify goals; to be completed by June
2013.
Update July 2013: Survey monkey complete, 4 goals in Quality Account for
ongoing monitoring.
Review date: September 2013

Not fed down enough - unsure of Buy-In

Complete Quality Strategy for Board approval and arrange awareness
campaign for staff.
Sarah Johnston
Update March 2013: Survey monkey being issued to staff to prioritise their top
3 goals fr the Trust - this will finalise priorities for 2013/2014
Update April 2013: Survey monkey to identify goals; to be completed by June
2013.
Update July 2013: Survey monkey complete, 4 goals in Quality Account for
ongoing monitoring
Review date: September 2013

Developing performance reports.
Sub-committees need to monitor gaps.
Board workshop required to test goals
goals.
Organisation needs to set stretch targets.

Links between clinical audit outcomes and the
BAF / Risk Register could be improved
Amber
Quality governance representation on the audit
committee needs review

Complete Quality Improvement Plan for Board approval and arrange
awareness campaign for staff.
Sarah Johnston
Update February 2013: Staff awareness campaign in progress - due for
completion end of May 2013
Update May 2013: campaign is underway but not yet complete
Update August 2013: Will be completed in August 2013
Review date: September 2013
Following approval by Board agree any further requirements regarding
performance reporting and review by board sub-committees
Karen Baker/Sarah Johnston
Update March 2013: LTQP in progress
Update June 2013: Draft LTQP to Quality and Clinical Performance
Committee in June.
Update August 2013: Final revisions being made to draft and this is being
taken to QCPC on 21st August
Review date: September 2013
Review current processes and agree actions to improve links
Sarah Johnston/Brian Johnston/Vanessa Flower
Update May 2013: Still awaiting feedback on how we ensure that any
outcomes from clinical audit is included in internal audit programme. Process
needs to be considered on how we ensure issues from BAF and risk register
are included on clinical audit programme.
Update July 2013: (VF) Internal Audit Manager advised the following in relation
to link issues from Clinical audit to the internal audit programme 'It would be
difficult to link clinical audit outcomes to internal audit as the skill sets are
different. Local clinical audit outcomes are however a useful source of
assurance so could be mapped against key risk areas to give the Audit
Committee and Board assurance as appropriate.' The Quality Advisors have
been advised to ensure that any risks or issues from clinical audit are
highlighted to the relevant directorates to ensure that they are noted on risk
register where appropriate, however we still need to agree a process of linking
clinical audit outcomes to the BAF.
Review date: September 2013

Suggest this is now
almost complete as
Quality reps have
historically been
requested to attend
Audit Committee to
provide assurance
on process and
action plans.
Clinical Audit picked
up via Quality &
Clinical Performance
Committee so only
high lvel assurance Consider quality governance representation at Audit and Corporate Risk
summary required at Committee
Chris Palmer/Sarah Johnston
A&CRC.
Update April 2013: Work in progress and aiming to complete by end May
2013
Update June 2013: Clinical Audit list now reported to Audit and Corporate Risk
Committee - Action Complete

16

17

18

19

20

CSF2.5

CSF2.6

CSF2.7

CSF2.8

CSF2.9

2.5 (2.9) A high-level of severe harm
incidents with the same or similar causal
factors (Q33)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

2.6 (2.10) The Trust cannot demonstrate an
aggregated understanding of similar causal
factor incidents by service line and individual
(Q33)
Company Secretary

2.7 (2.11) There are no standard methods for
assessing risks (Q34)
Company Secretary

2.8 (2.13) There are many repeated incidents
by type/ area and individual (Q34)
Company Secretary/ Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce/ Executive Medical
Director

2.9 (2.14) There are no service level
scorecards or dashboards which detail
performance against articulated goals (Q35)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

10

12

5

12

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

All severe harm incidents are reported to the
Board on a monthly basis
Severe harm incidents are reported as SIRIs
and subject to Root Cause Analysis
Review by CC in Gov & Committee
Sign off by Execs
Reviews of Pressure Ulcers and Falls
undertaken

0

Datix risk management system for reporting
and recording of incidents enables reporting by
service and individual.
Trend reports by incident type and by ward /
department produced monthly / quarterly.
All Serious incident ( SIRIs ) investigations
include a full root cause analysis
Gathered by Clinical Governance - DATIX
Review by BJ

0

There is a clearly articulated framework and
strategy for ensuring robust risk assessments
Trust-wide risk assessment programme in
place which is performance managed
Internal Hazard notices circulated as & when
necessary
CAS ( SABS ) system in place
The Trust undertakes additional innovative
measures to reduce harm - eg Global Trigger
Tool in use
E- Learning programmes accessed by staff
BJ - Datix - BAF

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Quality and Patient Safety
Committee terms of reference and
minutes
Quality Report to Board (monthly)
SIRI review group TOR and Minutes Minutes QCPC - TEC and Board

Green

Quality and Clinical Governance
Committee ToR and minutes

Learning Lessons newsletters
Directorate Board reports
NHSLA level 1 accreditation
Risk management Committee
QCPC Minutes
SIM review
QCPC - DATIX review by occurrence

Risk Assessment outcome reports
and Performance Management t
reports
Risk Management intranet site
Internal audit Risk management
reports
Governance and Assurance reports
Executive Board

0

Regular monitoring and reporting of incident
trends
Monthly reports to Directorate Boards and Risk
Management Committee / Quality and Patient
Safety Committee
RMC/QCPC promotes shared learning across
the organisation and quarterly ' learning
lessons' newsletters produced.

0

Nursing Dashboard in place for Wards, include
performance against articulated goals including
key quality indicators
Service level risk registers are in place which
feed up into directorate level risk registers
which feeds up into the corporate risk register
Directorate level dashboards are in place and
QCPC
a number of these go down to service level
Ward Sisters attend a monthly meeting with
QCGC - minutes
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
to review performance against the Nursing
Dashboard
Incident reporting and alerting takes place in
real time
Ward - score card
Then monitored

Learning Lessons newsletters
Directorate Board reports
Risk management Committee
minutes
QCPC minutes

Amber

RCA section of incident report is not well used by
staff

Green

Reinstate the annual Governance and Assurance reports to Trust Board
Brian Johnston/Trust Executive Committee
Update May 2013: Q4/End year risk management report produced for review
by Executive Board and QCPC in June 13. Executive Board to review/agree
format for reporting to Board.
Update July 2013: Annual Governance and Assurance report for 2012/13
being reported to part 2 Board in July 13 in line with BGAF recommendations
Update August 2013: Annual G&A report seen and noted by Board on
31/7/13. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Amber

Review at Quality and Clinical Performance Committee and agree current
initiatives and future plans
Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Better risk identification and ward assurance walkrounds/
dashboards. Incidents are reviewed by area/type as part of this review. Will be
further improved as nursing directorate restructure will include lead nurse for
quality and safety.
Update August 2013: Work in progress and aiming to complete restructure by
September 2013. New post to be in place by December 2013
Review date: November 2013

BAF to Board
Integrated Governance Strategy
approved by Board - April 12
Annual G&A report to Trust Board
31/7/13

NHSLA level 1 accreditation

Monthly report to Board by
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce
Board Performance Reports
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Consider options for improving the use of the RCA section of the incident
report form, including the option of making this a mandatory field.
Brian Johnston
Update February 2013: Preparatory work completed and new incident form
RCA section to commence 1st March 2013. Guidance on the RCA section of
the form to be issued to staff via e-bulletin and on the intranet.
Update June 2013: RCA of incidents has now been running on the Datix
system since March 13. Need 6 months of data before first outcome reports
can be reviewed.
Review date: September 2013

No local 'campaign' in place to support harm
reduction

No Consultant level dashboard
Amber

No community teams level quality dashboard in
place

Develop consultants dashboard
Mark Pugh
Update March 2013: Now have individual consultant performance information
feeding appraisals as an alternative way forward on this.
Review date: September 2013
Develop community teams dashboard
Sarah Johnston
Update February 2013: Community dashboard due for roll out 3/13. Work on
live dashboard commenced 2/13.
Update April 2013: Now focusing on live dashboard for all areas. Development
day on 25th April will help to engage teams.
Update June 2013: Indicators set and PIDs developing dashboards for launch
in July 2013
Review date: September 2013

21

22

23

24

CSF2.9

CSF2.10

CSF2.11

CSF2.12

2.9 (2.14) There are no service level
scorecards or dashboards which detail
performance against articulated goals (Q35)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

2.10 (2.17) There is a minimal and
disorganised quality audit plan with unclear
ownership at sub-committee and divisional
level (Q51)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

2.11 (2.18) There is no outline or basic
understanding of how the Board seeks
assurance on quality (Q52)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

2.12 (2.19) The Board have only a basic
understanding of this (as above) (Q52)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

6

6

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Nursing Dashboard in place for Wards, include
performance against articulated goals including key
quality indicators
Service level risk registers are in place which feed up
into directorate level risk registers which feeds up into
the corporate risk register
QCPC
Directorate level dashboards are in place and a number
of these go down to service level
QCGC - minutes
Ward Sisters attend a monthly meeting with Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce to review
performance against the Nursing Dashboard
Incident reporting and alerting takes place in real time
Ward - score card
Then monitored

Audit plans in place within each clinical
directorate
Good overall plan clearly allies with external
drivers.
Developing Directorate ownership

Quality account
Performance Report
Quality Governance Framework
Reporting of Friends and Family test

Quality account
Performance Report

QCPC minutes to Trust Board

QCPC
Quality account
Performance Reports

QCPC
Quality account
Performance Reports

Monthly report to Board by
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

No Consultant level dashboard
Amber

Board Performance Reports

QCPC Minutes

Board Performance report monthly
Quality Account

Board Performance report monthly
Quality Account
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Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Amber

Green

Amber

No community teams level quality dashboard in
place

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Systems for monitoring NICE guidance, external reviews and enquiries to be
strengthened during 2012/13
Timetable of external reports to be established and early warning mechanism
of external reports for publication to be strengthened.
Sarah Johnston/Vanessa Flower
Update February 2013: Work ongoing - plan to be completed by 1st April
2013
Update May 2013: Due to changes in committee structure this will need further
review to continue to strengthen the current process
Review date: August 2013

Evidence of re-audit

Systems for tracking re-audits need to be reviewed
Links between audit plans and BAF need to be enhanced
Need more Directorate ownership
Mark Pugh
Update March 2013: Plans being developed with central support . Plans for
review by Directorate Quality, Risk and Patient Safety Groups.
Update May 2013: Audit plans and evidence of re-audits to be reviewed at
Directorate performance review meetings in June 2013
Update August 2013: Plans continuing on track. Quality Improvement
Framework is further supporting evidence.
Review date: November 2013

Need to have clear escalation framework

Need to develop an assurance and escalation framework for how the board
seeks assurance on quality
quality, what it should expect to see and how to challenge
it
Sarah Johnston
Update February 2013: Board Assurance visits commenced 02/13 to: 1. Test
reporting against clinical services; 2. Test recommendations/policy in clincial
services; and 3. Gather patient feedback on quality of services.
Update May 2013: Friends and family test commenced. Quality Governance
Framework now in place as well as improved Board performance reports on
quality. Action complete.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

Need to have clear escalation framework

Need to develop an assurance and escalation framework for how the board
seeks assurance on quality, what it should expect to see and how to challenge
it
Sarah Johnston
Update February 2013: Board Assurance visits commenced 02/13 to: 1. Test
reporting against clinical services; 2. Test recommendations/policy in clincial
services; 3. Gather patient feedback on quality of services.
Update April 2013: Work ongoing to embed this process
Update June 2013: Quality account completed. Quality dashboard to be
complete by July 13.
Review date: September 2013

25

CSF2.13

2.13 (2.21 ) Ensuring ongoing and improved
compliance with current and emerging
standards in relation to the Health and Social
Care Act and HCAI
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

15

0

0

Detailed annual plan in place
ICC monitor infection rates for MRSA,C.diff
and other HCAI's
Monitoring of saving lives audits in place
Infection control policies in place, monitored by
ICC
Matrons Action Group monitor cleanliness
ICC review outcomes of RCA process from
norovirus outbreaks, C.diff death cases and
MRSA cases to ensure lessons are learned.
Policy in place for management of C.diff
including antibiotic prescribing and
environmental cleanliness
Unannounced inspections by CN/DIPC &
IPCNS team including COO. Matrons, Ward
Sisters & HOCS following up compliance
issues
Improved Happi - antibiotic prescribing scores

Monthly quality monitoring via performance
report

26

CSF2.14

2.14 (2.23) Delivering improved patient
outcomes
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce/
Executive Medical Director

Quality and Clinical Performance Committee
8

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

0
Monthly HSMR
S
data into performance
f
report
from December 2011 onwards

Monthly performance report to Board
CQC unannounced inspections to
ICC meets monthly to review actions White Lodge and Sevenacres did
not identify any issues relating to
Executive Director of Nursing and
HCAI and outcome 8
Workforce / DIPC provides quarterly
updates to Board on wider IPC
CQC visit to StMarys only picked up
issues and annual report (June/July) issues with hand hygiene in MAAU
and concerns with public toilets otherwise compliant.
PEAT Inspection : initial indications
excellent

Mortality information
Improvements in cardiac arrest
Monthly performance report to Board rates
Quality and Clinical Performance
Low C.diff numbers compared to
Committee
previous year
Q
Quality
Account reporting via
All reported to board regularly as
performance report
part of monthly performance report
Mortality presentation to Board September 12

Amber

Amber

10

0

0

Monthly monitoring via performance review
Monitoring spreadsheet maintained detailing
monthly data collection from leads

Monthly performance reports
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

CQUINs outcomes achieved for
Ambulance, Mental Health, Prisons
& Community.
Acute: VTE achieved; Patient
Experience 90% achieved;
Gateway - 1 element failed;
Reduction in Admissions achieved;
End of life - Part A achieved, Part B
failed; Change in lifestyle - Part A
failed, Part B achieved.
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PROMS data not currently part of board reports
Quality Observatory data - need to review

September 11 and October 11 data
above 90%
2.15 (2.24) Delivering on our CQUIN
schemes
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

Gaps found in recent central assessment:
- Risk to performance as 1 MRSA case above
agreed trajectory
- CD1 rates on trajectory

Need to strengthen Ward to Board reporting and
sharing learning lessons across sectors+

First dashboard within board
performance report - Nov. 11

CSF2.15

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Alan Sheward
Environmental Audits of Oak House, Woodlands and SALT did not meet
compliance levels. Monitoring of progress with actions being undertaken by
IPCNs and via monthly ICC meetings
Update March 2012: All environmental audits continue to be monitored via
ICC. Recent improvements include high scores in Prison Healthcare.
Update May 2013: Review of ICC arrangements underway to improve
assurance processes
Review date: August 2013

Monthly quality reports to Board
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Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Green

Sarah Johnston / Alan Sheward
External review to be undertaken. Focus on 3 key areas of improvement.
Additional support to be put in place to achieve this.
Update February 2013: Trust wide action plan includes recommendations of
recent assessment. Managed through IPCC. Directorate actions via
performance review. Trust wide action plan renewed at QCPC.
Update April 2013: Transferring DIPC role to Exec Director of Nursing &
Workforce
Update June 2013: DIPC role transferred as planned. Governance processes
now under review at IPCC.
Update August 2013: Progressing with action plan
Review date: October 2013

Need to update quality and patient safety strategy to ensure it reflects current
and future organisational needs and key issues
Sarah Johnston
Update December 2012: strategy now approved by Board
Mark Pugh
Update February 2013: Mortality remains on track. GRR scores now 'green'.
green .
Sharing lessons learned still needs more work
Update April 2013: Sharing lessons is improving via Directorate Quality and
Risk Groups, and QCPC, however we do need to develop departmental level
performance data.
Review date: September 2013

28

CSF2.16

2.16 (2.25) Meeting NICE guidelines and
technology appraisals
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

12

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Monitoring via Quality and Patient Safety
Committee

QCPC review monthly all newly
issued guidelines etc

Quality reports to Board monthly

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Review and agree system for reporting on NICE guidelines and TAs and put in place.
Sarah Johnston / Vanessa Flower
Reviewing with VF in light of Q&PS closing and new process being put in place by VF.
Update February 2013: Process for monitoring under review as part of closure of Quality and
No system
currently in place patient safety - plan to be completed by 1st April 2013.
for reporting on Update April 2013: Future plan is to report NICE guidance to QCPC for assurance of
NICE guideline compliance, and action planning as appropriate.
compliance
Update August 2013: (VF) Work being undertaken to ensure that NICE guidance is reviewed at
Clinical Standards Group, for that committee to provide exception reports to QCPC.
Review date: November 2013

Amber

Collective review of Falls SIRI investigation reports by Trust falls Group and Deputy
Chief nurse underway
Sarah Johnston
Update October 2012: Falls monitoring is ongoing via the falls group and quality and
patient safety committee. Falls group target is 5% reduction in falls for 12/13 as a
comparison against 11/12. New risk mitigation initiatives introduced this year include
intentional rounding, falls assessment booklet, ruby slippers, low profile beds. New
bed and chair sensors purchased.
Update June 2013: Ongoing and regular monitoring in place and falls group
continuing to meet. Action complete

29

CSF2.17

2.17 (10.19) Increasing levels of harm with
increasing levels of severity (Q32)
Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce/Company Secretary

12

0

0

Regular monitoring and reporting of incidents
by level of severity - less than 3% of incidents
scored as major or catastrophic in 2010/11
(145 0f 5349)
Hotline reports reviewed at COO meetings
weekly
Quarterly review of serious harm and never
event incidents by QCPC

National Patient safety Agency
reports
Datix reports
Governance and Assurance reports
COO meeting minutes
Risk Management Committee
minutes
QCPC minutes

Some evidence of serious harm to patients from
falls increasing over past 12 months
Quality report to Board monthly

Amber
The Trust cannot demonstrate a low level of
same causal factor incidents

Consider options for improving the use of the RCA section of the incident report
form, including the option of making this a mandatory field.
Brian Johnston
Update December 2012: proposed 'picking list' of causal factors now agreed and
being added to the datix report form.
Update May 2013: Contributory factors now a mandatory field for all reporters to
complete prior to submission of incident report form
form. Reports on same causal factor
incidents should be meaningful after 3 months data input.
Review date: September 2013
Alan Sheward/Sarah Johnston
Update February 2013: Aggregate lessons learned from RCAs. Challenge meetings
called when directorates reporting recurrent SIRIs involving falls/PUs.
Update April 2013: Real time dashboard required to be able to assess increased
harm risk
Update July 2013: Dashboard to 25 th July development day . Pressure Ulcer
review group in place
Review date: September 2013

ENT ENVIRONMENT &
DECONTAMINATION FACILITIES (BAF
6.10)
30

423 - 1

* Accommodation no longer suitable for its
purpose.
* Infection control issues.
* Poor/Inappropriate storage.
* Poor decontamination facilities not meeting
national standards.

16

16

DECONTAMINATION MACHINES (Links
with 428)(BAF 2.21)
31

160 - 1

9
* JAG accreditation at risk - need new build,
washer disinfectant for scopes.

20

* Additional scopes purchased via capital.
HIGH * Rigid scopes decontaminated via HSDU.
* Capital bid completed.

I

The machines are still under close monitor with
the company with monitoring of improvements
HIGH of performance, water testing and
development of agreed standards for service
level agreement.

A
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May 2013 update: continuing with Tristal Wipe;
poor infection control audits due to environment.

May 13 update: Maintenance contract upgrade to
platinum to address ongoing machine failures;
interim case for change being developed for
temporary facilities; weekly impact to service
provision due to machine failure.

Executive Director of Nursing & workforce
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
4 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.10.2013

506 - 1

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT CAPACITY
REDUCED DOWN TO 6 PATIENTS DUE
TO WITHDRAWN FUNDING FOR 7TH BED
(BAF 2.26)

16

16

* funding for 7th bed
* staff shortages

33

519 - 1

INFECTION CONTROL RISK DUE TO
UNEXPECTED SHORTAGE OF
DISPOSABLE LARYNGOSCOPE
HANDLES (BAF 2.21)

20

20

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

* Very controlled and careful use of the
current ICU capacity. Outreach team in place
for daylight hours with plans for night cover
HIGH trainee ANPs later in year.
* A few ex-ICU nurses on the hospital bank
who are available at some times.
* Most existing ICU nurses are often willing to
help by doing overtime/ working flexibly to
cover shifts safely.

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

A

02.05.13 Unit under increased pressure with high
numbers of level 3 patients - Monitored daily.
(RB). 25.07.13 Reviewed at QRPSG. (RB)

* prioritisation of available stocks
HIGH * emergency stock maintained
* ongoing monitoring of any shortages

I

* Staff remain vigilant to problem and report to
estates
HIGH * Emergency auxiliary heaters used as
required which help a little
* Estates are working on solving the problem

I

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 2.21. 1.7.13
samples and trialling process has started.
25.07.13 requested update. 2.08.13 sent signing
off form to RY.

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

32

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
3 items in Action plan due for completion by 1.09.2013

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
1 item in Action plan due for completion by 11.03.2013

* Risk to service provision e.g. Theatres
* Patient safety/infection control
* Non-compliance with national safety alert

HEATING IN NICU (BAF 2.22)

34

540 - 1

* Heating system fails daily in one or more
areas
* Babies in NICU become cold and this has
the potential for ongoing problems associated
with cold stress
* Fans circulate cold air which makes the
situation worse when heating fails.

20

20

SEGREGATION, CONSIGNING AND
COLLECTION OF CLINICAL WASTE (BAF
2.21)
35

571 - 1

20

20

HIGH None

U

* High risk of prosecution
* Litigation risk
* Adverse publicity

May 13 Update: Estates are working on a
temporary solution which has partially improved 2
nursery's and will do the rest in due course as a
temporary measure until funding is found to
replace the current heating system.

Board Assurance Framework Ref 2.21.
29.07.13 Update from CJ. Interviews for new
role on 1st August. Role should be effective from
mid-September. Paper with recommendations
on solving the compliance issues for community
clinical waste collections will be presented to the
Executive Committee on 5th August. Waste
Policy still in development. Current timeline is
December 13 as a number of operational
procedures are being developed and
implemented without which the policy cannot be
finalised

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.07.2013

Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
4 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.12.2013

BREAKDOWN OF 4 SLICE CT SCANNER
(BAF 2.26)

36

572 - 1

* High likelihood of X-ray Tube failing
* Tube rating reduced at present - only able
to scan brains para-nasal sinuses on this
system, it can no longer be used as back up
for 128 slice scanner
* Replacement of X-ray tube in old CT
scanner cost prohibitive

16

20

HIGH

* Maintenance and service contract (however
this is only Monday to Friday)

I
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25.07.13: Reviewed at QRPSG - Contingency
plan in place for interim before new scanner
operational. Reviewed at QRPSG ongoing. (RB).

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
1 item in Action plan due for completion by 11.03.2013

PRESSURE ULCERS (BAF 2.22)
37

577 - 1

20

20

* Pressure ulcer incidences need to reduce

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

* Recording of pressure ulcers on monthly
dashboard and review at local performance
review and Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee
* New action plan in place with revised targets
HIGH - held to account at Q&CPC
* Further training and competency assurance
instigated to ensure all staff skilled in pressure
ulcer management
* Regular review by senior teams on walk
around assurance visits

A

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 2.22.
04.07.13 Update received from GS. Pressure
Ulcer Masterclasses have been undertaken.
Competency Assessments of band 7's and above
being undertaken. CNS has started supporting
the Ward Sisters and District Nurse Team
Leaders to undertake the competence
assessments for all of their registered staff.
Audits of pressure area care documentation are
being undertaken. All pressure ulcer incidents
reported are being review and audit cycle to be
carried out to update action plan this month.

LOW

I

Controls in Place

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
3 items in Action plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

TRACK AND TRACE OF RE-USABLE
MEDICAL DEVICES TO PATIENT USE IS
NOT BACKED UP ELECTRONICALLY
(BAF 2.21)

38

556 - 1

* A requirement to be able to run an effective
Quality System is to have an Independent
Monitoring System (IMS) linked to the
Endoscope Washer-disinfectors (EWD's).
* Registration with CQC requires the
application of a track and trace system.
* BS EN ISO 13485:2012 & BS EN ISO
9001:2008 refer to Identification and
traceability.
* Choice Framework for Local Policy And
Procedures 01-06 'Decontamination of
flexible endoscopes; Policy and
management' page 18 states that an
example of best Practice is 'a reliable
computerised endoscope instrument tracking
and traceability system interface to patient
records should be in place and operational,
backed by reliable record keeping.

20

6

INCREASE IN C.DIFFICILE CASES
PUTTING TARGET AT RISK FOR 2012/13
(BAF 2.21)
39

525 - 1

12
* Trust allowed 13 cases of CDiff and to date
already had 7
* failure of target

12

May 13 update: interfacing issues to be
discussed with previous supplier/engineer by end
of May. Quality manager identified from HSDU to
develop
p SOPs & QM system
y
to p
provide audit &
assurance.

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 2.21. 08.07.13
Update from MO. work with primary care to improve
systems of management of cellulitis… This is
ongoing, with improved OPAT, and also direct
cellulitis referrals into OPAT through Emergency
dept… the education sessions have not yet
happened. With regards to the GDH positive toxin
advice to prescribers - this has been done once and
now re-sent with improved information. Update from
MH - Out of hours cleaning is currently undertaken
until 1 a.m.The start of a discussion is I believe how
can barrier cleaning be provided between 1 a.m and
6.30 a.m if required.I would not envisage any routine
ward cleaning during out of Hours.
The cleanliness department have in place a deep
clean team whom undertake this task, there is also
the bed wash team whom steam clean beds and
equipment.Then there is the ad hoc deep clean s
undertaken when barrier cleans are requested.

* Root Cause Analysis to ensure no links
between cases
* Appropriate antibiotic prescribing policies
and monitoring are in place in secondary
care
* Appropriate cleaning and environmental
MOD
monitoring are in place to reduce risk of
spread
* Appropriate infection control practice
including prompt isolation of any patient with
symptoms is in place, and good hand hygiene
in place
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Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action p
plan due for completion
p
by
y 31.03.2014

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
7 items in Action plan due for completion by 1.12.2012

40

502 - 1

MANAGEMENT OF EPIDURAL &
INTRATHECAL (SPINAL) DEVICES IN THE
TRUST (BAF 2.22)

12

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

* Medical Devices Group.
MOD * Procurement processes.
* Ongoing monitoring.

A

* bidets to remain out of action until they can
MOD be removed.
* Running of water twice a week in place to
reduce risk of legionnaire's.

A

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

16.05.12: Approved at RMC. 07.08.12: No
change

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

12

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
5 items in Action plan due for completion by 1.04.2013

* LUER lock compliance.

MATERNITY BIDETS (BAF 2.21)
41

445 - 1

25

12

* shared bidet facilities. Patient Safety risk
e.g. colonisation of Group Strep A infection

ORTHOTICS & PROSTHETICS BUILDING
42

451 - 1

15

15

* building non-compliant with CQC standards

* Area of building most prone to heating issues
no longer used for patients.
MOD * Appointment letters now ask for those with
wide wheelchairs to ring, so patients can be
seen in appropriate room.

28.01.13: Phase 2 upgrade capital works in
2014/15 will achieve the removal of the bidets.
Mar 13 Update: no change.

31.07.13 No change until service relocated to
another location. Community Well Being Centre
plans have been re-prioritised in favour of the
Locality Centre at Ryde. CM.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 1.01.2015

Executive Medical Director
1 item in Action plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

MAIN TRAUMA DIGITAL IMAGING ROOM
(BAF 2.22)

43

551 - 1

* 2 x HSE notification due to equipment
failures resulting in patients receiving an
exposure 1000 greater than intended.
* High periods of downtime average 1-2 days
per week due to equipment failure.
* Manual handling concerns regarding AE
trolleys and DR extension.

12

12

MOD

REHAB/SUPPORTIVE CARE KITCHEN IN
STATE OF DISREPAIR
44

542 - 1

15

15

MOD

* R5 on the department RRP to be replaced in
October 2013. Options at that time will be to
replace or extend lease contract over the 3 x
DR rooms.

I

* Ensure cleanliness measures are strictly
upheld.
* Water heater now repaired.

02.04.13: Case for Change being developed
around options for replacement of rooms, looking
to use operational lease - some capital is required
for installation / turnkey works. (RB).
25.07.13: Reviewed at QRPSG - ongoing. (RB).

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
3 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.10.2013

Executive Medical Director
A

31.07.13 No further update at this stage. NM.
1 item in Action plan due for completion by 31.12.2013

* Failure to achieve compliance with infection
control requirements.
* Failure to comply with H&S standards

MEDICAL CASENOTE LABEL PRINTERS
(BAF 2.22)

45

543 - 1

* Current label printers failing quality
standards (legibility).
* Current printers no longer supported by
manufacturers.
* PAS software suppliers not able to identify
which printers are suitable for software.

12

12

MOD

* Check all labels following printing and destroy
if not of a minimum quality.

I

* There is a consent to photograph form on
the Trust intranet - but this is not widely used.

I

Jun update: PAS currently testing new printers
Aug/Sep CIG.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
1 item in Action plan due for completion by 31.07.2013

MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHY STANDARDS
(BAF 2.22)

46

580 - 1

* Lack of standardisation across the
Organisation relating to Medical Photography

12

12

MOD

* Poor quality image recording and storage
leading to inaccurate clinical information
* Significant Information Governance risks
due to poor practices in relation to consent to
photography, choice of camera and storage
of images.
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Board Assurance Framework Ref: 2.22.
26.06.13 Approved at RMC on 19.06.13.
29.07.13 requested an update

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
7 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.12.2013

DECONTAMINATION OF TRANS-VAGINAL
ULTRASOUND PROBES (BAF 2.21)

47

48

578 - 1

569 - 1

* Requirement for 3 stage decontamination
of transvaginal ultrasound probe following
MDA/2012/037.
* A 3 stage decontamination process is
agreed but facilities limit the application of the
guidance.

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY POTENTIAL
AREAS OF CONCERN INCLUDING POOR
OR WORSENING QUALITY OF CARE
(BAF 2.18/2.19/2.22)

9

12

12

12

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

* A 3 stage decontamination and cleaning
process is in place supported by a SOP.
* Trolley provided in room 1 for cleaning
MOD process.
* Room 2 very cramped and couch used for
cleaning process.
* Sheath covers are used on all probes

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

A

20.06.13: Reviewed at AQPSG - Linked with 511
- RMC have raised issue with Estates - awaiting
outcome.
25.07.13: Reviewed at QRPSG - ongoing
discussion around space utilisation. (RB)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

* Poor quality of care
* Worsening quality of care

2 items in Action plan due for completion by 1.09.2013

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 30.07.2013

49

SO2

Principal Objective 2: CLINICAL STRATEGY - To deliver the Trusts clinical strategy, integrating service delivery within our organisation and with our partners, and providing services locally wherever clinically appropriate and cost effective
Exec Sponsor: Executive Medical Director

50

CSF3

Critical success factor CSF3
Lead: Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
Continuously develop and successfully implement our Business Plan
Links to CQC Regulations: 10, 22

MEASURES:
Integrated Trust Business plan
Directorate business plans
Directorate performance improvement trajectories
National key performance targets

TARGETS:
Integrated Trust Business Plan approved by February 2014
Clinical Directorate Business Plans agreed by April 2014/Corporate Enabler (IM&T/Estate/PIDS)
Business Plans agreed by May 2013
Meeting NHS outcomes framework plans by the year end

Monthly monitoring of Vital Signs

51

CSF3.1

3.1 (3.8) Meeting all key provider targets,
achieving a minimum of upper quartile
performance
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

Daily meeting to assess effectiveness of
actions and to plan corrective action to deliver
Monthly update to Execs
the 18 week target
10

0

Maintain programme of ongoing monitoring and reporting in order to provide
assurance of current and ongoing performance
Alan Sheward/Mark Pugh
Continuous monitoring required during 2012/13 in order to provide ongoing
assurance
Update March 2013: MRSA under control but Cdiff at limit of 13 cases.
Improvement drive is underway.
Update April 2013: We now have directorate level MRSA and Cdiff targets in
place for 2013/14
Update August 2013: 1xMRSA and 4x Cdiff for year to date
Review date: October 2013

Monthly performance reports to
Board (positive reports)
Amber

0
Monitoring via SCAN

Exception reporting

Board report January 2013 included
benchmarking data

FT Programme Board,

IBP approved by Board 30/1/13

Choose and Book project team in place
Choose and Book now chaired by COO

52

CSF3.2

3.2 (9.11) The vision has been developed
solely within the Trust Board and by a small
team before presentation for approval/ signoff (O11)
Chief Executive

Big Discussion July - September 2012
5

0

0

FT Consultation plan completed

Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce

Board Assurance Framework Ref:
2.18/2.19/2.22. 18.06.13 Update from SJ.
Improvements in complaints process have been
instigated and are being reviewed monthly to
ascertain impact. The Quality Dashboard is
ongoing and is expected to be ready for June 13
and launched in July - this will be a key piece of
information to support this risk. Board Assurance
walkrounds are in place. The performance
framework is planned but not yet initiated process expected to be articulated in July.

* Performance Framework including Nursing
MOD Dashboard
* Board Assurance Visits

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

Amber

No clear articulation of what hospital will look like
in 5 years

Structured engagement plan to be taken forward with senior leaders in Trust,
CCG and potential other stateholders.
Karen Baker
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved June 2013
Review date: September 2013

Amber

Vision statement needs to be aligned to a defined
set of agreed values

Take action to confirm our values and align these to the vision statement
Felicity Greene
Update February 2013: T.Hart culture project underway
Update July 2013: NHS Constitution values taken to June 2013 Board and will
be included in August refresh of IBP
Review date: September 2013

Ten stakeholder letters of support received
The vision has been tested and challenged
within the Trust before formal sign off

53

CSF3.3

3.3 (9.13) There is no mention of the values
of the organisation (O12)
Chief Executive

5

0

0

Quality Care for everyone, every time
Business plan states objectives

Executive Board

11 / 36

54

55

CSF3.4

CSF3.5

3.4 (9.18) There are no strategic ambitions
stated and/or they do not demonstrate how
the Trust is building upon its core strengths/
track record (O14)
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

3.5 (9.22) Lack of congruence/ alignment
between the IBP and the LTFM with
significant material inconsistencies (O16)
FT Programme Director
Director of Strategy and BP

5

10

0

0

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Consultation planned with organisation (target 2000 staff members). Consilium
commissioned to provide strategic expertise in
converting consultation outcomes into strategy
chapter.

FT Programme Board and IBP
chapters 3,4 & 5
' Our Plans for the Future '
publication.

There will be clear alignment between capacity
plans, workforce, finance and quality from the
IBP to the LTFM and strict version control is
already in place with notifications of any
FT Programme Board, LTFM and
changes and likely impact between IBP team
IBP
and finance team.

Draft IBP contains chapters 3
(strategy) and 4 (market
assessment)

Weekly IBP meetings; Steering
group (exec level) and task & finish
group.

Amber

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

FT Gap - outcomes need to be communicated to
wider audience of internal stakeholders and
external stakeholders

Series of FT days planned through 2012/13 to engage with wider internal
audience. FT stakeholder engagement plan to identify level of engagement
with external stakeholders
Felicity Greene
Update March 2013: Comms brochure completed and coming out soon
Update May 2013: 'Our Plans for the Future' circulated and further review for
TDA submission end August 2013
Update August 2013: IBP engagement plan under development
Review date: September 2013

Service users and patients have not been invited
to attend events on the future strategy and vision

Arrange launch event for Trust vision as part of the stakeholder engagement
plan
Mark Price/Felicity Green
Update February 2013: IBP launch. Slide set produced and supported by
Board.
Update April 2013: 'Our plans for the future' brochure issued
Update July 2013: Plan on a page for 2013/14 now being finalised
Update August 2013: IBP engagement plan under development
Review date: September 2013

Green

Final draft IBP to Board January 13
LTFM/IBP and all supporting strategies
aligned. Final version IBP to SHA 31/1/13

Public and stakeholder consultation completed
56

57

58

59

60

CSF3.6

3.6 (9.26) The vision has been generated
solely internally within the organisation (O18)
Chief Executive

CSF3.7

3.7 (9.33) Income growth plans are not
substantiated and future service needs are
not modelled on market (O24)
Executive Director of Finance

CSF3.8

3.8 (9.40) The IBP does not include a
benchmark of the Trust’s performance
against other providers (O30)
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

CSF3.9

3.9 (9.41) There are no indications of where
the Trust will be planning to invest or disinvest
(O33)
Chief Executive

CSF3.10

3.10 (9.42) The Board and the IBP assumes
a steady state with no change in services
provided (O33)
Chief Executive

5

0

0

Numerous stakeholder meetings held

FT Programme Board

Trust Board presentation 30th
January 2013

Amber

Consultation just ended included vision and
values as well as Trust future plans

15

3

15

10

0

0

0

0

0

Income assumptions are based on current
Commissioning expectations. However these
Income assumptions are clearly set
may be seen as optimistic given the future
out in the LTFM and reconciled back
uncertainty and fragmentation of the
Financial assumptions are
to known Commissioning intentions
Commissioning function.
discussed and signed off by the
and Monitor guidelines. Sensitivity
Board
analysis will be built into the LTM as
LTFM now finalised
we progress thorght the Ft journey
Commissioning intentions received
Assumptions signed off as part of IBP
submission

0

The IBP provides a comprehensive summary
of the Trusts performance against other NHS
providers. Through the market assessment,
FT Programme Board and IBP
the Trust has highlighted key areas of strength chapter 4 which will be mapped to
demonstrated and opportunity and equally the Chapter 5.
areas where there is scope for improvement
and/or potential threat from other providers.

0

0

Included in clincial straegy and partnership
working sessions.

SWOT analysis undertaken

Market assessment material, JSNA,
PH data and ONS

FT Programme Board

FT Programme Board

Green

Amber

Amber

FT Programme Board
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LTFM not
finalised until
November.
Commissioning
intentions not
received.
Assumptions
signed off as
part of IBP
submission

Amber

Clive Woodbridge
Update March 2013: Awaiting income figures from Commissioners to identify
if there is a gap in income expectations
Update April 2013: (CW) Financial envelope agreed; awaiting details on risk
share arrangements before population of LTFM.
Update May 2013: (CW) Assume 13/14 contract is signed and income
budgets are agreed and set
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

Need to regularly review benchmarking data

Benchmarking data included within Market Assessment document. Will need
to review regularly in line with other benchmarking exercises. NHS
Benchmarking - Link with PIDS/PMO.
Felicity Greene
Update November 2012: Benchmarking assessment completed.
Update April 2013: Benchmarking data now in monthly Board reports. TDA
plan identified areas for improvement.
Update June 2013: to be updated again in August 13 submission of IBP
Review date: September 2013

Matrix developed to provide high level information

Ensure this is covered in the IBP. Matrix work underway across clinical
directorates.
Mark Pugh/Felicity Greene
Update January 2013: post SHA feedback - Mark Pugh to finalise clinical
strategy
Update May 2013: Draft clinical strategy with Directorates prior to Trust
Board. Separate disinvestment plan to be developed.
Review date: September 2013
Felicity Green/Mark Pugh
Update January 2013: post SHA feedback - Mark Pugh to finalise clinical
strategy. Draft completed and now under review
Update May 2013: Draft clinical strategy with Directorates prior to Trust Board.
Separate disinvestment plan to be developed.
Update August 2013: Clinical strategy will be updated again for the next IBP
submission
Review date: October 2013

61

62

63

CSF3.11

3.11 (9.43) No reference is made to service
performance and quality of service provision
throughout the IBP (O36)
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

CSF3.12

3.12 (9.52) Historic and current position is
stated. However, no future workforce plans
are provided. (O42)
Refer also 9.2
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

CSF3.13

3.13 (9.58) No modelling or quantification of
the Trust’s key risks has been undertaken
(O47)
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

5

8

0

0

0

0

Assurances on Controls

All service performance and quality
improvement aspects are consistent with the
overall strategy of the Trust.

FT Programme Board

0

FIMs return
A comprehensive workforce strategy has been
Board performance Report
developed and clearly stated within the IBP
PMO Project Report
which supports delivery of the Trust Strategy
IBP

0

Service performance plans and
quality improvement plans

Amber

Version 3 of IBP

SWOT and PESTLE analysis
10

Positive Assurance to Board

FT Programme Board
Key risks are stated within the IBP

Board Performance report

Risks clearly identified in exec
summary and main body of plane
discussed at Nov board seminar

Amber

65

66

513 - 1

CSF4

CSF4.1

* failure of national key target
* not achieving "right patient, right place, right
time"
* Patient safety issues and treatment delays

20

16

HIGH

* staff awareness and commitment to achieve
targets
* some direct admissions to wards
* daily monitoring and review

Critical success factor CSF4
Lead: Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
Develop our relationships with key stakeholders to continually build on our integration across health and between
health and social care, collectively delivering a sustainable local system
Links to CQC Regulations:
21, 22, 23

4.1 (6.12) Make the best use of available bed
capacity
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

A

0

0

Clear role definition for Bed Management
Team and increased autonomy

Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

5 Year strategy
required

Strategic workforce Project and working group in place. Feedback for 5 yr
plan incorporated into IBP and Strategy document produced.
Alan Sheward/Mark Pugh
Update February 2013: Workforce strategy is a supporting document to the
IBP - approved by board and submitted to SHA January 2013. IBP now
translated to framework for delivery.
Update June 2013: Future (5 year) workforce plan by September 13
Review date: October 2013

PESTEL analysis performed through market assessment. SWOT to be
carried out as part of service development process.
Felicity Greene
Update February 2013: IBP complete with risks and mitigations included.
Update April 2013: Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved April 2013

22.04.13 Patient flow project has commenced
including bed reconfiguration and system wide
processes. MAAU refurbishment feasibility study
fees approved at CIG - to feed into the CfC.
(RB). 25.07.13 Reviewed at QRPSG. (RB)

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
1 item in Action Plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

MEASURES:
Internal SLA developments
Commercial business team performance
Contract Management team performance
Business development opportunities
Risk sharing arrangements
Number of formal partnerships in place

TARGETS:
My Life a Full Life KPIs to be in place by September 2013
Feasibility studies for identified business opportunities to be completed
Business cases for any agreed projects to be completed
All formal partnerships to have agreed terms of reference, joint objectives and
shared risk registers

Twice daily email with bed usage
across the Trust

Space Utilisation Group working on each square metre and attributing to each
directorate by December 2011.
Karen Baker/Mark Pugh
Software programme being purchased to monitor space usage within the
Trust.
Update February 2013: Patient Flow project underway with support of all
Directorates
Update June 2013: Work continuing on Patient Flow project. Business case
for modelling software. Ward level bed monitoring leading to real time data
from October 13.
Review date: October 2013

Robust capacity plan in development
5

Only annual workforce strategy

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

Develop investment/disinvestment strategy/plan
Mark Pugh/Felicity Greene/Sarah Johnston
Update December 2012: Capital plan completed. Estates plan in draft to be
completed by January 13 deadline. Mark Pugh to finalise clinical strategy
Update April 2013: Estates Plan/Delivery Group in place. Aiming to complete
clinical strategy by May 2013.
Update June 2013: Disinvestment linked to financial downside and quality
downside. Clinical strategy in draft format for discussion at Board seminar at
end June 13. Aiming to complete by end July 13.
Update August 2013: Clinical Strategy presented to Board end July 2013
Review date: November 2013

Need to identify where investment / disinvestment
activity is required and to detail this throughout
the IBP

Green

RISK OF NOT ACHIEVING THE A&E 4
HOUR TARGET (BAF 3.8)
64

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Occupancy levels for clinical areas exceed 85%
Part of COO presentation to Board
in January 2012
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Amber

Team conflict around use of beds during times of
exceptionally high activity

20

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

I

31.07.13 Service remains under resourced for
demand. Commissioning to look at alternative
pathway through "Integrated AHP Working". CM.

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

16

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

INCREASED DEMAND ON ORTHOTICS
67

380 - 1

* sustainability of service provision
* 18 week pathway breaches
* staff retention
* Budget overspend due to demand
* inadequate funding

* additional clinics provided
HIGH * Improved IT
* admin function centralised

DIFFICULTY MANAGING PATIENTS WITH
RISKY BEHAVIOUR IN WOODLANDS
REHAB UNIT
68

490 - 1

16

9

LOW

* increase in admission of sub-acute
patients
* insufficient staffing levels
* safety of patients and staff at risk

69

70

71

72

73

* patient risk assessment prior to admission
* contingency plans for relapse/transfer out
* working with Commissioners for long term
solution

A

SO3

Principal Objective 3: RESILIENCE - To build the resilience of our services and organisation, through partnerships within the NHS, with social care and with the private sector
Exec Sponsor: Chief Executive

CSF5

Critical success factor CSF5
Lead: Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
Demonstrate robust linkages with our NHS partners, the local authority, the third sector and commercial entities for
the clear benefit of our patients
Links to CQC Regulations:

CSF5.1

5.1 (2.27) Reducing the number of
emergency readmissions within 14 and 28
days
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

CSF5.2

5.2 (2.28) Reducing the total number of
Elective and Non-Elective admissions
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

CSF5.3

5.3 (7.1) Having a commercial business team
will enable the creation of robust strategic
commercial partnerships and deliver our
business development and planning
processes
Chief Executive

Scoping reasons for readmissions and
developing plans to address these
12

0

0
Daily monitoring of ratio of discharge to
admissions

Performance reports to Board

2 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.03.2014

Executive Medical Director

31.07.13 Signing off Paperwork to be delivered
to the Risk Management Office. SN.

MEASURES:
Enhanced procurement service with Solent Supplies
Volunteer working performance
IWC working partnership performance
EMH partnership performance
CCG partnership performance
Commercial Business team performance
PHT / UHS partnership performance

QCPC
Trust Executive Committee

Executive Medical Director

5 items in Action plan completed by 30.06.2013

TARGETS:
Partnerships contributing £250K savings
Further evidence of clinical influence on non-pay spend by March 14
Pathology Consortia proceeding to plan
All formal partnerships to have agreed terms of reference, joint objectives and shared risk
registers
All key partnerships meet their stated objectives and terms of reference

Amber

Developing systems for data collection and reporting. Project Team led by Gill
Kennett is producing an action plan, which will deliver improvements.
Karen Baker/Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update February 2013: Increase in emergency admissions reviewed and
action plans in place to address this as part of Patient Flow project
Update June 2013: Ongoing monitoring is undertaken and this issue is
maintained under constant review
Review date: September 2013

Difficult to measure and collect data on
readmissions

Acute Assessment Unit developing
Karen Baker/Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update March 2013: Non elective admissions are up in line with national
trends. This is monitored by the Unscheduled Care Group and maintained
under constant review. Additional funding from CCG (£1.7M) for 2013/14.
Update May 2013: Now opened ambulatory care bads in MAAU and work
ongoing to further improve day case rates.
Review date: September 2013

Urgent Care Hub development
12

10

0

0

0

0

Acute Care Project being managed with
Prince 2 principles

Recruitment process in place for Director of
Strategic Planning & Commercial
Development

Executive board

Monthly updates to Board

Consultation paper agreed at Staff
Partnership Forum in June for new
directorate to be recruited to
Interviews scheduled for 06/08/12 for
including two new roles to the
Director post.
organisation: Head of Business
Planning & Head of Business
Development & Client Relations
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Amber

Amber

Work in progress but not finalised

Budgets in place to recruit to directorate remain
an issue. Recruitment now on hold.

little or lack of
focus on
business and
commercial
opportunities due
to nonrecruitment on
specific posts

Recruitment to commercial/business directorate has been put on hold by
CEO.
Felicity Greene
Update March 2013: Recruitment now moving forward and 2 posts to be
advertised before end March 13.
Change of assurance rating to Amber approved March 2013
Update April 2013: Head of Planning starts in post 1st May 2013. Head of
Commercials recruitment commencing April 13.
Update July 2013: Head of Commercials starts 2nd September 13
Review date: October 2013

74

75

CSF5.4

CSF5.5

5.4 (8.6) There are fractured links between
local providers and no collaborative attempts
to ensure quality improvements (Q38)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

5.5 (8.11) The IBP is a Trust-focused plan
and inward looking (O25)
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

8

0

10

0

20

16

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

0

There are good links across the local health
economy, as the organisation has been
operating as an integrated health organisation
CCG meetings, informal CCG,
for some years. This collaboration extends
Health & Wellbeing Board
across primary care, secondary care,
community, public health and also the local
authority.

0

Consultants to support IBP development
appointed and commenced:
Internal resource to support the IBP identified
and in place;
Clear timetable agreed with SHA for 4
versions of IBP from June 2102 to March
2013.
FT Programme Board
Process for market assessment chapter
underway. Undertaken Big Discussion and in
process of feeding back to organisation.
Communicaiton strategy for IBP currently
being developed. CCG have had copy of latest
version of IBP for comment as has director of
public health.

Amber

FT Programme Board minutes

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

There is a need to develop a whole system wide
set of indicators which are used and monitored to
indicate the 'health' of the whole system across
primary, secondary and social care

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Indicators to be developed and put in place for ongoing monitoring and review
Karen Baker
Update January 2013: My life and full life launched January 2013 and project
now underway with good levels of collaboration between organisations
Update April 2013: Long term quality model being developed within the
organisation. My Life a Full Life KPIs being developed.
Update August 2013: Monthly System Reform Board meetings with Local
Authority and CCG are ongoing
Review date: November 2013

Green

RISK DUE TO BED CAPACITY PROBLEMS
(BAF 2.22 & 6.12)
76

77

78

79

514 - 1

* inability to meet national targets
* Infection control risks
* Mixed sex ward breaches
* Patients in inappropriate wards for their
care needs

* Patient flow work programme in place
HIGH * constant and ongoing review by Bed
Management Team

CSF6

Critical success factor CSF6
Lead: FT Programme Director
Develop our Foundation Trust application in line with the timetable set out in our agreement with the TDA
Links to CQC Regulations: 10, 15, 16

CSF6.1

6.1 (9.63) The Trust does not have
governance arrangements in place to monitor
and control the delivery process (O52)
Chief Executive/Company Secretary

CSF6.2

6.2 (9.64) The Trust has poor local
representation and a poor profile within its
membership (O53)
FT Programme Director

10

0

0

The Trust has appropriate governance
arrangements in place to monitor and control
the delivery of care
Direction and monitoring is provided by the subcommittees to the Trust Board

12

0

0

Established part of FT programme plan

I

22.04.13 Patient Flow Project commenced
awaiting outcomes. (RB). Reviewed at QRPSG
25.07.13
25
07 13 (RB)

MEASURES:
FT Milestones
Asset transfers
CIPs/savings plans
LTFM

Executive Board
Quality and Clinical Performance
Committee

Shadow Nominations Committee
FT Programme Board

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action plan d
due
e for completion b
by 30
30.09.2013
09 2013

TARGETS:
4000 members to be recruited by December 2013
Integrated business plan refresh to be submitted by August 2013
2013/14 Plan on a Page to be complete by August 2013
Disinvestment Plan to be complete by October 2013

Board Performance reports
Executive Board minutes
QCPC minutes

Draft Membership strategy to be
discussed by FT Programme Board
in July
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Green

Amber

Change of assurance rating to Green approved March 2013

The Trust has significant local representation and
profile within its membership
The Trust has strong local representation and a
profile within its membership, which it continues
to improve.
The Trust has developed plans to grow and
develop its Governor and Membership base and
their capacity/capabilities.

Action plan in place as part of FT Programme
Membership strategy to be produced by November 2012
Mark Price/Andy Hollebon
Update January 2013: Membership strategy attached to version 3 of IBP and
further version at end January 13
Update April 2013: We have 611 members as of April 2013 and specific
targetting now in place and ongoing
Update July 2013: 2200 members as at July 13 - good result so far. Still
need to recruit more under 18's and work is continuing with recruitment
campaign.
Review date: October 2013

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

The Trust has the required governance
capacity and capability

80

CSF6.3

6.3 (9.65) The Trust does not have the
required governance and capacity/ capability
to deliver (O54)
Company Secretary

10

0

0

This is demonstrated through new structures
and renewed focus on finance and business
activity, whilst putting quality at the heart of
erverything we do.

FT Programme Director
FT Programme Board
Executive Director of Finance

FT Programme Board minutes

Amber

Robust plans needed outlining membership,
capacity, capability and development
programmes and how relationship will operate
between the Governors and the Trust Board

Amber

A plan is in place to form Council of Governors
which is representative of staff/community served
by Trust and partner organisations. The Board
has considered the size of the CoG to ensure it is
not unwieldy and the structure of the Council so
as to discharge its statutory duties. A statement
is in place setting out the roles/responsibilities of
CoG and how these are distinct from, but
complementary to the roles/responsibilities of the
Board. It also considers the roles of specific
groups of governors (e.g. staff governors) and
how they will be used to best effect. The Board
has a Membership Strategy that describes the
number of members required, how that target will
be reached, how the Trust will ensure that its
membership is representative and how the
membership will be maintained going forward.
The Board has a strategy for engaging with its
membership, including describing the kinds of
issues it will consult with members on and how
the views of hard-to-reach groups in the
community will be represented.

Amber

There are robust plans in place to show how the
Board will communicate with and engage
governors, in particular, in the areas of strategy
development, service change and quality issues.

Robust risk management and performance
management frameworks in place
Appointed full-time Company Secretary in line
with FT/Monitor guidance

81

82

83

CSF6.4

CSF6.5

CSF6.6

6.4 (10.77) The Board has not yet considered
the roles and responsibilities of the Council of
Governors (B37)
FT Programme Director

6.5 (10.78) The Board has not yet considered
how best to communicate with and engage
the Council of Governors (B37)
FT Programme Director

6.6 (10.79) The Board has not yet considered
how to elect, induct and develop governors
(B37)
FT Programme Director

Nominations Committee formed - First
meeting 10th July 12
12

0

0

FT Performance Board
Committee has considered proposals on
membership and Council of Governors

Proposals to FT day in July 12 and circulated
to stakeholders
12

0

0

Draft FT Constitution and Governance
Rationale approved by Board January 13 as
part of IBP submission

12

0

0

Proposals to FT day in July 12 and circulated
to stakeholders

16

16

HIGH

Ongoing programme planning to identify
capacity gaps and resource requirements; In
discussion with commissioners to identify
additional resource availability.

Draft paper shared with Board
member in November 2011.

Draft paper shared with Board
member in November 2011.
FT Performance Board
IBP submission approved by Board
January 13

FT Performance Board

Draft paper shared with Board
member in November 2011.

Amber

There are robust plans in place to elect, induct
and develop governors once the Trust is
authorised.

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Action plan in place as part of FT Programme
Membership strategy to be produced by July 2012
Company Secretary appointment agreed in principle but timing of appointment
yet to be finalised
Mark Price/Chris Palmer/Andy Hollebon
Update January 2013: Earlier appointment of company secretary now
planned. Membership strategy attached to version 3 of IBP and further
version at end January 13.
Update April 2013: Company Secretary now appointed
Update July 2013: Positive evidence continues through refresh of IBP at end
August 13
Review date: September 2013

The Council of Governors will be considered at the first meeting of the shadow
Nominations Committee now established in July.
Mark Price
Update January 2013: Governance rationale for FT now complete
Update July 2013: 9th July Board seminar discussion and actions agreed on
CoG. Refreshed IBP included updated CoG plans
Review date: September 2013

The Council of Governors will be considered at the first meeting of the shadow
Nominations Committee now established in July.
Mark Price
Update February 2013: Fourth submission IBP January 13 includes detailed
plans - written constitution and governance rationale
Update July 2013: 9th July Board seminar discussion and actions agreed on
CoG. Refreshed IBP included updated CoG plans.
Review date: September 2013

The Council of Governors will be considered at the first meeting of the shadow
Nominations Committee now established in July.
Mark Price
Update January 2013: this is continuing and plans for elections included in
draft FT constitution and Governance rationale
Update July 2013: 9th July Board seminar discussion and actions agreed on
CoG. Refreshed IBP included updated CoG plans.
Review date: September 2013

Resources (BAF: 9.65)
84

526 - 1

The resources required to deliver against
programme outputs and objectives are not
identified and put in place within the
timeframe required for effective delivery.

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
I

Board Assurance Framework Ref 9.65.
No action plan items listed
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8

LOW

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

12

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Planning (Scope) (BAF 9.65)

85

528 - 1

Programme initiation document does not
effectively capture and articulate the scope of
work, control framework and responsibilities
leading to non-delivery of key deliverables
and failure to assure SHA/DH and Monitor.

Communications and Engagement (BAF 9.4)

86

529 - 1

Key stakeholders are not identified, engaged
and managed according to the requirements
of the programme.

12

8

530 - 1

12

12

MOD

Products are not delivered according to the
quality requirements set out by key
stakeholders/regulators.

Enablers (BAF 9.65)
88

531 - 1

16

12

Business improvement programmes and
projects required demonstrate the Trust's
viability as a FT are not delivered.

Performance and Finance (BAF: 10.30)
89

532 - 1

Trust performance against key service
targets deteriorate and erodes confidence of
SHA / DH / Monitor in our application.

20

15

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.65.
No action plan items listed

Stakeholder engagement and communications
plan in place. Briefings undertaken with key
stakeholders.
'Big Discussion' internal communications
LOW exercise undertaken.
Internal communications champions identified
and trained.
Draft consultation document in place for
approval.

Quality Assurance (BAF 10.14 & 10.74)
87

Programme Director and PMO maintain
overview of scope and detailed requirements
of FT application process. External advisors
consulted where required.

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.4.
No action plan items listed

Programme scope and high level plans in
place. More detailed plans required that take
account of quality specifications and deliver in
sufficient time to address quality issues.

Board Assurance Framework Refs: 10.14 &
10.74.

Global view of enabler activity status and
resource constraints required. Resources to
MOD need to be aligned to priority projects and
programmes and non-priority activity
suspended.

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
No action plan items listed

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.65.
No action plan items listed

Actions plans being put in place to address
performance issues.
Red indicators to be monitored by Executive
Board.
MOD Progress on key indicators to be managed as
part of Directorate performance reviews.
Robust evidence to be obtained to support
current assumptions around estate transfer.

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 10.30.
No action plan items listed

Quality Governance (BAF 10.14)

90

533 - 1

Failure to embed robust quality governance
arrangements within the organisation impacts
on the organisation's ability to satisfy the
requirements of Monitor's compliance
framework, leaving the organisation unable to
achieve Foundation Trust Status.

20

15

MOD

Quality Governance Framework assessment
undertaken and action plan in place to close
gaps. Dedicated resource in place to drive
delivery of action plan.

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
Board Assurance Framework Ref 10.14.
No action plan items listed
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Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE FOUNDATION
TRUST STATUS (BAF
5.14/8.14/6.10/8.2/9.67)

91

558 - 1

* Failure to hit key performance and quality
targets
* Budget management within directorates
* Identification and delivery of recurrent
CIPs
* CCG funds may be reduced leading to
income reduction and loss of service
* Fair price tariff top-up
* Ensuring delivery of high quality services
* Workforce elements (capacity, culture,
capability, morale, redesign, flexibility,
recruitment and retention of high quality
staff
* Poor customer satisfaction leading to
increased complaints
* Unco-ordinated healthcare on the Island
* Lack of finance leads to inability to afford
'extras' / specific procedures

15

15

* IBP and LTFM
* Performance Management
* Secure SBP (capital and revenue)
* Strengthened Governance (FIWC)
* CCG formal review
MOD * Strengthening the Board (including reporting
and challenge)
* Staff Engagement and communication
* Union engagement
* Training and Development

A

Board Assurance Framework Ref:
5.14/6.10/8.2/8.14/9.67.

Planning (Logistics) (BAF: 9.65)
92

527 - 1

94

95

SO4

CSF7

CSF7.1

11 action plan items but no target date

Company Secretary/FT Programme Director
12

12

MOD High level programme plan in place.

I

Board Assurance Framework Ref 9.65.
No action plan items listed

Failure to plan and phase activities effectively
to deliver products within prescribed
timeframes.

93

Chief Executive

Principal Objective 4: PRODUCTIVITY - To improve the productivity and efficiency of the Trust, building greater financial sustainability
Exec Sponsor: Executive Director of Finance

Critical success factor CSF7
Leads: Executive Director of Finance, Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce
Improve value for money and generate our planned surplus whilst maintaining or improving quality
Links to CQC Regulations: 24

7.1 (5.4) The Board do not challenge what
the impact of the CIPs are (Q53)
Executive Medical Director/Executive Director
of Nursing and Workforce

10

0

0

Quality impact of CIPs the responsibility of
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
and Executive Medical Director

TARGETS:
YTD surplus that is either equal to or at variance to plan by no more than 3% of forecast income
Forecast surplus that is either equal to or at variance to plan by no more than 3% of income
Surplus at year end of £1.6M or at variance to plan by no more than 3% of income
Underlying breakeven position
95% or more of the value of NHS and Non NHS bills are paid within 30 days
95% or more of the volume of NHS and Non NHS bills are paid within 30 days
Receivable days are less than or equal to 30 days
Creditor days less than or equal to 30
EDITDA equal to or greater than 5% of income

MEASURES:
Achievement of revenue financial plan
Achievement of capital financial plan
Achievement of cash plan
Achievement of surplus position
Achievement of recurrent CIP plan
Satisfactory Internal & External Audit Reports

Monthly Performance Review,
Executive Board, Trust Board

Monthly TEC
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Amber

No formal policy or process to sign off
developments, but currently under development

Executive Director of Nursing leading on the development of formal policy
Alan Sheward/Mark Pugh
Update December 2012: Need 3 months to embed the processes put in place
Update April 2013: process ongoing over last quarter; needs to be evaluated
and final process and policy signed off.
Update May 2013: System in place. EDNW/EMD working with PMO to
evaluate risk and provde assurance
Update August 2013: Review of first round completed and monitored via
QCPC
Review date: October 2013

96

CSF7.2

7.2 (5.5) There is little routine validation of
key knowledge capturing systems (Q56)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce/ Executive
Director of Finance / Executive Director of
Strategic Planning

12

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

The Board ensures the quality of coding,
outcome & target reporting
The Board closely monitors coding accurancy
& activity recording
The Board is assured that this intelligence is
IM&T Delivery Board, IM&T
accurate
The Trust is assured that it can act quickly on Customer Group, Delloittes Audits,
deteriorating performance
Clinical Coding Audits
The Trust has procured robust, safe IT
solutions to support good knowledge capturing

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

97

98

99

CSF7.3

CSF7.4

CSF7.5

7.3 (5.7) The Trust fails to achieve against its
CIP plan by > 15% of the initial plan (F13)
Executive Director of Finance / Executive
Medical Director / Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce

7.4 (5.8) There is no clinical engagement in
setting the financial and supporting CIP plans
(F14)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce/ Executive
Director of Finance

7.5 (5.10) Activity is significantly in excess of
plan during the first quarter of the current
financial year (F14)
Executive Director of Finance

15

10

0

0

0

0

Trust’s Financial /LTFM and CIP
plans. Variance analysis. Trust
Board Financial
Papers/Presentations/Dashboards
and Sub-Committee papers

Monthly performance review,
weekly financial review, executive
board, trust board, directorate
board

The Board has oversight of the financial
planning process and can demonstrate that
there has been engagement with a range of
stakeholders (both internal and external)
throughout the development of the Financial
Plan. The process for the development of the
Financial (Operational) Plan clearly articulates
roles and responsibilities with evidence of
Directorate Operational Plans
broad clinical engagement throughout the
process
Directorate Service Boards

12

0

0

Appropriate systems are in place to monitor
the activity levels against plan

Operating Plan process including
SHA scrutiny and approval. Trust
Board Papers and Sub Committee
Papers. Trust’s Financial plan
(revenue and capital). Budget setting
framework document.

Amber

Ensure Financial Procedures updated by September 2012 in relation to CIPs
Kevin Curnow/Dave Arnold (as of April 2013)
Update March 2013: CIP target met for 2012/13 year
Update April 2013: (CW) CIP programme being led by PMO; meeting
structure supported by Executive Director agreed by Executive team; Finance
will support PMO in terms of financial performance; PMO responsible for
monitoring and reporting on overall delivery.
Update August 2013: (DA) All directorates involved in CIP Action Week 15-19
July 2013 to refresh existing CIP plans and to reduce the gap - work is
ongoing Service Transformation and Quality Improvement Lead appointed
ongoing.
appointed.
Review date: November 2013

Amber

Operating Plan process including
SHA scrutiny and approval. Trust
Board Papers and Sub Committee
Papers. Trust’s Financial plan
(revenue and capital). Budget
setting framework document.
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Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Green

Revised process for 13/14 CIP planning
process in place based on workshop
arrangements. Best practice template
introduced. QA being undertaken by nursing
and medical directors.

A broad range of external stakeholders have
been consulted in the development of the plan
and there is alignment in the financial priorities,
activity profiles and performance expectations
with risks identified, quantified and reflected
within the Financial Plan

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

Implement a higher level monitoring system for incomplete ADD data sets and
drive improvements via performance management in this area
AD PIDS (Iain Hendey)
Update April 2013: (PD) All procurements for systems take into account the
robustness & safety imperatives as part of the specification. IM&T
programme board oversees these.
Update May 2013: (IH) A Data Quality report is being produced for June
Board to give assurance on the quality of data used to assess performance
against each of the key performance indicators.
Update August 2013 (NF) A data quality section is now included in each
monthly board performance report. The trend in performance is reported, as
are key focus areas. Results for April 2013 showed the Trust overall rating as
Green.
Recommend change in assurance rating to Green

A data quality section is now included in each
monthly board performance report.

There is a track record of delivering against
financial plans on a comparative scale without
compromising the Trust’s overall objectives.
The Board has taken action to address key
financial issues in previous years and is
monitoring progress against these. The Trust
can demonstrate that key financial targets
have been met and there are no significant
variances between outturn and the annual
financial plan. There are no significant
variances in the performance reported to the
Board in the current year against plan. The
Trust has a good track record of delivering
>90% of CIP plans and can demonstrate that
this has predominantly been met through
recurrent schemes
Detailed reporting of CIPS to Board
Best practice templates developed for 13/14
CIP process
QA of 13/14 schemes being undertaken
CIP plan expected to be achieved
LTFM/IBP and CIP plans aligned and updated
on an integrated basis.

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Green

Gaps in CIP schemes identified. Trust CIP trend
analysis (historic, current, projected).

Detailed CIP and service line plans are not
completely in place at the start of the financial
year. Robust procedures are not fully in place to
ensure CIP plans are developed with high levels
of engagement and robust challenge by clinicians
and other staff groups

Update April 2013: (DA) CIP monitoring being managed by PMO office with
support on financials being provided by Finance team.
Update August 2013: (LJ) CIP monitoring financials updated following CIP
reviews by Divisions and there are a number of new schemes contained within
the document requiring validation and paperwork by PMO before project
numbers are assigned. (DA) All directorates involved in CIP Action Week 1519 July 2013 to refresh existing CIP plans and to reduce the gap - work is
ongoing.
Service Transformation and Quality Improvement Lead will ensure clinical
engagement. QIA's for all schemes.
Review date: September 2013

Mark Pugh/ADs/Iain Hendey
Update April 2013: (IH) Overall the 12/13 contract outturn value is close to
plan, although there are some areas of overperformance. Overperformance
has been taken into account as part of the demand setting process for 13/14
activity plans.
Update June 2013: (IH) This risk relates to Q1 2013/14, appropriate systems
are in place to monitor the activity levels against plan and the M1 position
shows only a minor variance.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved July 2013
Review date: October 2013

100

101

102

103

CSF7.6

CSF7.7

7.6 (5.11) Numerous changes made to
Financial Plan during year (F15)
Executive Director of Finance

7.7 (5.12) There is no clinical engagement in
setting CIPs or no mechanism for feedback
from staff (F17)
Executive Director of Finance

CSF7.8

7.8 (5.13) Finance reports do not separately
identify performance against the CIPs,
including major schemes (F18)
Executive Director of Finance

CSF7.9

7.9 (5.14) CIPs are predominantly made up
of non-recurrent savings (with less than 60%
planned to be delivered recurrently) (F18)
Executive Director of Finance

12

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

0
Strategic decisions taken at the Board during
the year are assessed for their impact on the
financial position: Only a small number of
minor changes made to the plan during the
year with rationale clearly understood and
approved by the Board.

Business Case process underpinning Trust Board Papers and Sub
the strategic decision making
Committee Papers. Trust’s
process at Board.
Financial plan (revenue and capital)

Amber

The Board has an appreciation of the potential
impact of CIP projects on quality and is
assured that there are robust systems in place
for listening to feedback and acting on this
where concerns about quality are raised. The
Board can demonstrate early-warning
mechanisms are in place to flag when CIP /
QIPP are not on track for being delivered
8

12

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

CIP Plans and supporting
documentation. Trust Board Papers
and Sub-Committee Papers. Year
end CIP results

CIP Plans and supporting
documentation. Trust Board
Papers and Sub-Committee
Papers. Year end CIP results

There are clear plans in place to support the
implementation of significant CIP schemes.
The CIP is risk assessed and this is kept under
ongoing review.
Trust Board Papers and SubBoard reports show overall financial
Committee Papers
perfromance against CIP by DIrectorate

The CIP is made up of predominantly recurrent
savings, delivery of which is phased throughout
the financial year. The process of identification
Trust Board Papers and Subof schemes is an iterative process which is
Committee Papers
performed throughout the financial year.
Significant schemes are supported by robust
project implementation plans and have
executive level ownership.

Trust Board Papers and SubCommittee Papers CIPs are
reported separately to the Board
within the financial papers; weekly
meetings with directorates focus on
delivery fo CIPs; CIP review at least
quarterly with SHA.
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Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Record / log of
original Financial
All strategic decisions taken at the Board are not Plan and
fully supported by a clear log identifying
changes
amendments made, with an assessment
proposed and
provided of their impact on the financial position. actioned
Finance reports will demonstrate clear tracking of throughout the
performance against both the initial and revised year to date
trajectory if the plan has changed.

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Implement a clear logging process identifying amendments made to the plan
for reporting to Board showing the impact on the financial position by
September 2013
Clive Woodbridge
Update December 2012: (CW) Contract changes are logged internally. The
Board has not requested this level of detail and FIWC would seem more
appropriate forum.
Update April 2013: (CW) No longer relevant for 13/14; contract changes will
form part of FIWC agenda.
Include tracking of performance against original and revised trajectory by
September 2012
Kevin Curnow/Iain Hendey/Lauren Jones
Updates February/March 2013: All contract variation paperwork is up to date.
Update April 2013: (CW) Financial Plan expected to be fixed 13/14
Review date: September 2013

Amber

The Board cannot currently clearly articulate the
CIP procedures
potential impact of CIPs on quality within the
organisation. Robust procedures are not yet fully and processes
in place to ensure CIPs are developed with high
levels of engagement and robust challenge by
clinicians and other staff groups. CIPs do not
fully align to the future strategy of the
organisation, and the Trust cannot fully
demonstrate that progress is being made against
longer term/ transformational schemes. There is
some evidence that clinicians are engaged
throughout the whole process but this needs
improvement. The Board cannot currently
demonstrate that CIP schemes were not
approved or were delayed as a result of a review
of the potential impact on quality. The Board
cannot currently demonstrate postimplementation reviews are conducted.

Include post-implementation reviews for CIPs in reports to Board and subcommittees by October 2012
David Arnold/ADs
Update March 2013: 5 programme delivery groups (Workforce, IM&T, SBEP,
Clinical Redesign and Estaes) are being established that will monitor the
delivery of CIPs and will provide highlight reports to the IBP Assurance
Group(Trust Programme Board). The Programme Monitoring Group has been
established to meet on a fortnightly basis to support the progress of CIPs and
other projects.
Update April 2013: All 13/14 CIPS have been quality assessed and leads have
been asked to review queries raised by Exec team
Update August 2013: (DA) All directorates involved in CIP Action Week 15-19
July 2013 to refresh existing CIP plans and to reduce the gap - work is
ongoing. Service Transformation and Quality Improvement Lead will ensure
clinical engagement. QIAs for all schemes.
Review date: September 2013

Amber

Reporting against delivery of CIPs by major
schemes should be improved
The Trust currently does not have a contingency
in place in the event that it fails to deliver on
elements of its CIPs

There is a system for reporting of financial performance embedded in the
current Board report, FIWC report and Performance Review Meeting reports,
as well as TDA reporting. The gap in control is around reporting of milestones
in respect of implementation plans and it is suggested that a Package of
reporting is agreed with the PMO office as lead. This can then be
incorporated in the current suite of Board reports.
Dave Arnold
Update August 2013 (DA) A combined PMO/Finance spreadsheet has been
intorduced to show financial performasnce against CIPs.
Review date: September 2013

.

Review PMO and finance monitoring and resource arrangements to ensure
alignment between finance and PMO and assure process for monitoring of
schemes by June 2012
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/Dave Arnold
Updates February/March 2013: Further work on converting to recurring being
discussed with Directorates. Over 60% of schemes are recurring and target
for end of year is 100%. Action complete.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved April 2013

Green

104

CSF7.10

7.10 (5.15) Greater than 50% of the total CIP
target is planned to be delivered in the last 6
months of the financial year (F18)
Executive Medical Director/Executive Director
of Nursing and Workforce

12

0

0

105

CSF7.11

7.11 (5.16) CIPs have not been tested
against any economy QIPP schemes within
commissioner financial plans (and specifically
Level 1 Schemes) (F19)
Executive Director of Finance

106

CSF7.12

7.12 (5.17) Lengthy process of agreement
and sign-off of annual service/departmental
budgets (F22)
Executive Director of Finance/ Company
Secretary

15

0

0

107

CSF7.13

7.13 (5.34) History of late and inaccurate
returns to Department of Health and other
statutory bodies, requiring resubmissions
(F26)
Executive Director of Finance

10

0

0

108

CSF7.14

7.14 (5.37) Lack of robust challenge by
Board members to key financial assumptions
and the impact of other external financial risk
factors (F27)
Executive Director of Finance
Link to 4.18 (G/G)

12

0

0

12

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

PMO meeting with Directorates regarding
phasing
Stuart Churchward - dedicated time
Monthly financial / performance reviews
includes performance against targets

There are clear plans in place to support the
achievement of economy QIPP schemes.

Annual budget-setting has been informed by
clinical and service professionals engaged in
process

The Trust complies with statutory and
regulatory reporting requirements. No history
of being required to re-submit statutory or
regulatory returns

The Trust Board leads in and promotes the development
of a culture of financial awareness across the
organisation. The Trust actively supports the
development of senior/ key staff capabilities through
regular Board level exposure and engagement in
supporting strategic processes of the Board. Trust
Board members are appraised on their progress in
developing and demonstrating greater financial
knowledge and understanding – including the degree of
challenge provided on financial matters at Trust Board.

Executive Director of Finance
Monthly finance reports

QIPP plans and supporting
documentation. Trust Board Papers
and Sub-Committee Papers. Year
end QIPP and current year projected
results

Board performance reports

QIPP plans and supporting
documentation. Trust Board
Papers and Sub-Committee
Papers. Year end QIPP and
current year projected results

Trust’s Budget Setting Procedures/
Process

Trust Board and Sub-Committee
Papers.
Annual accounts and reports.

Trust Board and Sub-Committee
Papers. Annual accounts and
reports. Audit Reports (External /
Internal).

Amber

Amber

Amber

Annual budget-setting has been informed by
Service Line Reporting

Green

Board minutes and reports

Green
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Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Finalisation of detailed recurrent CIPs with completed templates identifying
clear phasing, risk assessment and method of delivery to be completed by end
of August 2012.
Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update March 2013: All 13/14 CIPS have been quality assessed and leads
have been asked to review queries raised by Exec team. Current level of nonrecurring CIPS estimated at <£1m and further work is being undertaken to
review classifications and scope. Expectations are this figure will reduce
significantly by year end.
Update June 2013: Regular meetings recurring to address these issues
Update August 2013: CIP delivery on track
Review date: October 2013

CIP plans and supporting documentation
including the phasing of schemes to deliver at
least 50% within the first 6 months to be finalised

The Trust has its role/ responsibility to Level 1
QIPP schemes clearly identified but needs to
improve the reporting of progress

Trust Board and Sub-Committee
Papers.
Annual accounts and reports.

NEDs have financial experience of large scale/
worldwide private sector or public sector organisations.

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

QIPP
procedures and
processes

PMO to ensure clear reporting for QIPP schemes on a monthly basis including
at System Reform Board by September 2012
Chris Palmer/Dave Arnold
Update March 2013: PMO waiting for Commissioner QIPP plans to enable a
check for alignment of schemes
Update August 2013 (DA) 2013/14 CIPs being checked for robustness
through the Action Week 15-19 July 2013 with ongoing work to bridge the gap.
Review date: September 2013
Clearer QIPP procedures and processes to be finalised by September 2012
Chris Palmer/Dave Arnold
Update March 2013: A new governance structure is being established to
support the monitoring and delivery of all projects. Programme delivery groups
(Workforce, IM&T, SBEP, Clinical Redesign and Estaes) are being
established that will monitor the delivery of CIPs and will provide highlight
reports to the IBP Assurance Group (Trust Programme Board). The
P
Programme
Monitoring
M it i G
Group has
h b
been established
t bli h d tto meett on a ffortnightly
t i htl
basis to support the progress of CIPs and other projects.
Update August 2013: (DA) 2013/14 CIPs being checked for robustness
through the Action Week 15-19 July 2013 with ongoing work to bridge the gap.
Review date: September 2013

Evidence SLR plans, and supporting documentation
Chris Palmer
Review date September 2013

Chris Palmer/Alan Sheward
Update March 2013: SLR seminar planned for Board in April 2013
Update May 2013: Board seminar in April covered SLR and Downside
scenarios. Further financial presentations planned over rest of year. Action
complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

109

110

CSF7.15

CSF7.16

7.15 (5.38) Lack of financial awareness
training sessions provided to staff within the
organisation (F27)
Executive Director of Finance

7.16 (5.41) Financial awareness restricted to
finance function and key members of the
Trust Board (F27)
Executive Director of Finance

12

12

0

0

0

0

111

CSF7.17

7.17 (5.42) Culture of “silos” and blame/ fear
where individuals do not feel confident in
challenging or querying matters of a financial
nature (F27)
Executive Director of Finance

12

0

0

112

CSF7.18

7.18 (5.44) There is no central co-ordination
or monitoring of performance against CIPs
(F28)
Director of Strategy & Commercial
Development

8

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

All staff members are introduced to financial
awareness through the induction process and
regularly informed of progress through
cascade briefings

All staff members are introduced to financial
awareness through the induction process and
regularly informed of progress through
cascade briefings

Open culture where queries around financial
matters can be raised and discussed

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Induction programme coverage.

COO meeting, TEC, Financial
Review meetings

There is a PMO / Project office or equivalent in
place that tracks and reports on CIP progress CIP plans and monthly reports. CIP
and savings achieved in real time
PMO / Project structure . Finance
Reviews

HR performance reports to Board

Amber

Amber

Minutes

Green

Minutes

Amber
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Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Need for financial awareness training sessions

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December
2012; FAST training sessions to be re-established; relaunch of HFMA
certificate in NHS finance; Review of all budget holder levels and
rationalisation of cost centres; Local induction to include basic financial training
from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Update March 2013: Other priorities continue to be the focus of the team
Training sessions
Update April 2013: (CW) No further update available
provided to staff
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of
on financial
availability of HFMA training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken
awareness
on ad hoc basis.
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover
income across all areas ie. SLA, NCA etc in order to fully understand the
divisional performance. Attendance at Divisional SLA and Performance
Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will be able to identify
where further finance training within the divisions is required.
Review date: October 2013

Need for financial awareness training sessions

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December
2012; FAST training sessions to be re-established; relaunch of HFMA
certificate in NHS finance; Review of all budget holder levels and
rationalisation of cost centres; Local induction to include basic financial training
from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Training sessions Update April 2013: (CW) No further update available
provided to staff Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of
on financial
availability of HFMA training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken
awareness
on ad hoc basis.
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover
income across all areas ie. SLA, NCA etc in order to fully understand the
divisional performance. Attendance at Divisional SLA and Performance
Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will be able to identify
where further finance training within the divisions is required.
Review date: October 2013

Need for financial awareness training sessions

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December
2012; FAST training sessions to be re-established; relaunch of HFMA
certificate in NHS finance; Review of all budget holder levels and
rationalisation of cost centres; Local induction to include basic financial training
from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Update April 2013: (CW) No further update available
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of
availability of HFMA training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken
on ad hoc basis.
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover
income across all areas ie. SLA, NCA etc in order to fully understand the
divisional performance. Attendance at Divisional SLA and Performance
Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will be able to identify
where further finance training within the divisions is required.
Review date: October 2013

Induction programme coverage.
HR performance reports to Board

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Felicity Greene
Update June 2013: Responsibility moved from DoF to DS&CD who noted that
there is a programme in place, managed by PMO, but no yet fully embedded
or robust.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved July 2013
Review date: September 2013

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

CSF7.19

7.19 (5.48) Policy and tariff regime threaten
viable service provision on IOW
Executive Director of Finance

Timeline to take forward with CCG
15

0

0

Contract for 2013/4 signed

Joint response with CCG
Executive Board

Approval of NHS Trust Transition
that acknowledges Island premium February 2012

Green

RSFA in place

114

115

CSF7.20

7.20 (7.1) Having a commercial business
team will enable the creation of robust
strategic commercial partnerships and deliver
our business development and planning
processes
Chief Executive

CSF7.21

7.21 (9.6) EBITDA outturn was greater than
30% than set at start of financial year (F13)
Executive Director of Finance

10

12

0

0

0

0

Recruitment process in place for Director of
Strategic Planning & Commercial
Development

Financial Reporting highlights EBITDA
performance; variance analysis supports
variations against plan
EBITDA plan falls within required parameters

Consultation paper agreed at Staff
Partnership Forum in June for new
directorate to be recruited to
Interviews scheduled for 06/08/12 for
including two new roles to the
Director post.
organisation: Head of Business
Planning & Head of Business
Development & Client Relations

Financial Reporting highlights
EBITDA performance; variance
analysis supports variations against
plan

Board Performance reports monthly

Amber

Budgets in place to recruit to directorate remain
an issue. Recruitment now on hold.

116

CSF7.22

15

0

0

Financial reports to Trust Board
Monthly performance monitoring
Revision of Directorate Boards

Executive Medical Director/
Executive Director of Nursing - list of
CIPs

Trust Board Reports; Audit
Committee; Finance Investment
and Workforce Committee

Amber

Chris Palmer/Kevin Curnow
Update March 2013: Waiting for Audit Committee approval and Policy
Management Approval
Update April 2013: (CW) Cash risk to be removed from register; Treasury
management policy awaiting approval from policy management group; SLR
now reported regularly on quarterly basis.
Update May 2013: (CW) Treasury Management policy awaiting formal
adoption by E Team; SLR Steering Group established and development
porgramme agreed; SLR reported on quarterly basis and being enhanced as
per plan plus independent review commissioned; FIWC established; Board
reporting aligned with Monitor risk rating regime.
Update July 2013: Treasury Management and Investment Policy approved by
FIWC and Exec Team - policy management group requested minor
formatting to finalise. SLR Delivery Group meeting regularly and ongoing
improvement to data capture and content underway.
Review date: September 2013

SLR Reporting not embedded

Directorate 'focus' days on CIPs
Workforce meetings fortnightly

SIGNIFICANT LOSS OF BUSINESS (BAF
2.26)
117

557 - 1

16

16

* Risk of reduced income and damage to
long term business though excessive use of
Mottistone beds by the NHS.

* Highlighting risk in bed decisions to senior
management.
HIGH * Planning with Bed Management private
admissions.
* Trust wide work to reduce bed LOS (and
thus freeing up beds).

Recruitment to commercial/business directorate has been put on hold by
CEO.
Felicity Greene
Update March 2013: Recruitment now moving forward and 2 posts to be
advertised before end March 13.
Change of assurance rating to Amber approved March 2013
Update April 2013: Head of Planning starts in post 1st May 2013. Head of
Commercials recruitment commencing April 13.
Update July 2013: Head of Commercials starts 2nd September 13
Review date: October 2013

Green

Regular CDG meetings
Monthly finance meetings with clinical
directorates including CIP monitoring

little or lack of
focus on
business and
commercial
opportunities due
to nonrecruitment on
specific posts

Clive Woodbridge/John Cooper
Update March 2013: Nothing further to add action is complete for 12/13 and
changes incorporated into 13/14 plans
Update April 2013: Awaiting confirmation of asset transfer
Update May 2013: (CW) still waiting confirmation of assets but EBITDA plan
falls within required parameters
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

Agreed work streams in place

7.22 (9.67) Achieving the financial
performance required for Foundation Trust
status
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce/ Executive
Director of Finance

Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Develop policy with appropriate national organisations during FT
review/application process using Partner with Monitor links
Include in Business case process
Karen Baker/Chris Palmer
Update March 2013: Contract negotiations for 2013/14 to be concluded by
28th March and this will include any impact on tariff regime
Update May 2013: Contract for 2013/4 signed. RSFA in place. Action
complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

Regular Board updates

113

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

I

Mar 13 update: Draft policy to be written for
consideration at next Mottistone Service Delivery
Board mtg.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action Plan due for completion by 30.01.2014

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE COST
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME (BAF 5.7)
118

562 - 1

*
*
*
*

Limited capital investment plan
Impact on high quality services
Not enough recurrent CIP schemes
25% of red rated schemes will fail to deliver

16

16

HIGH

* Improve CIP development process and
monitoring introduced
* Trust staff full engaged in the development
of the CIP plan

Executive Director of Finance
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 5.7.
1 item in Action Plan with no completion date
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FAIR PRICE TARIFF TOP UP (BAF
5.48/9.2)
119

559 - 1

12

12

* Future financial risk if principle of 'fair price
tariff' is not agreed and contained within a
pricing mechanism.

560 - 1

* AQP framework
* Increased competition in the new NHS
model
* Internal expertise in responding to tenders

12

12

Positive Assurance to Board

MOD

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Assurances on Controls

* Risk share agreement agreed with CCG.
Major part of Island Premium has now been
MOD agreed with CCG. Small part (circa £100k)
has remained with other commissioners
therefore possible risk around the residual
value of £77k

LOSING SERVICES AND INCOME (BAF
7.1)
120

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Director of Finance
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 5.48/9.2.
1 item in Action Plan with no completion date

* Establishment of Strategic and Commercial
Directorate
* Regular communication with CCG via
system reform board

Chief Executive
Board Assurance Framework Ref: 7.1.
1 item in Action Plan due for completion 1.09.2013

ANY QUALIFIED PROVIDER RISK
(POLICY DRIVEN)(BAF 9.1/9.3)

121

122

123

124

125

568 - 1

* Indiscriminate loss of business to another
provider
* Issue of "cherry picking" easiest cases
leaving us with complex cases with decrease
in revenue - we could become unviable
* Increased use of tendering

Executive Director of Finance
12

12

MOD

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.1/9.3.
No action plan items listed

CSF8

MEASURES:
Critical success factor CSF8
Lead: Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
Delivery of IM&T Strategy (first year)
Develop our support infrastructure, including driving our integrated information system (ISIS) forwards to improve the
Delivery of Estates Strategy (first year)
quality and value of the services we provide
Delivery of Backlog Maintenance Plan
Links to CQC Regulations:
9, 11, 17, 21, 23, 24

CSF8.1

8.1 (5.6) There are several ad-hoc databases
which are used in different departments
(Q56)
Executive Director of Finance/ Executive
Medical Director/ Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce/ Executive Director of
Strategic Planning

CSF8.2

8.2 (6.3) Capital spend during the last
financial year was > 20% variance from the
initial plan (F16)
Executive Director of Finance / Executive
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

CSF8.3

8.3 (6.5) There is an increasing trend in the
level of backlog maintenance over the last
three years (F16)
Executive Director of Strategy and
Commercial Development

8

6

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

TARGETS:
Capital estate building business cases approved by August 2013
IT business cases approved by September 2013
Capital programme 80% complete by December 2013

The organisation has a master database for
Patient Information (PAS)
The ISIS Programme is removing the use for
ad hoc databases

Data Quality Policy
IM&T Delivery Board

There is a clearly articulated process for
approving the capital plan

Trust Board Papers and Sub
Committee Papers. Trust’s Financial
plan (revenue and capital). Capital
Achievement of CRL
schemes / plan risk assessment.
Trust Business Plan

There is evidence that significant schemes /
plans to address backlog maintenance have
been delivered in line with budget and
timescales
Estates Strategy approved
Provision of a credible plan regarding the
future remaining Backlog Maintenance

Amber

Agreement reached to move to ISIS. Changes agreed in principle with
surgery/orthopaedics with a solution planned for Nov 2013
Paul Dubery
Review date: December 2013

There are some local databases still in clinical
areas which need to be replaced with integrated
systems.
Review against Q56 and update (PD)

Trust Board Papers and Sub
Committee Papers. Trust’s Financial
plan (revenue and capital). Capital
schemes / plan risk assessment.
Estates Strategy to Board Jan 13
Trust Business Plan
Estates Strategy
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Amber

Amber

Confirm that the REID guidance has been included within the Trust Capital
process and documentation by August 2012
Kevin Curnow
Update March 2013: Major changes to the governance framework and risk
ratings need to be considered during early 13/14 to assess their significance
on capital investment programmes
Update April 2013: (CW) Capital approval process to be updated for Trust
status; agenda item for May CIG.
Review date: September 2013

Confirmation of consideration of Monitor’s Risk
Evaluation for Investment Decisions (REID)
guidance

Evidence of
reducing
Backlog
Maintenance
requirements

Reporting of Backlog Maintenance plans to be monitored and reported to
Board regularly by June 2012
Felicity Greene
Update February 2013: Estates Strategy approved by Board and backlog
maintenance plans in place.
Update May 2013: Estates delivery group established to oversee Estates
Strategy, including backlog.
Review date: August 2013

126

CSF8.4

8.4 (6.6) Capital plans are not clearly aligned
to service development strategies, cash
planning, and capital investments (F16)
Executive Director of Finance / Executive
Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development

12

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

There is a clear process for the review and
approval of capital schemes, including
alignment to overarching strategy

Trust Board Papers and Sub
Committee Papers. Trust’s Financial
Achievement of Cash Resource
plan (revenue and capital). Capital
Limit
schemes / plan risk assessment.
Trust Business Plan

Green

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Confirm that the REID guidance has been included within the Trust Capital
process and documentation by August 2012
Kevin Curnow
Update March 2013: Major changes to the governance framework and risk
ratings need to be considered during early 13/14 to assess their significance
on capital investment programmes
Update April 2013: (CW) All forms part of capital strategy signed off by Board
Review date: September 2013

Evidence that the Trust has considered and
utilised best practice as outlined in the Monitor
REID guidance

Presentations to HMSC/COO group/Information Users Group.
Clinical lead & change facilitator in place & pilot group of consultants. Soft golive of ISIS delayed from Aug 2012 to Dec 2012 due to interface issues (now
resolved). Now live with c200 users for read only and discharge summary.
Paul Dubery
Update June 2013: now 581 users of ISIS as at 18th June 13
Review date: August 2013

PRINCE2 project structure with Project Board
& exec sponsor
127

CSF8.5

8.5 (6.8) Implementing ICT strategy/ISIS
Executive Director of Strategic Planning

12

0

0

Programme Director, Transformational
Change in place Oct 2012 to support change
elements.
IM&T Strategy

128

129

CSF8.6

CSF8.7

8.6 (6.10) Ensuring the delivery of the
implementation plan for the Estate Strategy
including the acquisition of a strategic partner
Chief Executive/Executive Director of
Finance/ Executive Medical Director/
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

8.7 (6.11) Information and reporting
infrastructure not able to support improved
productivity
Executive Director of Finance

Capital investment group in place mapping
capital spend proposals alongside QIPP /
Provider Options / IM&T and Estate Strategy
to ensure co-ordination.
15

0

0

IT User Group

Project highlight reports

Amber

Funding for the whole 5 year IM&T programme
uncertain after 2012/13

Executive briefings
Lack of resources for pseudonymisation project

Need to develop with workforce strategy and estate strategy
Alan Sheward/Felicity Greene
Update February 2013: Workforce strategy developed. Framework currently
being developed with delivery groups identified.
Update April 2013: (PD) Key process issues & the use of real time data
currently a major issue. Workshop with operational staff planned for April 13
to agree new working processes.
processes 324 clinical users now on ISIS and aiming
for 400+ by end May 13
Update June 2013: now 581 users of ISIS as at 18th June 13
Review date: August 2013

Capital Investment Group

Capital Investment Group

0

0

Resource & operational ownership. Requires
organisational programme support - not just IT

IM&T Programme Board

Refresh of Estates Strategy underway to align
Executive Board
with preferred option and will be available for
inclusion within the NHS Trust business case.

12

Ensure business case for provider options clearly states and encompasses
IM&T strategy capital and revenue requirements.
IM&T incorporated into IBP & strategy refresh Nov 2012. Complete.
Felicty Green/Paul Dubery
Update June 2013: IM&T strategy to be updated again for August submission
of IBP
Review Date: September 2013

Board reporting

PIDS have developed a number of
dashboards and other information systems that
provide information on improved productivity
including AvLOS, Theatre Utilisation, Daycase
Performance Dashboards
Rates, DNA Rates, New:fup ratios etc.
Trust Board Performance Reports
The newly developed Trust balanced
scorecard incorporates a range of key
productivity KPIs
Recruited more clinical coders

Board Performance Reports
(project initiatives) to Board
monthly

Amber

Delay to acquisition of strategic partner.
Insufficient capital availability.

Estate Strategy to Board - March
2012

Monthly Performance Reports

25 / 36

Amber

Limited scope to increase the coding team
Clear improvement objectives need to be
established

Work Plan and
associated
action plan to be
finalised for
ongoing
monitoring by the
Executive Board

Working to secure/extend support to refresh the Strategy
Liaise as part of Estates Strategy/Welcome Centre/Provider Options/Trust
status
Karen Baker/Felicity Greene
Update February 2013: Estate Strategy approved by Board in January 2013
Update April 2013: Estates delivery group have met twice reporting to IBP
Delay in securing assurance group. Strategic business partner delivery group is up and running.
transfer of
Update June 2013: Plans to be updated for August 13 submission of IBP
Estate with
Review date: September 2013
transition to NHS
Trust on 1st April
2012

Development plan in place
Chris Palmer/Felicity Greene/Exec. Board
Iain Hendey and Paul Dubery to update
Update Feb 2013: (IH) Productivity forms part of the Trust Board Performance
Report balanced scorecard and key metrics are reported. An Operational
Board has also been established and will receive more detailed reporting on
productivity metrics. A range of other reports are also made available to
support improvements in productivity.
Update August 2013: (NF) The PIDS team continue to develop performance
reports in line with customer requirements. Directorate performance e review
packs have recently been revised to ensure a consistent flow of information
from Board report. Service level reporting is currently being reviewed.
Review date: October 2013

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Majority of SLAs have been completed
130

CSF8.8

8.8 (8.18) Unaffordable Corporate Services
Executive Director of Finance

10

0

DATA QUALITY / DATA RECORDING /
SWIFT INFORMATION SYSTEM
131

365 - 1

16

16

0

Recruitmant of project manager for completion
of SLAs

Trust Executive Committee minutes

* Manual data collection.
HIGH
* Snap audits.

Amber

A

* Clinical risks to patients
* failure to meet contracting requirements
* financial penalty

SPACE UTILISATION - INCLUDING
ARCHIVE, BEDS & MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
(replacing RR9) (BAF: 6.10)
132

415 - 1

16

16

* Most of the medical records/beds etc. are
behind lock doors at least with some
HIGH exceptions.
* Associate Director for Estates has set up a
Space Utilisation Group.

25

25

* Business case developed highlighting
requirements.
HIGH * Three session days being implemented to
manage capacity issues to sustain service until
demand exceeds.

* longstanding storage/space issues
* storage of beds and medical equipment
* Inappropriate storage of archive medical
records

I

Remaining SLAs need to be completed

31.07.13 Data Exchange Agreement has been
developed and is awaiting formal sign off. The
Paris 'go live' date for the CMHT has been
delayed due to data migration failure. 'Go live'
will be rescheduled when interface is in place.
SN.

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 6.10.
03.02.12 update from BJ. Meeting held on
16.2.12 to review options for resolving records
storage etc. Outcome was that an audit should
take place. Awaiting update from Paul Dubery
on progress. 1.8.12 ongoing discussions with PD

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Completion of SLAs and negotiation with commissioners regarding service
levels for next year.
Mark Price
Update March 2012: All service specs. reviewed and dialogue ongoing.
Financial envelope of £1.3M agreed for SLAs for corporate services.
Kevin Curnow/Ab Abolfazi/Lauren Jones
Update March 2013: Awaiting response from Commissioners
Update April 2013: (CW) Waiting for contracts to resolve; need to consider
ownership.
Update August 2013: (AA) CSS corporate services subcontract has been
finalised and is being signed.
Review date: September 2013

Executive Medical Director
3 items in Action plan completed by 30.08.2013

Chief Executive
5 items in Action plan: 3 with no due date; 2 due to be completed by
17.02.2012

ENDOSCOPY NEW BUILD (BAF 6.10)

133

428 - 1

* JAG accreditation failure Jul 2014; need
new build
* JAG will inform CQC and bowel screening
campaign
* increased demand to meet national
screening agenda
* privacy and dignity

FAILING PIT SYSTEM
134

491 - 1

20

20

HIGH

May 2013 update: current failure of CaFT targets
due to combination of equipment failure, impact
on capacity & limited staffing availability. Design
fees approved to support new build case for
change.

* Battery operated personal alarms have been
distributed.

I

30.06.13: New system currently being tested.
Anticipated completion by end of July 2013. DSE.

* Staff/patient safety risk.
* Finance required to replace system.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
5 items in Action Plan due for completion by 1.01.2015

Executive Medical Director
1 item in Action plan due for completed 30.08.2013

MENTAL HEALTH MEDICAL RECORDS

135

549 - 1

* Multiple mental health records for individual
patient both paper and electronic
* Paper records for individual patients stored
in multiple locations
* Lack of adequate storage facilities results
in inability to create single mental health
paper record
* Clinical records are currently held in
multiple electronic and paper systems includes PAS, JAC, Swift, ISIS,
* Staff working in the community do not
currently have access to complete paper
records or electronic records when non
Trust premises

16

16

* main MH casenotes tracked using PAS
however this only has capacity to identify one
volume
HIGH
* some work already undertaken to cull, sort
and catalogue archive records
* staff aware there may be multiple records

I
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31.07.13 Nothing further to report at this stage.
SN.

Executive Medical Director
2 items in Action plan due for completion 30.09.2013

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN & YOUNG
PEOPLE: IT SYSTEMS & IDENTIFICATION
OF CHILDREN AT RISK OF HARM

136

521 - 1

* Risk that health services will miss a child
who is subject to child protection plan or is a
Looked after Child as they do not have
access to the right information.
(Limited assurance in Internal Audit Report
1213)

16

4

510 - 1

* Patient safety issues of unable to transfer
to appropriate services e.g. ITU/Theatres
* Patient experience risks
* Reputational risk for Trust

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

A

31.07.13 No new issues for staff in accessing
alert on PAS. No longer a risk and can now be
removed from the Corporate Risk Register.
Closure papers to be forwarded to Risk
Management. JJ.

494 - 1

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Medical Director
4 items in Action completed by 30.04.2013

* Full service, maintenance and response time
contract with lift contractor to reduce down
time.
* Contingency plans of individual clinical
areas/departments

12

12

THESE CONTROLS ARE ADEQUATE FOR
MOD SHORT PERIODS OF TIME ONLY, THERE
IS CURRENTLY AN INADEQUATE
CONTROL FOR LONGER PERIODS OF
THE LIFTS BEING OUT OF ACTION AND
ALSO PATIENTS ENTERING THE
HOSPITAL WITH IMPAIRED MOVEMENT
BY THE MAIN ENTRANCE WHO ARE NOT
AWARE OF THE PROBLEM

I

REFURBISHMENT OF THEATRES 1&2
(BAF:6.10)
138

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Assurances on Controls

* PAS has a "special register" alert but this is
not always totally clear to all staff and can be
confused with hospital acquired infection
LOW
* Paediatric Liaison will act as a "safety net"
and identity these children on the next working
day but this is not timely

MAIN HOSPITAL LIFTS (BAF 6.4)

137

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

12

12

* Inadequate lighting.
* Infection control, fire and health & safety
risks

* Vigilance by staff.
MOD
* Infection control audits.

I

Board Assurance Framework Ref 6.4. 27.02.13
update from SM. Capital asset life value has
been reduced and lift replacement scheme is in
progress. Operational Team to pursue generic
signage. 29.07.13 requested update

May 13: Estates have requested a full ventilation
survey for theatres to enable a clear report on
how we comply and recommendations to support
any future decision on further capital for
refurbishment. This will take place on 3rd and 7th
June and a report will be available shortly
afterwards.

Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
2 items in Action plan due for completion 31.03.2013

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
1 item in Action Plan due for completion by 31.07.2013

STANDBY ELECTRICAL GENERATION MAIN HOSPITAL (BAF 6.4)

139

469 - 1

* only 40% of the main St. Mary's electrical
systems will remain operational in times of
power failure
* systems that will not be supported include
CT Scanner, MRI and sections of Pharmacy.
A & E, Beacon, Radiology, Outpatients,
MAAU, Appley/Colwell/Whippingham/St.
Helens/Alverstone and Luccombe Wards,
Theatres, ITU, Pathology Catering
* long term mains electricity failure would
result in closure of the main hospital

12

12

MOD

* essential supplies maintained
* constant attention given to back-up systems

I
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Board Assurance Framework Ref 6.4. 26.06.13
update from RG. Discussions held with team and
have a further meeting planned for 8th July. The
FY's 'Infrastructure' capital budget will kick off a
project that improves our standby electrical
generation and reduces the risks associated with
it, difficulty is progressing this now as we need to
consider it as a part of the
Endoscopy/Ophthalmology and MAU feasibility
projects.

Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
2 items in Action plan due for completion 1.10.2013

10

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

A

Board Assurance Framework Ref 6.10. 09.07.13
Location of Switch team into the HUB has been
halted temporarily. Concerns about the recent
upgrades of Switch staff reviewed by FG.

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

15

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

POTENTIAL LOSS OF EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE SERVICES AND FIRE
ALARM SYSTEM CONTROL CENTRE BY
FIRE (BAF 6.10)
140

346 - 1

* The emergency telephone system and
back up system are all sited in the same
location
* In the event of a fire, all systems including
back up would be lost
* loss of essential communications in a major
emergency

MOD * Standby telephone system in place

IT OUT OF HOURS COVER (BAF 6.8)
141

541 - 1

* No formalised out of hours IT support for all
Trust Software systems.

12

12

* Informal OOH cover from IT
* Departmental business continuity plans
* 24/7 support from key system suppliers (A&E
for example)
* Contact list as to who to call OOH in the
event of an issue (supplier contact details).

A

* Clinicians use printed results
* ARIA is ready to interface with PATH

A

* Condition and statutory compliance surveys
have been carried out.
* The surveys have identified backlog funding
MOD required
* Capital programme includes an allocation to
address backlog
* Work place risk assessment

A

MOD

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 6.8. 11.2.13
update from PD. Paper went to IM &T
Programme Board for additional resource in
information management, including OOH
support. Also sourced costs to outsource OOH
cover. Now need to develop full business case.

Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
6 items in Action plan still due for completion

Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 31.12.2012

PATHOLOGY LINK WITH ARIA (BAF 6.8)

142

546 - 1

* Path Lab IT System does not link with
ARIA
* Risk of interpretation errors
* Risk of Chemotherapy being
inappropriately prescribed

12

12

MOD

10.06.13: To remain on the register at present no incidents reported. Future interface changes to
be reviewed as other systems come online - ISIS
and new Path system.
25.07.13: Reviewed at QRPSG. Ongoing. (RB)

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
3 items in Action Plan due for completion by 1.10.2014

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE RISK (BAF
6.5)

143

570 - 1

* Department of Health gateway ref 18469
requires a review of NHS Critical
infrastructure risk
* For the IOW NHS Trust this requires a
review of the High risk and significant risk
backlog to ensure it has been prioritised
correctly in the current backlog programme
and capital investment plans.

12

12

SO5

Principal Objective 5: WORKFORCE - To develop our people, culture and workforce competencies to implement our vision and clinical strategy
Executive Sponsors: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce, Executive Medical Director

145

CSF9

Critical success factor CSF9
Leads: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce, Executive Medical Director
Redesign our workforce so people of the right skills and capabilities are in the right places to deliver high quality
patient care
Links to CQC Regulations:
15, 22, 24

146

CSF9.1

9.1 (4.2) There is a weak recruitment process
and the HR function is overstretched (Q47)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

144

8

0

0

MEASURES:
Workforce productivity measures including:
Staff Turnover
Occupational Health
Relationship with Staff partnership Forum
Redundancy rate reduced
Increased opportunity for internal deployment

Clear process supported by legal best practice
Regular review of policy
and Policy

Board Performance Report
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Board Assurance Framework Ref 6.5. 25.06.13
update from FG. Back log maintenance
prioritisation is on the agenda for discussion at
the Estates Delivery Group.

Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial Development
1 item in Action plan due for completion by 31.03.2013

TARGETS:
5 year workforce plan complete by September 2013. Recruitment strategy complete by October 2013.
2014. Workforce costs reduced by 5% ( 120 posts) by 31/3/14
- Locum spend reduced by 10% by 31/3/14
- Sickness rates under 3% by 31/3/14
- Mandatory training compliance over 80% by 31/3/14
- Benchmarking with peers especially around performance report

Amber

Gaps in Recruitment Strategy

Trust job descriptions updated by March

Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore
Update June 2013: Need recruitment strategy to confirm recruitment
processes meet demand
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved June 2013
Review date: September 2013

CSF9.2

9.2 (4.5) Historic and current position is
stated. However, no future workforce plans
are provided. (O42)
Refer also 3.12
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

148

CSF9.3

9.3 (4.9) No tangible leadership style evident
by the Trust Board (O43)
Refer also 9.55 (G/G)
Chief Executive

9

0

0

149

CSF9.4

9.4 (4.10) Unfilled vacancies or high turnover
within financially related Board positions (F31)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

4

0

0

CSF9.5

9.5 (4.12) No NEDs possess a recognised
financial qualification and/or recent relevant
experience (F31)
Chief Executive Officer

147

6

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Survey Monkey
Integrated Business Plan
HR Programme Plan
Workforce Plan

Workforce Plan
Phased monitoring

Board Performance report
Workforce project reports

Amber

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

150

151

152

CSF9.6

CSF9.7

9.6 (4.13) No analysis of Board financial skills
as part of wider analysis of the Board (F31)
Executive Director of Finance

9.7 (4.16) No recent review of Finance
function or finance skills required in future to
support delivery of business strategy (F32)
Executive Director of Finance

10

8

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

The Trust Board has the required financial
capacity and capability. The Trust has
substantive appointments for all (or the
majority of) Board members (Executive and
Non-Executive) with key roles within financial
governance.

At least two NEDs have a professional
financial qualification and numerical literacy
and experience in areas relevant to the
delivery of the business strategy

Board Performance Report and
Vision
FT Programme Board
Executive Team minutes
FT Programme Board minutes
Positive report from Foresight - April
Positive report from Foresight
2013

Board Structure

Board Performance Report

Presentation of financial papers to
Board; appraisal of Board Directors; Board Performance Report
introduction of finance committee

2 Qualified Chartered Accountants on the
Board (EDOF and 1 NED). Job descriptions
specify competency required; Interviews
contained financial component; completion of
HFMA certificate in finance

Directors appraisal process; HFMA
CCAB qualification and CPD. HFMA certification in NHS finance;
Certificate in NHS finance; finance
attendance at finance seminars;
seminar updates; appraisals
current job descriptions describe a
Chair of Audit and Corporate Risk Committee
commitment to financial acumen.
and Finance, Investment and Workforce
Committee has professional qualification

There is evidence that the finance function
contributes to the Trust’s strategic business
processes (e.g. Financial planning /
forecasting, investment appraisal etc).

Percentage of fully qualified staff is
benchmarked against HFMA survey
results; Relevant and up to date
training supported by Director of
Finance; periodic review of skill mix;
mix of private and public sector
experience within the recruitment
process

Appraisals; support for CPD;
member ship of HFMA supported
by DoF; training records for staff.
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Amber

Red

Green

Amber

Amber

Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

More data on 5 year plan

Establish and implement five year workforce plan
Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore by 31 Aug 2012
Update February 2013: Workforce delivery groups established reporting to
workforce committee.
Update June 2013: Future (5 year) workforce plan by September 13
Review date: October 2013

Reports and minutes not yet available

KPMG producing Report
Karen Baker
Update March 2013: Board development ongoing with Foresight
Update May 2013: Foresight report received and is positive. Following this a
'culture' review is now underway and an action plan will follow on from this
review.
Review date: September 2013

Recruitment Strategy alignment

Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore
Update June 2013: Need recruitment strategy to confirm recruitment
processes meet demand
Change of assurance rating from Green to Red approved June 2013
Review date: September 2013

External Board review reports not yet available.
NEDS do not have financial experience of large
scale/worldwide private sector or public sector
organisations.

KPMG producing Report
Karen Baker
Update December 2012: Risk reduced following recent NED appointments
Update April 2013: Newly appointed Company Secretary creating plan for
recruitment
Update August 2013: Now two NEDs with appropriate qualifications and
experience. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Board Performance Report
As 4.8 above and monthly Development
sessions for Executive team

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

The Board does not regularly undertake an
independent formal evaluation of its financial
skills, capabilities and capacity but has recently
had a KPMG evaluation.

Board profiles
and supporting
qualifications/
experiences

Board
The Trust has not yet formally assessed the
Development
adequacy of the finance function and broader
Programme and
financial skills requirements across the
Finance Skills
organisation. The Trust has not yet undertaken a
Programme
recent capacity and capability assessment of its
present finance function, and a programme is not
yet in place to address any key gaps identified
from recruitment to training/ development and
succession planning.

Actions arising from the recommendations contained within the KPMG report
(Karen Baker/Chris Palmer by September 2012)
Finance seminar for Board members to be organised by Executive Director of
Finance when new EDON commences
Completion of HFMA certificate in NHS finance for all Board Members to be
considered when new EDON commences
Introduction of regular Finance, Investment and Workforce Sub-Committee to
be implemented
Update February 2013: Qualified accountant NED appointed as chair of FIWC
in January 13
Update May 2013: Board skills audit for NEDs to commence May/June 2013,
designed by Foresight.
Update July 2013 Board profiles and supporting qualifications considered as
part of TDA actions. Audit progressing well - for review of outcomes at
beginning of August 2013.
Review date: September 2013

Chris Palmer/Kevin Curnow
A review of the finance structure has been made but needs review after the
change in Executive change in portfolios and roles. Unipart review is in
progress and will impact on any potential changes in the team. EDoF is
leading a meeting to consider interaction of teams within her portfolio. A
timetable for consultation for a new structure will be produced by mid-June
ready for the new DDoF to take forward as part of the finance team's
preparation for FT status.
Update June 2013: Revised structure proposal being planned for July SP
Forum incorporating feedback from Unipart and Assist reviews .
Update July 2013: Recruitment of replacement Deputy DOF and Interim
Assistant Director of Finance has been achieved. Structure, Training
Programmes, Assessment of skills and capacity and capability will be further
developed on commencement of DDOF in September 2013.
Review date: October 2013

153

CSF9.8

9.8 (4.17) No evidence of strategy for
development of technical financial skills,
capability and capacity across the Trust (F32)
Executive Director of Finance

12

0

0

Internal and external audit have direct
access to Chair of Audit Committee;
CPD of qualified accountants; HFMA
membership; appraisal of finance
staff

All staff members are introduced to financial
awareness through the induction process and
regularly informed of progress through
cascade briefings; job and person specification
for all senior posts contain financial expertise

Induction programme, Management
Development Programme, Clinical
Leadership Programme, Board and
Committee Reports, Executive
briefings

CSF9.9

9.9 (4.19) Lack of financial awareness
training sessions provided to staff within the
organisation (F33)
Executive Director of Finance

12

0

0

155

CSF9.10

9.10 (4.21) No mention of financial
awareness and responsibility in job
descriptions (F33)
Executive Director off Nursing and Workforce
f

12

0

0

156

CSF9.11

12

0

20

20

0

Positive Assurance to Board

Job descriptions / profiles
Job evaluations
Job descriptions specify competency required Appraisals

The Trust Board leads in and promotes the
development of a culture of financial
awareness across the organisation. The Trust
actively supports the development of
senior/key staff capabilities through regular
Board level exposure and engagement in
supporting strategic processes of the Board

Induction programme, Management
Development Programme, Clinical
Leadership Programme, Board and
Committee Reports, Executive
briefings Trust Board Papers and
Minutes

Internal and external audit opinion;
ability to meet technical financial
targets; completion of annual
accounts and FIMS completion
within timescales; internal feedback
from service managers.
Accreditation from ACCA and
CIPFA for CPD

Amber

Amber

Audit report
Evaluation report

Appraisals Completion of HFMA
certificate in finance

Amber

Amber

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

A strategy is being put into place to support the
future development of the Trust’s technical
finance capabilities and associated investment
requirements. E.g. recent Non-FT to FT
workshop run by CIMA

All staff members are regularly informed of
progress through financial awareness training
sessions

Formal review of current job descriptions not yet
undertaken

All staff members are regularly informed of
progress through financial awareness training
sessions

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Assurances on Controls

The finance function meets the organisation’s
transaction processing and information
production requirements effectively and
provides effective support to financial
governance processes – and this is supported
by independent assessment (e.g. Internal and
External Audit).

154

9.11 (4.22) Financial awareness restricted to
finance function and key members of the
Trust Board (F33)
Executive Director of Finance

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

A plan of action will be completed once the outcomes of the Unipart review
are known. A technical training day for Non-FT to FT is being organised for
June or early July. The training needs analysis will be undertaken in
conjunction with the implementation of the new structure.
Kevin Curnow
Board
Update February 2013: Staff have training elements contained within
Development
appraisals e.g. HFMA certificate. Appraisal process approved for ACCA and
Programme and
CIPFA CPD employer accreditation.
Finance Skills
Update June 2013: HFMA courses cascaded for finance skills for non finance
Programme
staff
Update: July 2013: Strategy Delayed due to resignation of Deputy DOF.
Replacement DDOF appointed to commence September 2013.
Review date: October 2013.

Training sessions
provided to staff
on financial
awareness.
Lack of evidence
provided to the
Board of
Induction and
Training

Workforce report to the Board needs to incorporate evidence of Induction
Training compliance
Alan Sheward
Updates March/April 2013: (CW) No further progress to report
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of
availability of HFMA training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken
on ad hoc basis.
Review date: July 2013

HR Director to undertake review of job descriptions for all senior staff
Alan Sheward
Update January 2013: All new JDs make explicit reference to well run
organisation including Q&A
Review date: July 2013

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December
2012; FAST training sessions to be re-established; relaunch of HFMA
certificate in NHS finance; Review of all budget holder levels and
rationalisation of cost centres; Local induction to include basic financial training
from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Update March 2013: No further progress to report
Update April 2013: (CW) Reminder of HFMA e-learning package to be
disseminated; no further actions planned at this stage.
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of
availability of HFMA training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken
on ad hoc basis.
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover
income across all areas ie. SLA, NCA etc in order to fully understand the
divisional performance. Attendance at Divisional SLA and Performance
Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will be able to identify
where further finance training within the divisions is required.
Review date: October 2013

MANDATORY TRAINING (BAF 10.13)

157

476 - 1

* HSE Compliance
* NHSLA finance risk - failure to achieve level
2/3
* Patient safety risk if staff are not
appropriately trained
* Employers liability claims risk if staff are not
trained
* Lack of time to undertake and complete
training designated as Mandatory by the
organisation

* Improved monitoring and recording of
attendance
HIGH * Mandatory training group formed and
meeting regularly
* Training Manager software now web based

I
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Board Assurance Framework Ref 10.13. (To be
highlighted to at all Directorate Board meetings).
17.04.13 RMC disagreed with this risk being
removed from the Risk Register (see notepad),
therefore re-instated. To be updated by HC.
22.05.13 BJ chased update from HC

Chief Executive
2 items in Action plan due for completion by 29.11.2013

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

VACANT CONSULTANT PHYSICIAN
POSTS (BAF: 10.73)
158

552 - 1

* Lack of applicants for Consultant Physician
vacancies.
* Reliability on agency locum's.
* High cost

20

20

HIGH

* Agency locum Consultants in MAAU,
Respiratory and General Medicine

A

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

23.04.13 Posts being advertised - review
ongoing, vacancy by vacancy. NHS locum
recruited - Looking to recruit substantive
consultants as suitable applicants become
available. Link to Patient Flow ward
reconfiguration important. (RB). Reviewed at
QRPSG 25.07.13 (RB)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
2 items in Action Plan due for completion by 1.03.2014

VACANCIES IN ADULT SPEECH &
LANGUAGE THERAPY TEAM

159

553 - 1

* Reduced staff numbers in an already small
team.
* Service works across many areas and
service has a high demand.
* Recruitment to post unsuccessful.
* Service can only provide assessment and
advice in many cases as there is no time to
treat.

20

20

* Prioritising patients through triage.
* Using clinical skills in appropriate places i.e:
HIGH
using lower banded staff where possible and
freeing clinical hours for specialist staff.

I

30.06.13: Service Lead on long term sick
commencing phase return to work shortly. 2.4 fte
Adult Speech and Language Therapy positions
and recruitment has been unsuccessful.
Workforce planning now in progress. EP.
31.07.13: No further update. EP.

Executive Medical Director
2 items in Action Plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

WORKFORCE Inc CAPACITY &
CAPABILITY (BAF 4.5/4.7/8.14)

160

567 - 1

* Over reliance on agency/locums
* ability to plan for future 5 years
* Service continuity during change
* Reducing budget
* Investment in Training and Development
* Failure or inability to recruit to key clinical
posts
* Failure to change culture within the
organisation
* Lack of clear strategy to develop clinical
workforce in line with Island demographic and
changing national profile
* Reduction of Junior Doctors

16

16

* 5 year workforce plan being reviewed
against phasing and impact on quality.
* Reviewing services and developing
alternative methods of provision for key clinical
posts. Targeted recruitment schemes and
review of clinical roles through the Clinical
HIGH
Strategy
* Pay and conditions - review of current
flexibilities being explored as part of CIP
plan.
* Culture - rewrite of EQF and maintaining the
Big Discussion.

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 4.5/4.7/8.14.
22.03.13 update from ME. Workforce Delivery
Group first meeting in April 13. Further update
available then. 30.04.13 Requested update.
14.05.13 requested updated. 29.05.13 requested
update 17.6.13 requested update 20.6.13 still
further information required

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
3 items in Action Plan due for completion by 30.04.2013

BLOOD SCIENCES OUT-OF-HOURS
STAFFING (BAF 4.4)
161

162

509 - 1

CSF10

* insufficient staff to cover 24/7
* Working patterns not AfC or WTD
compliant
* OOH service could collapse would impact
ED
* Risk to Trust

20

15

MOD

* commitment of staff (but possibly not
sustainable in the longer term)

Critical success factor CSF10
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Develop our organisational culture, processes and capabilities to be a thriving FT
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 10 , 17

I

MEASURES:
Monitor ratings for governance, including quality and finance
Board Development
Service Line Management implementation
Stakeholder engagement
Developing the Healthcare Workforce Planning initiative
Organisational Thermometer
Staff survey results
Staff raising concerns
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25.07.13 Reviewed at QRPSG - contingency
plan received. (RB).

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
1 item in Action Plan due for completion by 30.09.2013

TARGETS:
Achieve top Monitor ratings for governance by March 2014
BAF and Corporate Risk Register fully merged by August 2013
Standardisation project (for Board and Sub Committees) complete by September 2013
Recruitment strategy and plan complete by October 2013
Foresight action plan fully completed by November 2013

163

CSF10.1

10.1 (3.1) There is no evidence on how staff
have helped to shape services (Q45)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/Executive Medical Director

6

0

0

There is clear evidence of staff engagement in
clinical re-design programmes and strong
emphasis on involving staff across the
organisation on design of services.
PWC owned by Groups.
Directorates now drive change through clearer
de? and widened programmes (MPu)

164

CSF10.2

10.2 (3.2) Staff felt marginalised and
unimportant (Q45)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce/
Executive Medical Director

10

0

0

Staff Survey - showing improvement
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CSF10.3

CSF10.4

10.3 (4.24) Recognising the health and
wellbeing needs of staff and addressing these
issues through the implementation of a health
and wellbeing strategy
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/Executive Director of Strategy

10.4 (10.2) There is not sufficient knowledge
of the quality agenda and NEDs cannot
provide sufficient challenge (Q11)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Clinical Summits, Action Labs and
Open Day drop in sessions.
Provider Options Appraisal,
Development of Directorate Business Business Cases
Plans, Partnership Forum, HMSC
Executive Board Minutes
Board review

Amber

Board review of SAS.

Green

SAS action plan

Staff health and wellbeing strategy and action
Health and Wellbeing Group
plan in place
0

0

Monitoring of sickness levels through
performance reports and triage
Health and Wellbeing action lab in place

10

0

0

Amber

Board Performance Report

Sickness absence above 3%
Performance Reviews

Board members are well inducted, trained and
Board induction programme.
supported and there are ongoing opportunities
Board development programme.
to develop and increase knowledge of Quality
Executive job/role descriptions.
issues. Foresight training also focussed on this.
Performance reviews.

Board Development Plan
Board minuts evidence NED
challenge on quality.

Amber

NED walkrounds and action tracker
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CSF10.5

10.5 (10.7) The Board is relatively new or has
a high turnover of members (Q16)
Chief Executive

8

0

0

The board retains strong links to the memory
of the organisation
The board retains a perspective on previous
quality performance

Board composition / profile

Board composition / profile

CSF10.6

10.6 (10.8) The Board does not receive
historically benchmarked information (Q16)
Executive Director of Finance

15

0

0

One of the key principles of the newly
developed Trust Board Performance Report is:
Where possible KPIs are grounded in
benchmarking and targets are developed to be
challenging enough to drive improvement, but Trust Board Performance Report
realistic enough to be motivating.

National Benchmarking (received
ad hoc)

CSF10.7

10.7 (10.9) The Board does not seek to
understand or assess their own performance
(Q17)
Chief Executive

10

0

0

KPMG review undertaken - feedback and
action plan in place
Process of on-going assessment and
development of the board

Executive Board

Executive Board minutes

KPMG report

KPMG report
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Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

The Big Discussion exercise roll-out over 6 weeks from 30th July 2012
Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore
Update March 2013: Need to establish strategy for staff engagement before
closing this item
Update June 2013: Staff culture and behaviours project underway led by
Jackie Skeel. Trust 'thermometer' launching July 2013
Update August 2013: Culture Club developed action plan, 4 'hot topics',
branding and Organisational Temperature Questionnaire. Development days
planned for 28/9 and 30/10
Review date: November 2013

Focussed work underway with 2 ward areas but still need to develop plan in
conjunction with Public Health to provide electronic baseline data of PCT staff
Health and Wellbeing pilots on wards
Action Lab meeting weekly
Alan Sheward/Felicity Greene
Update February 2013: Newsletter from OH. Move to Felicity Greene as Head
as OH owns the action.
Update April 2013: SEQUOS accreditation in place from this month; Green
gym to Charitable Funds; Updating smoking and drug & alcohol policies; Good
uptake to weight programme.
Update July 2013: Strategy being reviewed by working group, potentially more
precise. Action plan is reviewed annually, performing against this and
achieving targets.
Review date: September 2013

Sarah Johnston/Alan Sheward/Mark Price
Update March 2013: Support from Monitor seminars in August
Update May 2013: Foresight seminar on challenge with NEDs has been
completed.
Update August 2013: Foresight board development plan in place
Review date: October 2013

Amber

Green

Develop sources of Robust Benchmarking data to use as the basis of our
analysis.
Chris Palmer/Iain Hendey
Update March 2013: Intranet page being developed to share bench mark
information
Update August 2013: (NF) A benchmark section is now included in each
monthly board performance report. Different areas are selected each month
with analysis provided.
Recommend change in assurance rating to Green

Green

Change of assurance rating to Green approved March 2013

A benchmark section is now included in each
monthly board performance report.

169

No clear induction programme and Board
development Plan not yet complete

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

Review NED induction programme to address this issue
Mark Price
Update January 2013: NED induction programme implemented and as of
2/1/13 Trust Board fully appointed to.
Update May 2013: All in place for new NED starting May 2013.
Update July 2013: One NED resigned recently (NW) and new appointment
underway. Overall turnover remains low.
Review date: October 2013

New board members are currently linked up
with long-standing others to support induction

168

FT Engagement with staff

Lack of baseline data - e.g. numbers of staff who
smoke/ staff BMI profile etc

Board Performance Report
4

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13
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CSF10.8

10.8 (10.10) There is a Board Assurance
Framework (BAF) but this does not reflect
key strategic risks (Q21)
Chief Executive/Company Secretary

5

0

0

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

BAF includes strategic risks based on BGAF
guidance
BAF is reviewed by Board every 2 months and
BAF
by Executive Board monthly
Executive Board minutes
BAF is cross referenced against the Corporate
Trust Board minutes
Risk Register
BAF is dynamic and can be used to evidence
risk reduction and actions taken to mitigate risk

BAF
Executive Board minutes
Trust Board minutes

Amber

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

171

172

173

174

175

CSF10.9

CSF10.10

CSF10.11

CSF10.12

CSF10.13

10.10 (10.14) There is little or no evidence of
a cohesive quality assurance and escalation
framework which is understood by all
members of the Board (Q26)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

10.11 (10.15) All reports have different
formats with no clear aims or ownership
(Q27)
Company Secretary

10.12 (10.20) Low levels of near misses
reported (Q32)
Company Secretary

10.13 (10.23) There is no service line
management framework (Q44)
Executive Director of Finance

5

0

0

NHSLA accreditation reports
At latest assessment ( Feb 2011 ) Trust
assessed as compliant in 68 out of 70 criteria Risk management Department
our best ever result.
Health Assure NHSLA software purchased to
improve management and assurance of
NHSLA preparation

NHSLA level 1 accreditation

Amber

Maternity - Risk management
midwife

9

12

12

0

0

0

0

0

QA and escalation framework in place to meet QCPC
all the requirements and good practice as
listed in Q26

0

Clear structure in place for all Board reports
including Board Performance reports
All board reports have named sponsor
All reports have a clear source
Purpose of report is clearly stated on 'frontsheet'
Links to strategic aims and objectives are
stated on Board report 'front-sheet'

0

Good reporting culture evidenced by high
numbers of reports submitted by staff
Awareness raised at induction and other staff
training
E-learning programmes in place for staff to
access

0

Executive Board

Risk management Department
Datix system reports

Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Board is not aware of all high scoring risks within
the corporate and directorate risk registers

Trust needs to strive for NHSLA level 2
compliance. Additional resources may be
required to achieve.

Internal review underway to assess state of preparation for level 2 attempt in
January 2013
Brian Johnston/Exec Team
Update February 2013: NHSLA re-accreditation at Level 1 achieved following
2 day assessment in January 13. Aiming for Level 2 accreditation by
Summer/Autumn 2014.
Update August 2013: NHSLA accreditation scheme abolished and awaiting
further guidance on future arrangements from NHSLA. Local assessment of
NHSLA risk management standards to be undertaken to determine how to
maintain standards achieved to date without the NHSLA assessments as a
driver.
Review date: October 2013

Green

Quality assurance and escalation framework needs to be developed
Sarah Johnston
Change of assurance rating to Amber approved January 2013
Update April 2013: Quality assurance framework incorporating walk arounds
and assurance visits is under implementation and a schedule and robust
feedback processes are being put in place.
Update May 2013: All necessary actions completed. Robust QGF system
now in place.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

Board performance reports monthly

Amber

Structure of Board reports and cover sheets to be
reviewed in line with ICSA guidance

To be part of the role of the Board Administrator - aiming to appoint
September 2012
Brian Johnston
Update February 2013: Standardisation project underway and aiming to
complete by May 2013
Update July 2013: standardisation project well underway and some parts
completed. Work is ongoing.
Review date: September 2013

NHSLA level 1 accreditation

Green

There is service line management at the trust and
all roles are clearly identified

A proposal for SLM is being developed and SLM will form a key part of the
organisation's performance framework
Chris Palmer/Iain Hendey
Update March 2013: Q2 SLR results published in February 2013
Update April 2013: Q3 SLR results published end of March 2013; SLR
presentation to Board seminar April 2013.
Update May 2013: PIDS in discussion with costing team about how to
combine SLR information with other performance data and use this
information to engage with services.
Update August 2013: (NF) Review packs and method of delivery are still being
developed by PIDS and costing team. Q4 results published and Q1 results
available August 2013
Review date: September 2013

Nursing dashboard
10

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances

Consider how the Board is informed about the high scoring risks within the
corporate risk register and directorate registers
Brian Johnston/Mark Price
Update November 2012: high level risks from the corporate and directorate
registers are now reported for regular review at the Quality and Clinical
performance Committee and the Audit and Corporate Risk Committee. Risk
register data also included in the monthly performance dashboard for the
board.
Update April 2013: Further review of risk register at Board Seminar this
month. Board has reviewed the risk register at 3 board seminars since
December 2012.
Update July 2013: In a change to last year's format the corporate risk register
risks will be added to the BAF for 2013/4 so that the BAF reflects all key
strategic risks and high scoring corporate and organisational risks.
Review date: September 2013

NHSLA level 1 accreditation achieved across
all Trust services
10.9 (10.13) The Trust has not-met an
NHSLA assessment or has been assessed
at a lower level of compliance with standards
than the Trust’s own self-assessment (Q24)
Company Secretary

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Performance Reports

SLR now provided on a quarterly basis

Amber
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Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Implement Service Line Management
Chris Palmer

176

177

CSF10.14

10.14 (10.24) It is difficult to hold individuals
to account (Q44)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

CSF10.15

10.15 (10.26) Where error is identified,
individuals are not held to account (Q48)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce/
Executive Medical Director

10

10

0

0

0

0

Directorates developed lead clinician/modern
matron/ departmental leads as "mini
triumvirates"

Organisational structures, roles and
responsibilities, KSF framework,

There is a culture of encouragement to support
individuals where errors are identified. This is
particularly evident where performance
Root cause analysis , appraiser
improvement relates to quality.
feedback process at medical
appraisal
Employee Relations reports

Directorate Board Minutes

SIRI reviews, hotline reports,
complaints procedure and
responses , consultant appraisal

Amber

The absence of SLM means it is sometimes
difficult to hold individuals to account.
The organisation lacks a cohesive approach to
demonstrating clear accountabilities in terms of
performance, quality and finance in relation to
individuals.
Some organisational policies limit the speed and
pace of performance of individual managers.
SLM does not function intuitively and staff are not
aware of how to escalate issues.

Amber

There is an absence of performance
management adopted at all levels of the
organisation. There are a number of performance
reports which are generated which have had a
positive impact on improving performance but this
culture has not been fully embedded across the
organisation

SIRI reports

178

179

180

CSF10.16

10.16 (10.30) There are consistent red-flags
for performance (Q62)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

CSF10.17

10.17 (10.34) There are no NEDs with a
recent and relevant financial background
(B18)
Chief Executive

CSF10.18

10.18 (10.37) The majority of Board
members are new to the organisation (i.e.
within their first 18 months) (B18)
Chief Executive

10

10

0

0

0

The organisation has maintained high levels of
performance across all its key quality and
performance measures. There are clear steps
in place which help the board identify declining
performance and that action plans are
instigated via early warning systems. Where
red flags are identified on the high level
dashboard clear actions are in place to assure
the board of the measures being taken to
Board Performance Report, PIAG
improve performance.
The newly developed Trust board performance
report will include detailed analysis of
underperforming or predicted underperforming
targets with details of corrective actions,
timescales and accountability. All metrics in the
balanced scorecard will include an assessment
of predicted performance as well as current
and past performance.

0

Two current NEDs are chartered accountants, Biographies of NEDS
both serve on Audit Committee and one is the
chair.
Board and Committee Terms of
Office for NEDs
At least two NEDs have a professional
financial qualification and numerical literacy
Legal advice from Bevan Brittan
and experience in areas relevant to the
delivery of the business strategy
Nominations Committee

Forward looking reports predicting areas of risk
are not robust
Trust Board minutes, TEC minutes

Amber

0

0

There is now a NED with a clinical healthcare
background

Biographies of Board members

Board review as required

Board forward plan produced by Company
Secretary
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Review opportunities for introducing future trends and predictions within Board
performance reports.
Chris Palmer/Iain Hendey
Update February 2012: (IH) The Trust is showing good performance against
Monitor Governance Risk Rating and is classified as 'Performing' against the
DH Performance Framework.
Update April 2013: (IH) No further updates available
Update August 2013: (NF) The trust continues to perform well against monitor
framework. Within Board report where performance is rated as Red a
detailed report is given highlighting appropriate action plans. Forecast
performance is available in some areas but needs to be more widely
implemented.
Review date: October 2013

Green

Green

Recruit Non-Executive Director with a clinical background to fill current NED
vacancy
Danny Fisher/Karen Baker
Update March 2013: Interviews scheduled for new NED appointment on 19th
March 2013
Update April 2013: New NED with clinical background appointed - starts 20th
May 2013
Update June 2013: NED with clinical background started in post. Action
complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved July 2013

There is an appropriate balance between
board members (Exec and NED) that are new
to the board (within their first 2 years) and
those who have served on the Board for longer
4

Directorate Performance reviews are ongoing making Directorates
accountable for Finance/ Activity/ Quality and Workforce performance.
Sarah Johnston/Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update March 2013: Continuing to progress and PMF under development
Update May 2013: Directorate structures now include improved accountability
Update August 2013: Continuing TEC weekly monitoring of performance.
Review date: October 2013

Consider whether we need to address the issue of having a second NED with
a professional financial qualification
Karen Baker/Danny Fisher/Mark Price
Update April 2013: Action plan being developed
Update June 2013: Newly appointed company secretary creating plan for
recruitment
Update August 2013: Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Board review as required
Nominations Committee minutes 13th August 2013

Forward looking assessment of performance will
be robust under the new process for the
production of the Trust Board Performance
Report

Review policies which support performance management
Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore
Update February 2013: Chris Palmer and Alan Sheward to develop review
with M Elmore. Renew of JDs as new posts recruited to Performance
management cycle being developed by EDON, MD & FD. Capability policy
being reviewed demonstrating PACE with legislation aligned.
Update April 2013: FT development day to review accountability
Update June 2013: Plan for delivery of accountability training to be agreed at
Trust Executive Committee on 17th June 13.
Update August 2013: Action Plan of Culture Club to TEC by October 2013.
Vision, Values & Behaviours being developed from 2013 Development Days
on 28/9 and 30/10.
Review date: October 2013

181

CSF10.19

10.19 (10.43) The Board has not undertaken
an independent evaluation of its effectiveness
within the last 2 years (B22)
Chief Executive

4

0

0

0

The Board has debated and agreed a set of
quality and financial metrics outside the
national and regionally agreed metrics that are
relevant to the Board
The Board receives a performance report
which includes a fully integrated dashboard
which enables the Board to consider the
performance of the Trust against a range of
metrics including quality, performance, activity
and finance.
Any variances to plan are clearly highlighted
and explained
Board Performance Reports
Key trends and findings are outlined and
commented on
Executive Board
Supporting performance detail is broken down
by service line
Future performance is currently projected with
risks and mitigations provided where
appropriate
Quality information is fully triangulated (e.g.
complaints, claims, incidents, rule 43 issues.
Key HR metrics etc)
Benchmarking of performance of comparable
organisations is included in current
performance reports

10.20 (10.53) Significant unplanned variances
in performance have occurred (B28)
Chief Executive
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CSF10.21

10.21 (10.63) The Board’s annual
programme of work does not set aside time
for the Board to consider environmental and
strategic risks to the Trust and downside
scenario planning (B30)
Company Secretary

12

0

0
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CSF10.22

10.22 (10.71) The Trust has received adverse
negative publicity in relation to the services it
provides in the last 12 months (B34)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

15

0

0

185

CSF10.23

10.23 (10.72) The Trust’s latest staff survey
results are poor (B35)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

12

0

0

12

0

Positive Assurance to Board

The Boards annual programme of work sets
aside time for the Board to consider
environmental and strategic risks to the Trust

Staff attitude survey annual report
Individual Reports
SAS Champions Group and Action Plan

FT Programme board

Executive Board / Trust Board
BAF

Board Performance Report

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Assurances on Controls

KPMG will provide an independent evaluation
of the effectiveness of the board and its
committee structure

CSF10.20

182

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Report outcome of review to Board
Karen Baker
Update January 2013: Foresight now working as result of SHA readiness
review. Action plan in place
Update May 2013: 23 points on action plan being monitored by the FT
Programme Board
Review date: September 2013

KPMG Board Development Plan
and Gap analysis

Amber

Monthly Board reports

Green

Change of assurance rating to Green approved March 2013

Amber

Board needs to consider downside scenario planning and specifically the
downside scenarios that underpin the LTFM, including key mitigation plans and
trigger points for deploying these plans.
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update March 2013: Scheduled for review at Board seminar 9th April 2013
Update May 2013: Annual programme of work for Board in development now.
Update June 2013: In final stages of completion by Company Secretary
Update July 2013: Forward work programme to Board seminar in July 13 and
aiming to approve by end August 13
Review date: September 2013

Amber

Action plan to be created in response to negative publicity as received

BAF reports to Board

Board performance Report
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Green

No formal evaluation but this is underway now

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to provide
evidence that our controls/
systems are effective)

Controls in Place

(Where can the board gain evidence that our (Actual evidence that our controls/systems
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
controls/ systems on which we are placing are effective and the objective is being
securing delivery of the objective?)
achieved)
reliance, are effective)

Assurance Level

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

End of Year RS

Principal Risks

Mid year RS

CSF / Risk
Ref.

Initial RS

Last updated 20.08.13

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls / Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committee - Provider Executive Board

Board Assurance Framework column headings: Guidance for completion and ongoing review (N.B. Refer to DoH publication 'Building an Assurance Framework' for further details)
Principal Risks: All risks which have the potential to threaten the achievement of the organisations principal objectives. Boards need to manage these principal risks rather than reacting to the consequences of risk exposure.
RISK LEVEL = S (Severity where 1 = insignificant; 2 = minor; 3=moderate; 4=major; 5=catastrophic) X L (Likelihood where 1=rare; =unlikely; 3=possible; 4=likely; 5=certain)= RS(Risk Score). Code score: 1-9 GREEN; 10-15 AMBER; 16+ RED
Controls in Place: To include all controls/systems in place to assist in the management of the principal risks and to secure the delivery of the objectives.
Assurances on Controls: Details of where the Board can find evidence that our controls/systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective. Assurances can be derived from independent sources/review e.g. CQC, NHSLA, internal and external audit; or non-independent sources e.g. clinical audit, internal management reports, performance reports, self assessment reports etc.
NB 1: All assurances to the board must be annotated to show whether they are POSITIVE (where the assurance evidences that we are reasonably managing our principal risks and the objectives are being delivered) or NEGATIVE (where the assurance suggests there are gaps in our controls and/or our assurances about our ability to achieve our principal objectives)
NB 2: Care should be taken about references to committee minutes as sources of assurance available to the board. In most cases it is the reports provided to those committees that should be cited as sources of assurance, together with the dates the reports were produced/ reviewed, rather than the minutes of the committee itself.
Assurance Level RAG ratings:
Effective controls in place and Board satisfied that appropriate positive assurances are available OR Effective controls in place with positive assurance available to Board and action plans in place which the Executive Lead is confident will be delivered on time = GREEN (+ add review date)
Effective controls mostly in place and some positive assurance available to the board . Action plans are in place to address any remaining controls/assurance gaps = AMBER
Effective controls may not be in place or may not be sufficient. Appropriate assurances are either not available to Board or the Exec Lead has ongoing concerns about the organisations ability to address the principal risks and/or achieve the objective = RED
(NB - Board will need to periodically review the GREEN controls/assurances to check that these remain current/satisfactory)
Gaps in Control: details of where we are failing to put controls/systems in place to manage the principal risks or where one or more of the key controls is proving to be ineffective.
Gaps in Assurance: details of where there is a lack of board assurance, either positive or negative, about the effectiveness of one or more of the controls in place. This may be as a result of lack of relevant reviews, concerns about the scope or depth of any reviews that have taken place or lack of appropriate information available to the board.
Action Plans: To include details of all plans in place, or being put in place, to manage/control the principal risks and/or to provide suitable assurances to the board. NB: All action plans to include review dates (to enable ongoing monitoring by the board or designated sub-committee) and expected completion dates (to ensure controls/assurances will be put in place and made available in a timely manner)
Assurance Framework 2013/14 working document - April 2012. Guidance last updated December 2009.
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Enc K

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD ON 28 AUGUST 2013
Title

Senior Independent Director

Sponsoring Director

Chairman

Author(s)

Company Secretary

Purpose

To approve the appointment of a Senior Independent Director (S.I.D.)

Previously considered by (state date):
Acute Clinical Directorate Board
Audit and Corporate Risk Committee
Charitable Funds Committee
Community Health Directorate Board
Executive Board
Foundation Trust Programme Board
Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee
Nominations Committee (Shadow)
Planned Directorate Board
Quality & Clinical Governance Committee
Remuneration Committee 31 July 2013
Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
Insert here details and dates of any engagement with staff, stakeholders (e.g. Council), patients
or the public (e.g. Patient Council, Local Involvement Network (LINk), etc.
Executive Summary:
Summarise the key points of your paper here. You should not duplicate the summary in the
paper.
Related Trust objectives

Sub-objectives

Be a great FT: Developing our people,
raising the bar and knowing “That’ll do”
never does
Risk and Assurance

Many BAF references related to FT governance.

Related Assurance Framework
entries

Many BAF references related to FT governance.

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

A S.I.D. is a formal requirement at the point we become
a FT

Action required by the Board:
To approve the appointment of a Senior Independent Director (S.I.D.).

Date

20th August 2013

Enc K
ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST
TRUST BOARD MEETING 28 AUGUST 2013
SENIOR INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

1.

Introduction

As part of the transition to Foundation Trust status the Board is required to identify a Senior
Independent Director (S.I.D). The role of the S.I.D. within an FT is described in the attached
document which is an extract from the Foundation Trust Network publication “The
Foundations of Good Governance”.
Nick Wakefield was appointed as the S.I.D. at the November 2012 Trust Board meeting. He
resigned as a Non Executive Director last month so we need to identify a new S.I.D.
2.

Proposal

I have discussed this informally with Non Executive Directors and I would like to propose
that Charles Rogers is appointed as the S.I.D. as he has private sector plc Board experience.
It is recognised that the S.I.D. role will be subject to review with the Council of Governors
once they are in place.
3.

Recommendation

The Board is recommended to appoint Charles Rogers as its Senior Independent Director
(S.I.D.)

Danny Fisher MBE DL
Chairman

APPENDIX 15

THE ROLE OF THE SENIOR
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR (SID)
The senior independent director is a non-executive
director appointed by the board of directors as a
whole in consultation with the council of governors
to undertake the role. The senior independent
director may be, but does not have to be, the deputy
chair of the board of directors. The senior
independent director will be available to members
of the foundation trust and to governors if they have
concerns that contact through the usual channels of
chair, chief executive, finance director and company
secretary has failed to resolve or where it would be
inappropriate to use such channels. In addition to
the duties described here the SID has the same
duties as the other non-executive directors.

THE SENIOR INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR,
THE CHAIR AND NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS
The senior independent director has a key role in
supporting the chair in leading the board of
directors and acting as a sounding board and source
of advice for the chair. The SID also has a role in
supporting the chair as chair of the council of
governors.
The SID should hold a meeting with the other nonexecutive directors in the absence of the chair at
least annually as part of the appraisal process. There
may be other circumstances where such meetings
are appropriate. Examples might include informing
the re-appointment process for the chair, where
governors have expressed concern regarding the
chair or whether the board is experiencing a period
of stress as described below.

THE SENIOR INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
AND THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
While the council of governors determines the
process for the annual appraisal of the chair, the
senior independent director is responsible for
carrying out the appraisal of the chair on its behalf as
set out as best practice in the Code of governance.
The senior independent director might also take
responsibility for an orderly succession process for
the chair role where a reappointment or a new
appointment is necessary.
The SID should maintain regular contact with the
council of governors and attend meetings of the
council of governors to obtain a clear understanding
of governors’views on the key strategic and
performance issues facing the foundation trust. The
SID should also be available to governors as a source
of advice and guidance in circumstances where it
would not be appropriate to involve the chair; chair’s
appraisal or setting the chair’s objectives for
example.
In rare cases where there are concerns about the
performance of the chair the SID should provide
support and guidance to the council of governors in
seeking to resolve concerns or in the absence of a
resolution in taking formal action. Where the
foundation trust has appointed a lead governor the
SID should liaise with the lead governor in such
circumstances.
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THE SENIOR INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
AND THE BOARD
In circumstances where the board is undergoing a
period of stress the SID has a vital role in intervening
to resolve issues of concern. These might include
unresolved concerns on the part of the council of
governors regarding the chair’s performance; where
the relationship between the chair and chief
executive is either too close or not sufficiently
harmonious, where the FT’s strategy is not
supported by the whole board or where key
decisions are being made without reference to the
board or where succession planning is being
ignored.
In the circumstances outlined above, the SID will
work with the chair, other directors and/or
governors, to resolve significant issues. Boards of
directors and councils of governors need to have a
clear understanding of when the SID might
intervene.
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ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST

FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME BOARD
TUESDAY 23 JULY 2013 BETWEEN 11:00 – 12:30
LARGE MEETINGS ROOM, PCT HQ, SOUTH BLOCK
NOTES

PRESENT
Karen Baker (Chair)

Felicity Greene

Danny Fisher

Chris Palmer

Mark Pugh

Lisa Reed (for Alan
Sheward)
Peter Taylor

1. APOLOGIES
Sue Wadsworth

Mark Price

Felicity Greene

Alan Sheward

IN ATTENDANCE
Andrew Shorkey

Andy Hollebon

Top Key Issues
7(i)

Subject
Programme Plan – on track to meet 31 August TDA submission.

ACTION
2. Notes and matters arising from 25 June 2013
The minutes of the meeting were received and accepted as a correct record.
Stakeholder engagement
KB emphasised the need to engage more effectively with staff in consideration of the advice from
Kingston Foundation Trust. This would be picked up at the IBP steering group. AH advised that he
knew the Communications Manager at Kingston and would identify key contact points including the Chair
of Audit, Director of Finance and Chief Executive.
Action Tracker
AS would update with leads.

KB
AH

AS

3. Terms of Reference
AS advised that a generic section on ‘Duties and Administration’ was being included in all terms of
reference for Board sub-committees and that the FT Programme Board terms of reference had been
updated accordingly. The changes to the terms of reference were approved.
4. Action Plan Assurance
A - Integrated Action Plan Status Report
AS advised that the Programme Board should focus on the actions flagged as requiring ‘urgent review’
within action plan exception reports.
TDA-Lttr-5 – PT identified that the target completion date for this action was significantly overdue. There
was a detailed discussion around the activity in progress to ensure a robust CIP programme was in place
to support delivery of the IBP.
TDA-Lttr-8 – MTP assured the Programme Board that the numbers were so small that tertiary providers
did not impact on the HSMR score. CP identified that at present there was no mechanism in place to
performance manage sub-contractors in this regard.
B - Quality Governance Framework Exception Report
AS advised that AWS was reviewing the outstanding actions.
C – HDD Exception Report
HDD-2-29 – It was noted that the strategies were being refreshed for the next iteration of the IBP.
D – BDAP Exception Report
Foresight-2 – It was noted that a Board programme was being pulled together.
Foresight-6 – CP asked that the Foresight report be checked for clarity as Board reporting was in place.
E – BGAP Exception Report
KPMG-24 – The self-assessment against CIP guidance had been circulated and responses from the
Executive Directors were awaited.
SHA-2 – The new Trust website would go live on 31 July 2013.
AS would update the FT Integrated Action Plan according to the feedback received.
AS would continue to provide weekly exception reports to the Executive Team and would undertake
regular update meetings with Executive Team members.
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5. Workstream Updates
There were no updates.
6. Communications and Stakeholder Engagement
Membership Update
AH provided an update on the membership recruitment campaign. The Trust had 1925 public members
on the membership database and 450 additional membership applications waiting to be added. The
‘Elsewhere’ constituency was significantly underrepresented at present. The constituency size could be
reduced if required. However, work had not yet been implemented to attract off-Island interest. This
would commence shortly with canvassing at the Island’s ferry ports. Various other activities were
ongoing to maintain momentum.
7. Programme Governance and Approvals
(i) Programme Plan
AS advised that gaps in the schedule had been populated. There was some slippage in the
Integrated Business Plan (IBP) timeline but overall the IBP was on track to meet the 31 August 2013
submission date.
(ii) Risk Management
AS advised that the key risk at present related to the delivery of a robust cost improvement
programme in order to ensure that a sustainable IBP was delivered. There remained resourcing
issues around capacity and transitional funding. CP advised that there was a need to be clear that it
was service redesign issues that gave rise to risks to CIP delivery.
(iii) Programme Budget
AS provided an update on the 2012/13 outturn and the current position for 2013/14. CP advised
that Lisa Manson at the TDA be contacted for an update with respect to transitional funding for
2013/14. KB asked that Kingston Foundation Trust be contacted for advice with respect to the
resource requirements of achieving Monitor readiness.

MP
MP

8. Feedback from FTN Events and FT Visits
DF advised that he had recently attended a very informative Chairs and Governors event where Monitor
were in attendance. It was noted that in some Trusts’ Governors undertake walk rounds. AH advised
that Margaret Eaglestone had attended the FTN communications network. It was noted that on 30
September 2013 there would be UCLH governors attending an event at St Mary’s.
9. Any other Business
AH advised that the servers for screen saver messaging would be delivered on 24 July 2013 and that
there was an option to segment messaging by directorate at a modest additional cost. It was agreed that
this would be implemented.
10 Future Meetings
The next meeting was scheduled for 11:00-12:30hrs, Tuesday 27 August 2013, Small Meetings Room,
South Block
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CHARITABLE FUNDS COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting of the Charitable Funds Committee held on the 09th July 2013 at 8.30 a.m. in
the Conference Room, St Mary’s Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight.
PRESENT:

In Attendance:

Minuted by:
Top Key Issues
Min. No. 13/043b
Min. No. 13/040

John Matthews

JM

(Chairman)

Danny Fisher
Felicity Greene

DF
EDSCD

Mark Pugh
Sue Wadsworth
John Cooper

EMD
SW
ADF

Mark Price
Andy Hollebon
Katie Parrott
Tracey Thompson

CS
HoC
SFA

Guy Eades
Jackie Skeel

HAD
ADOD

Lynn Cave

TBA

Trust Chairman
Executive Director of Strategy & Commercial
Development
Executive Medical Director
Non Executive Director
Assistant Director of Finance, Strategy, Planning
& Reporting (Deputy for Executive Director of
Finance)
Company Secretary
Head of Communication
Senior Financial Accountant
Assistant
Financial
Accountant-Internal
Governance
Healing Arts Director
Assistant
Director
for
Organisational
Development
Trust Board Administrator

Subject
Further Education Awards Funding
Healing Arts Update

13/031

Apologies For Absence
Apologies for absence were received from:
Peter Taylor - Non Executive Director
Chris Palmer - Executive Director of Finance
Alan Sheward -Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
Nina Moorman -Non Executive Director
June Ring - Patient Council
Vincent Thompson - Friends of St Mary’s
Jasmine Light - Staff Representative (Fund Manager)
Annie Hunter- Deputy for Jasmine Light
Richard Dent - Volunteer Co-ordinator,

13/032

Quoracy
The Chairman confirmed that the meeting was quorate.
Declarations Of Interest
The Chairman declared an interest as Assistant Deputy Coroner and Deputy District
Judge.
Minutes Of The Previous Meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on the 11TH June 2013 were agreed and signed by the
Chairman as a true record.

13/033

13/034

Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and Seconded by Danny Fisher
13/035

Matters Arising /Review Of Schedule Of Actions
a) Memorandums of Understanding - The Company Secretary confirmed that the
Memorandum of Understanding items will be returned to the Trust Executive
Committee.
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b) NHS IW Awards 2012 – HoC presented a budget statement which showed that
the ceremony achieved a break even status which included income of £5k from
Paul Jerram and £5.3k from IOW NHST Charitable Funds. The figures as shown
were agreed.
Proposed by Danny Fisher and Seconded by Mark Pugh

13/036

c) Request for IW Awards 2013 funding – Detailed costings are not yet available
and the item will be re-presented to the next Committee meeting, however it was
felt a similar amount of £5.3k would be required from Charitable Funds . The
Committee agreed that the Head of Communications could plan on that
assumption.
Action by HoC
Charitable Funds Strategy 2013 – 2017/18
a) Strategic Projects – Improvements to Breast Care Service & Discharge
Lounge
Sue Wadsworth reported that funding was being requested. She was going to
arrange to visit the unit but at this stage the request should be returned to the Trust
Executive Committee. She was unclear how their spending plans align to the
strategic plans of the Trust. The Executive Medical Director stated that there was
no fully formed plan and the Executive Director of Strategy and Commercial
Development stated that there needed to be a clear operational plan showing how
they would spend the funding which were not available at this time.
The Chair requested that this item be dropped from future agendas by default. He
stated that if the clinical directorates wanted to pursue this then they should aim to
return with a full comprehensive paper by December.
b) Communications & Engagement Action Plan
The meeting was advised that at this point there was no plan. The Executive
Director of Strategy and Commercial Development stated that this was on hold due
to government directives and there was no definite date available at this time. The
Company Secretary stated that the matter would need to be returned to the Trust
Executive Committee.
The Chair requested that this item be dropped from future agendas.
c) Charitable Funds Leaflet
The item presented to the meeting was the out of date version which needed
updating. At this stage there was no revised version available for approval. It was
agreed that HoC would liaise with SFA to draft an updated leaflet in view of the
name change from ‘PCT’ to ‘Trust’.The Chair requested that this item be dropped
from future agendas unless there was a new version for approval.
Action SFA/HoC
d) Use of Volunteers to support fundraising
A report was received in which the Volunteer Co-ordinator stated that there were
450 volunteers which was an extensive pool of extra resources available to the
Trust. The report advised that availability of these volunteers could be checked but
at present there was no one specific job description. If a specific role was required
then volunteers could be recruited to fill that specific job description.
The committee approved the proposals within this report

13/037

Fundraising Activities on NHS Premises Guidance
a) Friends of St Mary’s Draft Memorandum of Understanding
This item had returned again to the agenda. The Executive Director of Strategy
and Commercial Development stated that there were factual inconsistencies
within the document presented to the committee for approval. A discussion
was held over the role of the Friends of St Mary’s.
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It was agreed that at this time the document should be returned to the Friends
of St Mary’s for revision and the matter would then need to be discussed by the
Trust Executive Committee.
Action by EDSCD
The Chair asked that this item be deferred until after this had been undertaken.
13/038

Fundraising Appeals/Projects 2013/14
Magic Carpet –.The fundraising letter had already been approved by the Committee via
e-mail and was presented for formal approval and minuting.
The Senior Financial Accountant presented an update on the Magic Carpet fundraising
and confirmed that she was awaiting the formal business case prior to the bid being
presented at the Charitable Funds Committee for approval..
The committee noted this action.

13/039

Volunteer Services Report
The Volunteer Co-ordinator sent in his absence a range of leaflets which promote the
volunteer service within the NHS and the Isle of Wight. The report submitted on the
volunteer service was also reviewed. Congratulations were given on all his efforts to be
passed on to Richard Dent.
Action by SFA

13/040

Healing Arts
Healing Arts Director presented his report on the Healing Arts which included the
following updates:
• Creating digital image of each artwork for in the Trusts inventory.
• Creating digital image for each artwork available for display - to be posted on
Healing Arts website
• Discussing with Phlebotomy display of artworks in their Waiting room.
• Discussing with IW Music Centre young musicians performing at St. Mary's.
• Organising Opening Event with Andy Hollebon / Chaplaincy of the Workhouse
Burial Ground Memorial in September to coincide with Architecture/Historic
Buildings Open day in September.
• Launching of fundraising programme for completion of public access to the
Memorial and creation of Wild Flower meadow on site.
• Alan Sheward, Director Nursing to report/confirm new structure/membership of
Healing Arts Management Committee.
Action by EDNW
The Healing Arts Director will update at the next Committee meeting
Action by HAD/EDNW

13/041

Balances, Income & Expenditure
Senior Financial Accountant reported on the current income and expenditure sheet for
the period January 2013 – April 2013. She also tabled a copy of the press statement
issued on 19th June 2013 to the Isle of Wight County Press regarding the Isle of Wight
NHS Trust Charitable Funds.
A discussion was held over the various outstanding amounts shown within the financial
paper and the need to ensure that the money is clearly identifiable and spent in
accordance with the agreed spending plan.
The Chair stated that he was unhappy with the number of items coming before the
committee which were incomplete. A further discussion was had and it was agreed that
the guidance and application paperwork for funding would be reviewed to ensure clarity.
In addition a shortened key point leaflet would be prepared.
Action by SFA
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It was agreed that a general discussion on the appropriate application for funding to the
committee should be had and the Executive Medical Director indicated that this should
be presented to the Trust Executive Committee once complete.
Action by SFA
13/042

Fund Managers Expenditure Plans 2013/14
The Senior Financial Accountant reported that there were still 19 balances outstanding
on the report as at 30 April 2013.

13/043

Requests for Consideration
a) Sunshine Hospital Radio
This item was deferred due to incomplete proposal. The Executive Director of
Strategy asked the Senior Financial Accountant to confirm that IOW NHS Trust
Charitable Funds could grant funds to another charity.
Action SFA
b) Further Education Awards
Assistant Director for Organisational Development presented the request for the
Further Education Awards for 2013/14. She advised the committee that the funding
was only presented on an annual basis even when the course ran for a number of
consecutive years. The request for £45k for 2013/14 was anticipated to be
adequate and she indicated that £3k had been returned unspent from the funding
for 2012/13.
The Committee agreed the funding of £45k.
A discussion was had over the way the funding is granted and it was agreed that
the existing criteria and funding procedures should remain in place.
c) Patient Christmas Presents 2013
The Senior Financial Accountant reported that the value per patient of this gift was
£5 in previous years. She indicated that the Friends of St Mary’s also give gifts to
patients who are in hospital on Christmas day.
A discussion was had over the need for this practice, the demographics of the
island population, the goodwill created by giving of the gifts, religious issues
amongst the changing island population against the costs incurred.
The Committee agreed the funding of £5 per patient for Christmas 2013 and also
agreed that the policy should be consistent across the Trust and that clear guidance
should be provided to those areas who request funding.
Action by SFA

13/044

Friends of St Mary’s Bids
The Senior Financial Accountant presented the current bids. The Executive Director of
Strategy and Commercial Development stated that all bids should take into
consideration equipment maintenance contracts (where applicable), ongoing
maintenance costs, IT compliance to be confirmed with IT department, relevant risk
assessment and agreement received from Estates and full cost implications. She
stated that all bids must have these clearly identified as compliant before they are
submitted to finance for presentation to this committee.
The Senior Financial Accountant assured the committee that all bids would be put
through the normal Trust procurement process.
It was also noted that subscriptions (Item 3) should not be funded through the
Charitable Funds Committee.
The Committee agreed the list of bids which would now be considered for funding by
the Friends of St Marys
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13/045

Investment Policy Review
The Senior Financial Accountant reported that there were no changes to this policy.

13/046

Legacies Update
The Legacies update was received and noted.

13/047

Any Other Business
a) The Head of Communications presented a “Supporting Services provided by Isle of
Wight NHS Trust” strap line which he proposed to include when applicable. The
Executive Director of Strategy and Commercial Development requested that
whatever is used must fit all areas and be compliant with the Trust strategy. The
use of this was agreed in principle.
b) The Chairman expressed concern that papers coming to this committee should be
complete and only placed on the agenda when an appropriate decision was to be
made. He stated that too many items today had not been ready for the committee
and that this had caused the committee to waste valuable time. It was agreed that
this should be implemented.
Action by TBA

13/048

Date of Next Meeting
Date: Tuesday 10th September 2013
Venue: Conference Room, St Mary’s Hospital
Time: 08:30 – 09:45

The meeting closed at 09:50
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SHADOW NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting of the Shadow Nominations Committee held on the 13th August 2013
at 9.30 a.m. in the Rope Store Gallery, Quay Arts Centre, Newport.
PRESENT:

Danny Fisher (Chairman)
John Matthews
Charles Rogers
Peter Taylor
Sue Wadsworth

In Attendance:

Karen Baker, Chief Executive
Chris Palmer, EDOF
Mark Price, Company Secretary

Minuted by:

Linda Mowle, Finance Governance Officer

Top Key Issues
Min. No. 013/13
Min. No. 014/13
Min. No. 015/13

Subject
Board Skills Audit – designate NED to be sought
Updates to Board Development Plan
Updates to Board Governance Action Plan

008/13 APOLOGIES for absence were received from Nina Moorman, Alan Sheward and
Andrew Shorkey.
009/13 QUORACY: The Chairman confirmed that the meeting was quorate.
010/13 WELCOME: The Chairman welcomed Charles Rogers, who was appointed as a Non
Executive Director with effect from the 25th July 20913, to his first meeting of the
Committee.
011/13 MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING: The minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday,
14th May 2013 were agreed as an accurate record. There were no matters arising
from the previous minutes.
012/13 TERMS OF REFERENCE: The revised terms of reference were presented by the
Company Secretary, highlighting the amendments which included reference to a
‘designated NED’ being included as part of the quorum and the additional text under
Duties and Administration. The revised terms of reference were agreed for adoption
by the Committee.
013/13 BOARD COMPOSITION – BOARD SKILLS AUDIT: The Board Skills Assessment
based on all 6 NEDs’ self-assessments was tabled by the Company Secretary, who
advised that self assessment was based on a model provided by Foresight. The
NEDs’ self-assessment highlighted some areas/skills which the Board could seek to
strengthen through succession planning and a designate NED appointment. The
Company Secretary recommended that the Board seek a designate NED who could
address the skills gaps of:
•
•

Commercial expertise in multi site complex context
Marketing and Communication skills
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Both of these had been recommended by Foresight.
Committee supported the proposal.

After much discussion the

Overall, the Committee agreed that the role of NEDs on the Trust Board was to
challenge the Executive Directors and through the recruitment process of NEDs to
appoint the best person with the most appropriate expertise and skills in order to
enhance the quality of the Trust Board.
It was acknowledged that the Board receives clinical experience from a variety of
professionals including clinical experience gained by the NEDs. However, Sue
Wadsworth requested that succession planning for a NED with clinical background
needs to be factored in.
The Chairman and Company Secretary to update the Committee at its next meeting
on the progress with designate NED appointment.
Action: Chairman/CS
014/13 BOARD DEVELOPMENT PLAN: The Committee received the action plan as at 9th
August 2013. The Company Secretary advised that the action plan provides a
position statement and many items will be included on the Board forward plan which
is due to be approved at the August 2013 Trust Board meeting.
The following
points were highlighted:
•
•
•
•

Quality care is the main driver and needs to be included in the Board forward
plan
Nos. 31&38 engagement with stakeholders: develop plans for September
2013 Board Seminar to agree
No. 36 – 360 degree reviews: explore OD Team to undertake internally.
Nos. 1, 2, 26, 32 – agreed to close as complete.

The Company Secretary to revise the Plan and continue to monitor at the FT
Programme Board.
Action: CS
015/13 BOARD GOVERNANCE ACTION PLAN: The Company Secretary presented the
action plan as at 9th August 2013. The Committee noted the following:
• No. 12 engagement with stakeholders: to align with the Board Development
Plan actions and ensure same timescale.
• No. 13 forecast date: revised date to be included
• No. 17 CIP arrangements: to be an item for Service Transformation and
Quality Improvement.
The Company Secretary to revise the Plan and continue to monitor at the FT
Programme Board.
Action: CS
016/13 SENIOR INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR: The Committee noted that Charles Rogers
has been recommended as the Senior Independent Director to the Trust Board.
017/12 DATE OF NEXT MEETING: The
November/December 2013, as required.
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